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1.

Purpose

This business case recommends the next steps for meeting DHBs’ finance, procurement, and supply
chain needs and for supporting the health sector to gain maximum value from the goods and
services it purchases.
The Health Finance Procurement and Information Management System (FPIM) – formerly known as
the National Oracle Solution (NOS) – has been implemented in the Bay of Plenty, Canterbury,
Waikato, and West Coast DHBs, albeit the full solution design is not yet complete.
The launch with the four “Wave One” DHBs was anticipated as the first phase of a plan to implement
FPIM at all DHBs. Together, the Wave One DHBs represent 27% of the sector by volume (based on
Population Based Funding – PBF).
In June 2018 Government directed that further implementation be paused and that a business case
be prepared to support the next steps for the remaining DHBs. Cabinet had concerns that “… the
programme as currently configured, does not have the structure, information, plans, budget,
capability or relationships to deliver the sector wide outcomes and benefits of a national shared
finance and procurement systems”.[1]
This business case analyses the options available and recommends a path forward based on
extensive consultation with DHBs and central agencies, and with the oversight of a Governance
Board comprising the Director General of Health (chair), the Chair of PHARMAC, a DHB chair, and an
external IT governance expert.

[1]

Letter from DG Health to Megan Main, CE NZ Health Partnerships, 28 June 2018.
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2.

Recommendations

This business case recommends:
That the 10 DHBS using Oracle E-Business Suite that have infrastructure and/or application risks that
need to be remediated, namely
1. Agree to move to a single up to date instance of the Oracle E-Business Suite FPIM system on
shared infrastructure at a capital cost of $41.010 million (including 29% contingency) [Option 3
Single system for 10 DHBs as described in this business case]
2. Agree to the funding of implementation, ongoing licence and support costs and centralised
support at an operating cost of $103.670 million (including 15% contingency) over seven years
[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed an early release of some funding from DHBs to continue
the infrastructure build pending a final decision by Cabinet.]
That all DHBs:
3. Agree to implement a national shared procurement catalogue, data standards, data repository,
and compliance processes to improve procurement value for money
4. Approve their PBF share of $600,000 operating funding for a 6-month design phase to cover
how a shared national catalogue, Chart of Accounts and data repository will operate and how it
would provide the compliance necessary to deliver procurement benefits:
DHB

PBF

High level design funding

Auckland

14.93%

89,561

Bay of Plenty

5.04%

30,240

Canterbury

11.41%

68,451

Capital & Coast

6.78%

40,693

Counties Manukau

9.36%

56,174

Hawkes Bay

3.38%

20,309

Hutt

3.02%

18,113

Lakes

2.25%

13,490

MidCentral

3.75%

22,492

Nelson Marlborough

3.01%

18,063

Northland

3.98%

23,907

South Canterbury

1.16%

6,953

Southern

6.46%

38,784

Tairawhiti

1.09%

6,522

Taranaki

2.35%

14,112

Waikato

9.65%

57,904

Wairarapa

0.79%

4,742

Waitemata

9.31%

55,868

West Coast

0.82%

4,897

Whanganui

1.45%

8,724
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100.00%

$600,000

[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed that some of this work can commence as proposed, and be
funded by DHBs.]
[Note that this business case estimates that further costs of approximately $16 million capital and
$8.5 million operating over seven years (excluding contingency) will be required to implement the full
national shared catalogue, data repository, data standards, and compliance processes and systems
to support the full procurement benefits – these costs will be validated as part of the high level
design of the national shared catalogue.]
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3.

Executive summary

3.1

Context

Each year DHBs spend billions of dollars buying goods and services using a variety of separate
finance, procurement, and supply chain systems.
,
and
the remaining 13 DHBs use (or are about to use) Oracle E-Business Suite. These systems were
selected by DHBs to meet their specific needs and have been upgraded and adapted over time.
While these various applications have different underlying data structures, configurations and
processes, there are two common requirements that all DHBs share.


Firstly, they must have systems that support day-to-day operations enabling DHBs to manage
how goods and services are sourced, ordered, delivered, stored, used, and paid for. They need
to maintain financial records, including budgets, and provide fit for purpose reporting tools.



Secondly, the systems currently supporting this functionality are operating at levels of risk that
some DHBs consider to be unacceptable.

The immediate opportunity is to increase procurement value for money for $640 million pa of
medical devices (as contracted by PHARMAC) through a national shared procurement catalogue,
data standards, a national data repository, and contract compliance at the point of procurement.
While some of these components are in place in varying ways, national compliance and consistency
is required if the targeted savings are to be achieved. Further, beyond the identified medical devices
spend, the health system is spending around $5 billion pa on procurement; and of that $1.3 billion –
or 26% – can be matched at category or supplier level. There is a significant opportunity to realise
further procurement savings beyond medical devices.
This business case also recognises that 10 DHBs are currently operating at unacceptable levels of risk
with their finance, procurement, and supply chain systems, and need an immediate solution.
The business case recommends a phased approach that will enable those DHBs with end of life
systems to mitigate their risk of operational failure, in parallel with work to design a distributed
system and operating model to deliver the clean data and purchasing compliance required to
achieve procurement benefits.
This business case recommends that the DHBs who have not signalled an immediate requirement to
address their risk through an upgraded Oracle E-Business Suite solution would remain on their
current systems should they choose to do so, with a shared national catalogue and common chart of
accounts being used nationally. This represents a fundamental shift from the single national system
approach that has been proposed in the past.

3.2

Value proposition

The FPIM programme has five investment objectives. These were developed and refined through a
series of workshops and discussions with DHB CEs, CFOs, CIOs, and other subject matter experts.
(Details on the issues faced and the investment objectives can be found in section 5. Strategic case.)
The primary objectives are:
#1 Address risks from end of life systems
At least 10 DHBs covering 73% of the country by PBF (and approximately 80% of the procurement
spending) have immediate risk related to end of life finance, procurement, and supply chains
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systems. These DHBs are all using Oracle E-Business Suite and were relying on the FPIM programme
to remediate these issues:

The core finance, procurement, and supply chain systems have a wide reach into the operations of
the DHBs. These DHBs are therefore increasingly at risk of systems failures or outages which will
have severe consequences, including impacting on hospital operations.
The first of the primary investment objectives is therefore to solve the risks from end of life systems
experienced by these 10 DHBs. These 10 DHBs would need to replace or upgrade their systems
and/or infrastructure anyway.
#2 Achieve savings from procurement
PHARMAC manages the procurement of medical devices at a spend of $640 million pa across 388
suppliers. PHARMAC assesses that 2% savings pa can be achieved on this total by DHBs purchasing
from national contracts and conservatively estimates 7% savings pa when DHBs fully comply with
these contracts – i.e. purchasing according to the full conditions and not procuring medical devices
outside of these contracts.
This incremental increase of 5% represents a possible $32 million pa in cost avoidance across all
DHBs for medical devices.

Potential Medical Device Savings Per Annum

Gaining value from PHARMAC model for medical
devices requires four things:

$50.000

A national catalogue used by all DHBs for
procurement

II.

Common data standards for procurementrelated data at all DHBs

III.
IV.

A national procurement data repository for
analysis and reporting

Savings pa

$40.000

I.

Potential gain
$32m pa

$30.000
$20.000
$10.000
$0.000
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Level of compliance

Compliance of procurement against the national
catalogue for close to 100% of sector at the point of procurement. A high compliance level is
required to enable effective market share agreements to be negotiated. This is illustrated in in
the diagram above.

As can be seen, simply publishing the existing national catalogue to all DHBs, will not meet the above
requirements.
There is at least another $102 million pa of true national procurement (identified by NZ Health
Partnerships) where equivalent savings could be found in indirect products and services (i.e. nonmedical) and capital procurement. When this is added in, the cost avoidance reaches $37.1 million
pa (based on $640 million medical devices and $102 million other pa, a total of $742 million pa with
savings at 5%).
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It is important to note that together indirect and capital purchasing account for a far greater
proportion of DHBs’ spend than medical devices, but the current paucity of data (which will be
addressed through FPIM) hampers the sector’s ability to identify significant savings opportunities in
these areas.
There are also many opportunities for local and regional collaborative procurement that could result
in further savings across the health system.
Secondary investment objectives
Other investment objectives have been identified. These are:


#3 Better informed decision-making – from improved data quality and data availability



#4 More efficient operations – from more efficient and effective processes and opportunities for
shared services between DHBs



#5 Improved supply management – from improved data across all DHBs.

3.3

Comparing the options

The business case has considered the following options:
1. Status Quo / shutdown FPIM – Shuts down current FPIM programme and retains status quo
– no risk mitigation at risk DHBs
2. Clustered risk mitigation – 10 DHBs collectively mitigate their systems risk in clusters
3. Single system for 10 DHBs – 10 DHBs collectively mitigate risk by moving to a single FPIM
instance
4. Clustered risk mitigation + catalogue – Option 2 plus national shared catalogue for all DHBs
5. Single system for 10 DHBs + catalogue – Option 3 plus national shared catalogue for all DHBs
6. National system & integrated catalogue – Single national Oracle FPIM system for all DHBs
with integrated catalogue.
The following diagram summarises this business case’s assessment of the options.
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Table 1 Comparison of options ($million)

OPTIONS

1. Status Quo /
shutdown FPIM

2. Clustered risk
mitigation

3. Single system
for 10 DHBs

4. Clustered risk
mitigation +
catalogue

5. Single system
for 10 DHBs +
catalogue

Shuts down current
FPIM programme
and retains status
quo – no risk
mitigation

10 DHBs collectively
mitigate their
systems risk in
clusters

10 DHBs collectively
mitigate risk by
moving to a single
FPIM instance

Option 2 plus
national shared
catalogue for all
DHBs

Option 3 plus national
shared catalogue for all
DHBs

6. National
system &
integrated
catalogue
Single national Oracle
FPIM system for all
DHBs with integrated
catalogue

VALUE
#1 Address risks from
end of life systems
#2 Savings from
procurement
CONCLUSION

Option 6 provides best risk and procurement value; options 4 and 5 provide equivalent risk and procurement value to each
other. Option 6 is therefore preferred on value basis only.

RISK
Implementation risk

n/a

Operational risk
Benefits realisation risk
CONCLUSION

[1]

n/a

[2]

All options entail significant implementation risk, with option 6 having the highest as it affects all DHBs.
Option 5 provides the best balance of risk across categories, but will need careful management of benefits.

COSTS & FINANCIAL BENEFITS (EXCLUDING CONTINGENCY)
Cash comparison (10 year)
Capital

(29.989)

(33.891)

(58.782)

(49.783)

(65.077)

Operating

(14.115)

(110.147)

(125.244)

(139.678)

(137.774)

(137.843)

Total

(14.115)

(140.045)

(159.135)

(198.460)

(187.557)

(202.920)

14.000

14.000

223.200

237.200

237.200

(14.115)

(126.045)

(145.135)

24.740

49.643

34.280

(12.950)

(84.953)

(109.639)

(12.783)

4.899

(8.575)

Benefits
Net
NPV (at 7%)
CONCLUSION

Option 5 provides the best NPV. But note that option 6 upgrades the systems for all DHBs, while option 5 only upgrades the
systems of 10 DHBs, albeit 73% of the sector by PBF.

Cash plus impairment comparison (10 year)
Net cash

(14.115)

(126.045)

(145.135)

24.740

49.643

34.280

Potential impairment

(56.000)

(56.000)

(22.000)

(56.000)

(22.000)

-

(68.115)

(182.045)

(167.135)

(31.240)

27.484

34.280

Net impact

CONCLUSION

When the potential impact impairment is taken into account, option 6 provides the best net cash impact over the 10 year
period and delivers a greater scope than option 5.

OVERALL
CONCLUSIONS
Notes
realisation
medium/high
because
difficulties inrisk
achieving
data
and producing
compliancesavings
across disparate
systems
1.1. Benefits
Options
4, 5, andrisk
6 provide
the best
value of
– addressing
from end
ofconsistencies
life systems and
from procurement.
risk lower
whenthe
compared
withoptions
option 45as
80%
of medical
procurement
be on
a single
Oracl
e FPIM
system
2.2. Benefits
Of therealisation
three options
providing
best value,
and
6 provide
thedevice
best operating
riskwill
profile
and
the best
risk
profile
for providing the
benefits.
3.
Option 5 provides the best cash ten year NPV. However, it delivers less scope than option 6, only upgrading the systems of 10 DHBs, albeit 73%
of the sector by PBF.
4. When the potential impact impairment is taken into account, option 6 provides the best net cash impact over the 10 year perio d and delivers a
greater scope than option 5.
5.
Option 6 has the highest implementation risk and requires the whole sector to change systems. It is not preferred by the other 10 DH Bs not
already committed to upgrading to a single instance of Oracle FPIM. They have different balance sheet and operational priorities.
6. Option 5 therefore should be pursued. However further work is required to ensure that the benefits realisation risk can be ma naged.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.

Start implementation of option 3 to mitigate the risk of the 10 DHBs facing the highest risk.
In parallel, undertake further investigation to ensure that option 5 can be implemented and the benefits achieved.
At the end of the investigation, determine whether to continue with option 5 or option 6 – both can be implemented as follow ons from
option 3.
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Update to potential impairment as at 31 May 2019
1. An Impairment Advisory Group was formed comprising Canterbury DHB CFO (Wave One),
Counties Manukau DHB CFO (Wave Two), PwC and the NZ Health Partnerships finance team.
Treasury were consulted beforehand, Audit NZ had input into the factors to be considered and
Ministry of Health Finance were observers at a half-day workshop.
2. The Impairment Advisory Group considered the future costs and benefits outlined in the FPIM
Business Case for the preferred Option 3. For the purposes of this NPV assessment, it
considered PHARMAC’s view that no incremental benefits would flow from the $642m annual
medical device spend unless all 20 DHBs were on a single system was too conservative, given
that the proposed 10 FPIM DHBs account for 80% of the Sector spend ($514m). It determined
that it would be reasonable to use 2.5% (half of the incremental 5% procurement benefit
PHARMAC assess from having all 20 DHBs on one system – $12.8 million annual benefit rather
than $32 million). These assumptions were utilised to derive the project life NPV with benefits
of $30.9 million.
3. The work of the Impairment Advisory Group determined a proposed impairment of the Capital
Spend of $36.6 million, which after allowing for current year depreciation charge of
$3.7 million, resulted in a required $32.9 million impairment charge for the 2018/19 financial
year. The carrying value at 30 June 2019 of the FPIM asset after depreciation and impairment
is $27.9 million.
4. Of the $32.9 million impairment this year, $27.8 million (84%) relates to historic expenditure
incurred under HBL.
5. The calculated impairment is validated by the project life NPV with benefits of $30.9 million
being greater than the accounting carrying value $27.9 million, the difference being
depreciation on previously capitalised elements.
6. Life to date capex spend of $79.4 million has therefore been impaired by $38.7 million (49% of
total spend), of which $33.6 million (87% of total impairment) relates to expenditure incurred
under HBL.
7. The NZ Health Partnerships Board approved the methodology and resulting impairment at its
21 May 2019 Board meeting subject to PwC support (received 28 May 2019).
8. Given that the FPIM Business Case preferred recommendation that only ten DHBs are
committed to continuing to develop the FPIM asset, NZ Health Partnerships recommends that
the $32.9 million impairment be allocated in full to those non-participating DHBs ($21.7m) and
the balance ($11.2 million) to the continuing DHBs proportionate to their capital contributions.
9. PwC participated in the Impairment Advisory Group meeting on 8 May 2019 and completed a
review of the summary of the methodology, process and judgments, together with further
considerations for DHBs (refer PwC letter dated 28 May 2019). PwC consider that the Working
Group’s approach has been reasonable, logical and consistent with consideration factors from
previous years. PwC believe that DHBs should recognise their share of the NZ Health
Partnerships impairment and that non-participating DHBs should fully impair the value of the
asset.
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3.4

Choosing the path forward

The following can be concluded from this comparison.
Option 1
Status quo /
shutdown
FPIM

Does not address the immediate risk of operational
failure faced by the 10 DHBs using Oracle E-Business
Suite who have self-identified as having high risk.

Reject

Does not provide any procurement savings.
Resolves the risk for the 10 DHBs with immediate
issues.

Option 2
Clustered risk
mitigation

It potentially continues the current fragmentation,
but it is aligned to a shared national catalogue.
While it appears attractive cost-wise, these costs are
based on high level estimates only. If it is adopted its
pathway is to a higher cost option when the
catalogue is added, that of Option 4.

Reject on the basis
that no alternative
cluster has been
identified by sector

Resolves the risk for the 10 DHBs with immediate
issues, namely

Option 3
Single system
for 10 DHBs

Moves 80% of sector
procurement to single platform, thereby simplifying
data standards and procurement compliance.

Implement as
matter of urgency

It consolidates the sector along a path towards a
single national system (at some point in the future)
and is aligned to a shared national catalogue.
The National Technology Solution has already been
designed, peer reviewed by PwC Australia, and the
hardware is already in place.

Option 4
Clustered risk
mitigation plus
national
catalogue

Provides a means for Option 2 to have a national
catalogue and common chart of accounts and so
provide savings in procurement.
It may be more challenging to implement and
achieve the benefits than Option 5 Single system for
10 DHBs plus national catalogue.
Provides the most promising solution to achieving
the PHARMAC level savings without implementing a
single national system.

Option 5
Single system
for 10 DHBs
plus national
catalogue

FPIM Business Case

The national catalogue, data standards, data
repository, and compliance can be implemented in
parallel with Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs.
It enables the sector to build off the cluster of 73%
by PBF / 80% of procurement spending on a single
Oracle E-Business Suite instance without requiring
other DHBs to change their preferred systems.

Reject on the basis
that no alternative
cluster has been
identified by sector

Implement Option
3 and in parallel
start design of
shared national
catalogue and chart
of accounts
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At this stage Option 6 appears to have the strongest
case financially.
Option 6
National
system and
integrated
catalogue

3.5

However, it has a high implementation risk, higher
risk of cost escalation, requires the short-term
replacement of systems at seven DHBs, and will
require the largest level of change management in
DHBs.

Preserve pathway
to this state

It should be preserved as a future pathway if
possible, to keep the path open to future
consolidation of systems across the sector and is
most likely to be a cloud solution.

Conclusions

On the basis of the analysis and conclusions, this business case recommends the following:
1. Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs should start as soon as possible to mitigate the systems risk
of 10 DHBs using Oracle E-Business Suite. This addresses immediate risks from end of life
systems and preserves all future options.
[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed an early release of some funding from DHBs to continue
the infrastructure build pending a final decision by Cabinet.]
2. A 6-month high level design should be conducted on a shared national catalogue to determine
how it should be implemented and how the procurement benefits could be achieved, including
data quality, reporting, and compliance of DHB procurement against PHARMAC's "schedule"
which forms part of the national shared catalogue.
a. The scope of the high-level design will include technology (interfacing to multiple
different systems), data standards (to address low levels of current data quality), data
analysis and reporting, common Chart of Accounts, significant data cleansing, changes in
procurement processes, operating model, and governance
b. It will also include working with PHARMAC to ensure that their benefits realisation
model provides incentives for DHBs to purchase nationally contracted products.
c. It will outline the opportunities through data and analytics to support early delivery of
procurement benefits ahead of fully implement the national catalogue and interfacing to
DHB systems.
3. The implementation phase of the catalogue would start from late 2019 once analysis has been
completed and agreement (i.e. an approved business case and funding) gained to move forward.
[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed that some of this work can commence as proposed, and be
funded by DHBs.]
The diagram below visually represents the pathway forward.
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HealthBIS
infrastructure

1

FPIM Oracle infrastructure

Interim shared service
(Oracle Administration Team)

Confirm FPIM Oracle
Shared Service
operating model

Implement FPIM Oracle on
shared infrastructure to
the 10 at risk DHBs …

Business as
usual Shared
Service

Migrate Wave One DHBs
Implement FPIM Oracle to remaining at risk DHBs

Implement accredited
catalogue maintenance model

2

… In parallel with FPIM Oracle implementation
conduct high level design of shared catalogue, proof
of concept, and business case for next steps ….

High level
design

Confirm procurement service operating model
and compliance framework
Business case approved
Interim DHB Master
Catalogue

Proof of concept

Business as usual
procurement – PHARMAC ,
DHBs, and national
procurement

Build new National Product and
Services Catalogue

Integrate with financial management and procurement systems

Interim Data Hub and Analytical Capability

New Data Hub and
Analytical Capability

Figure 1 Way forward

3.6

Governance

A strengthened governance framework for the FPIM programme was agreed and implemented in
February 2019. This new framework was intended to better represent key stakeholders, including
PHARMAC and the Ministry of Health. A Governance Board has overseen the finalisation of the
business case, and gained agreement to the overall approach, including a firm commitment to a
National Catalogue, the future operating model and the intended approach to implementation, by
all DHBs.
That Governance Board will be refocused to support implementation of the preferred option,
balancing the requirements of individual DHBs with the overall goals of the programme while
recognising each DHBs ability to manage their own costs and quality of transition.
The governance structure has been designed to remove duplication and provide clear lines of
reporting, responsibility and ownership. The structure is also intended to ensure leadership of the
programme is collaborative and sector led through the inclusion of DHB senior executives in key
roles.
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FPIM Oracle Implementation
Steering Committee

Monitor

SRO

GOVERNANCE

FPIM Governance Board

DHB National Catalogue
Design Authority

FPIM Customer
Group

Advisory Groups /
SMEs
FPIM
General Manager

Implementation
Programme Manager

Project 4,5 and 6 Rollout Wave 2,3 and 4

OAT Project Delivery

DHB Implementation
Team
Project 2 – Wave One
Migration to FPIM Oracle
Infrastructure

Project 3 - Deferred
functionality - FPIM Oracle
Solution

Project 4 - Operationalise
Support Model and Finalise
Rollout Wave Framework

Business SMEs
Training Coordinator
Testing Coordinator
Change Lead

OAT BaU Support

High Level Catalogue
Design Project Team

MANAGEMENT

Project 1 – FPIM Oracle
Infrastructure Build

Service Manager

Rollout Wave – Enabling
Team
Data Migration
Change Management
Training
Testing

Figure 2 Proposed governance and management structure

The overarching FPIM Governance Board will be critical to the success of the programme. This is
chaired by the Director General of Health and includes the chair of PHARMAC, a chair from a DHB, an
external IT governance advisor, and an independent procurement/supply chain expert.
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3.7

Why it will be different this time

Through the consultation process two or three DHB stakeholders have asked “What is or will be
different this time?” The key differences are as follows:


The governance has been significantly strengthened and simplified with an overarching FPIM
Governance Board chaired by the DG of Health and with appropriate representation and
expertise. This streamlines the authorising environment and enables rapid escalation to the
highest levels of decision-making in the sector.



The implementation model has been changed so that the Senior Responsible Owner is the
Deputy Director-General Data and Digital at the Ministry of Health. Implementation
responsibility is now no longer within a single DHB or group of DHBs providing services to other
DHBs.



FPIM is already operational for four DHBs and the outstanding issues are being resolved – we are
not starting from scratch.



The initial focus will be on the 10 DHBs (67% by PBF) that have significant system risks and that
are using Oracle eBusiness Suite, moving to an up to date instance of Oracle eBusiness Suite
running on a single instance of the National Technology Solution.



The service approach is being is being enhanced to ensure that all DHBs receive support for their
differing operational requirements from a single shared service provider (as opposed to one DHB
providing services to other DHBs). There will be a strong focus on building a customer-centric
culture in the shared services provider.



The programme is taking a fundamentally different approach to achieving the required benefits
– we are no longer asking all DHBs to migrate to a single system (but are retaining that as a
possible future outcome). Procurement benefits can therefore be achieved well in advance of all
DHBs needing to be on a single system.



There has been a strong focus on programme and change management capability. This business
case includes DHB implementation costs and change planning requirements.



The procurement compliance required for DHBs to achieve the procurement benefits will be in
place as an output of the national shared catalogue design phase. A benefits realisation plan
supported by the strengthened governance has been developed.



There are reduced risks and interdependencies in the proposed approach.



The development and implementation of the shared National Procurement catalogue, data
standards, data repository and compliance processes across all DHBs will be treated, initially, as
a separate project that will benefit all DHBs and PHARMAC.



We are recommending an appropriate funding contingency informed by a Quantitative Risk
Assessment – 29% capital and 15% operating.

See 9. Management case for details on plan for implementation of preferred option.
See APPENDIX E: Shared national catalogue high level design project brief for description of the
high-level design work.
See 8. Financial case for details on costing and cost allocation to DHBs.
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4.

Introduction

4.1

Background

The genesis of FPIM stems back to 2012 when a national finance, procurement, and supply chain
system along with shared services were first envisaged
In 2012 Health Benefits Limited prepared a business case for finance, procurement and supply chain
shared services.1 The scope of this business case was to support national procurement, a national
supply chain, use of a common national Oracle finance, procurement, and supply chain system, and
national finance shared services.
The business case estimated net benefits to the New Zealand Health sector of approximately $138
million over a five-year period (FY12/13 to FY16/17), and approximately $538 million over ten years
(FY12/13 to FY21/22). The investment required to achieve these benefits was $88 million.2 DHBs
agreed to proceed with programme development.
The business case required an ambitious work programme and aggressive timelines. In 2014, when it
became apparent that the programme was going to take longer and cost more to complete, replanning was undertaken to look at options for reducing costs and maximising benefits.
In April 2015 shared services and the national supply chain model were removed from the scope,
additional implementation funding was made available, and final implementation to all DHBs was
delayed until December 2019
In 2015 the following key changes were made to the programme:


Project programme costs increased from $88 million to $115 million. These costs included
system integration costs that had been excluded from the original case. These increases were to
be funded by individual DHBs



Financial shared services were removed from scope



Consolidated warehouse and logistics functions were removed from scope.

This left the scope of the programme confined to the development and implementation of a shared
finance and procurement system for all DHBs. This system included local supply chain functionality
for DHBs. The narrower scope of the programme was projected to deliver a net present value of
$150 million and an IRR of 20% (as compared to $212 million for the equivalent scope in the original
business case).3
Also, at this time, NZ Health Partnerships – a company owned equally by all 20 DHBs – took over the
programme from Health Benefits Limited. The programme was renamed the National Oracle
Solution (NOS).

1

Health Benefits Limited, DHB Business Case: Finance, Procurement & Supply Chain Shared Services (HBL,
2012).

2

All costs are cash and are not discounted to take account of time value of money.

3

Health Benefits Limited, Business Change Case: Finance, Procurement and Supply Chain (FPSC) Programme
(HBL, 2015).
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A 2015 stage gate report reconfirmed the NOS scope and estimated that the programme could be
completed within the original budget, but with no financial or time contingency
The NOS scope was reconfirmed in November 2015, and a recommendation made to proceed to the
build phase so that implementation could proceed. The revised budget indicated a “potential” to
complete the programme of work within the costs and timelines expected by the DHBs. There was
however no cost or time contingency. This was documented in a November 2015 stage gate report.
The DHBs and NZ Health Partnerships agreed that the NOS programme move to the build phase and
that the first DHBs start preparations for implementation.
An August 2017 change control report against the 2015 case recommended that the NOS scope
should remain unchanged and that it should continue as a series of interdependent projects
In August 2017, a change control report against the 2015 case recommended that DHBs reaffirm
their commitment to the NOS programme and approve revised timelines and a further $22.8 million
cost (including contingency) to complete the NOS programme. The governance and programme
management disciplines were also strengthened to help ensure success.
The business case financials were updated to provide an IRR of 13.1% and an NPV of $87.37 million
assuming the contingency was fully consumed.4
In October 2017, all DHBs agreed to the recommendations. The NOS programme continued with a
target to implement the Wave One DHBs – Bay of Plenty, Canterbury, Waikato, and West Coast – in
July 2018.
In April 2018, a Deloitte review concluded that the programme needed to strengthen its
implementation planning and ensure that it can successfully deliver the sector outcomes and
benefits
The Ministry of Health requested Deloitte to undertake a review of the NOS programme. The terms
of reference for the review stated that it was “to consider whether the programme is currently set
up to deliver successfully, and, if not, what actions should be considered to increase the likelihood of
a successful implementation.”
The review identified some issues with programme management, DHB capability to manage change,
ongoing support, engagement with PHARMAC, and benefits realisation. It recommended that Wave
One go-live should proceed along with the remainder of the currently proposed scope. It also
recommended a stronger “owner and investor” mind-set to ensure that the benefits could be
achieved.5
In June 2018 Government agreed that Wave One would continue but requested a “pause” for the
remainder of the programme subject to a satisfactory business case being completed
In June 2018, the Ministry of Health advised NZ Health Partnerships that Cabinet agreed to approve
the funding required to deploy NOS to the Wave One DHBs in July 2018. However, while Cabinet
agreed to roll out the Wave One DHBs, it requested a pause on all other NOS programme activities.
The Ministry of Health requested that NZ Health Partnerships develop a new NOS business case to
support continuation of the NOS programme. This business case was to be comprehensive and
address the following core requirements:

4

NZ Health Partnerships, NOS Revised Business Case – Change Control Report (NZ Health Partnerships, 2017).

5

Deloitte, National Oracle System Programme Review (Deloitte, 2018).
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1. “Identification and analysis of measurable full programme benefits (including savings from
PHARMAC procurement of medical devices on a national scale)
2. Identification and analysis of full programme costs (including potential material impairment
charges for DHBs, implementation and change management costs for DHBs and PHARMAC,
capital depreciation etc.)
3. Assessment of the current condition of DHBs’ financial management and procurement
systems
4. Completion of missing and outdated artefacts including an updated benefits analysis, benefit
realisation plan and agreed targeted operating model
5. Timing and sequencing for the next steps for the remainder of the programme
6. Re-evaluation of cloud-based technology solutions (including hybrid cloud/non-cloud
solutions)
7. Lessons learnt from the programme to date.” 6
This business case explicitly responds to these requirements
This business case:
1. Identifies the full programme benefits, with a specific emphasis on the medical device
procurement using the PHARMAC model (See the Economic Case for how these have been
identified and the Financial Case for detail on how they have been costed)
2. Identifies all the programme costs, including the DHB change management costs, capital
depreciation, etc (See the Financial Case for detail on what has been included in the costs)
3. Assesses the current condition of the DHB’s financial, procurement, and supply chain systems
(See the Strategic Case, section 5.3.2 Many DHBs are facing immediate IT sustainability issues)
4. Includes an updated benefits analysis, benefits realisation plan, target operating model, and
governance model (See the Economic and Financial Cases for the updated benefits analysis and
the Management Case for the benefits realisation plan, governance, and operating model)
5. Shows the timing of the next steps of the programme (See the Management Case)
6. Describes the role of cloud-based technologies in the solution (See the discussion in the
Economic Case in section 6.3.8 Pathway to the public cloud)
7. Shows how the lessons learned from the programme have been applied (See APPENDIX B:
Lessons learned and how addressed).
Wave One went live with four DHBs in July 2018 – there are still unresolved issues
The first four DHBs —Bay of Plenty, Canterbury, Waikato and West Coast – went live on NOS on their
current information technology infrastructure on 2 July 2018.
While the system itself is stable and performing well, some issues remain that require resolution.
The most significant of these are:


6

The Infrastructure complexity and cost were reduced from the original NOS scope in order to
achieve the Wave 1 DHB implementation by July 2018, with the full expectation that the
transition onto the NOS centralised highly resilient national infrastructure would follow within a

Letter from DG Health to Megan Main, CE NZ Health Partnerships, 28 June 2018.
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6-month timeframe.


The Oracle Business Intelligence analysis and reporting system was not implemented. This has
left some DHBs with reduced reporting capability.



The Oracle Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) integration module was not implemented. This
would have been used to implement interfaces to other systems and suppliers.



The ongoing support arrangements still need to be formalised. The current support is being
provided by the programme team on an interim basis.



Ongoing governance for the future of the service is not in place.

The Steering Committee was aware of these issues and believed that they could be resolved after
go-live. However, the Cabinet instruction to pause the programme has constrained the programme’s
ability and the funding required to resolve them.
The resolutions to these key issues are addressed in the business case, while a more detailed
integrated plan (outside of this business case) is in place to finalise and enhance the service over the
coming months.
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4.2

Business case development and structure

The business case was developed through a comprehensive process that engaged the DHBs,
Ministry of Health, PHARMAC and central government
This business case was developed on a framework of workshops and on-going engagement with key
personnel from DHBs, PHARMAC, and central government agencies including the Ministry of Health,
Treasury, the Government Chief Digital Officer, and the Ministry of Business Innovation and
Employment. The options to meet DHBs’ finance, procurement and supply chain needs were looked
at through fresh eyes while previous work was reused only where practicable. The benefits model,
costs, and change management / implementation approaches were redesigned from the ground up.
This business case has been developed using the government standard Better Business Case fivecase method
This business case has been developed using the Better Business Case (BBC) approach and is built on
the BBC templates. The core problem statements and benefits were developed using the Investment
Logic Mapping (ILM) process.
This business case consists of:


A Strategic Case presenting the strategic case for change, the specific problems to be resolved,
the benefits that can be achieved, and the investment objectives



An Economic Case presenting the critical success factors, the options considered, an analysis of
the options, and a proposed way forward



A Commercial Case outlining how the required products and services will be procured



A Financial Case describing the finances and benefits for the preferred option along with the
preferred funding option



A Management Case describing how the preferred option will be managed and the benefits
realised.

This business case has been subject to an Independent Quality Assurance, review of the costing by
an independent organisation, review by Central Agencies, a Gateway Review, and includes a
Quantitative Risk Assessment
The business case process has been subject to review by central agencies in two Better Business
Case clinics. An Independent Quality Assurance has been completed. An accounting firm was
commissioned to review the cost model. The financial estimates include a Quantitative Risk
Assessment (QRA) to support requirements for time and cost contingencies. The learnings from a
“Lessons Learned Report” have been applied to the options analysed. A Gateway Review has also
taken place, as required by government policy.
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5.

Strategic case

5.1

Introduction

This section presents the strategic case for change, the specific problems to be resolved, the
benefits that can be achieved, and the investment objectives for the business case
This strategic case presents:


How this business case aligns with wider government strategies and initiatives



The environmental context in which this business case operates



The problems that this business case specifically addresses



The benefits that this business case seeks to achieve



The scope of the interventions proposed in this business case



The investment objectives for this business case



The key constraints and dependencies that must be considered.

A summary of the strategic case is shown in the following diagram.
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Finance, Procurement, Supply Chains systems at DHBs

Scope of case

Alignment
with key
strategies

Environmental
context

Problems

Benefits

Investment
objectives

Supporting government
health priorities

Supporting the living
standards framework

• Value from investment
• Wellbeing
• Equity

• Human capital benefits
• Financial benefits

DHBs currently use a variety of finance,
procurement, and supply chain
systems
13 DHBs (84% by PBF) use / about to use
Oracle EBS
5 DHBs (11 % by PBF) use / about to use
TechnologyOne
2 DHBs (5% by PBF) use JD Edwards

Supporting the New
Zealand Health Strategy
2016
• THEME THREE: Value
and high performance
• THEME FIVE: Smart
system

Many DHBs are facing immediate IT
sustainability issues
10 DHBs covering
73% by PBF have risk materialising
Other DHBs have delayed upgrade
decisions and risk will materialise in two
to three years

PRIMARY
ONE: System risk and sustainability
TWO: Inefficient procurement
10 DHBs have immediate system risk
The lack of a single national catalogue,
issues that will materialise in 2020 – at
national data standards, high quality
least four other DHBs have issues that
procurement data, and an effective
need resolution in two to three years
compliance programme are hindering
efficient procurement
PRIMARY
ONE: Sustainable systems at
TWO: More effective
acceptable risk
procurement
Finance, procurement, and
Increased value from procured
supply chain systems operating good and services through use
at acceptable risk and
of a national procurement
supporting change in the
catalogue and master data
future
along with a compliance
regime to support improved
contracts
PRIMARY
ONE: Address risks from endTWO: Achieve savings from
of life systems
procurement

Supporting the
Government ICT strategy

Supporting the Digital
Health Strategy

• Exploiting emerging
technologies
• Unlocking the value of
information

• Sustained change and
innovation
• Accessible, trusted
information

Productive investment requires
effective use of health systems and
data
Opportunity to gain value from
PHARMAC model with medical devices

The sector is well positioned for further
system consolidation
Current
Governance and operating models will
need to be enhanced

SECONDARY
THREE: Product tracking
FOUR: Efficient operation
Significant variation across the sector in Disparate systems and manual
the ability to track specific products to
processes are driving unnecessary
individuals or events presents clinical
duplication of procurement effort
risk

THREE: Better informed
decision-making
Increased quality and
availability of data will support
better informed decisionmaking

SECONDARY
FOUR: Increased efficiency

Increased operating efficiencies
in finance, procurement, and
supply chain

FIVE: Improved supply
management
Improved supply chain
management contributing to
reduced clinical risk through
standardised products tracked
against events and people and
improved supplier management

SECONDARY
THREE: Better informed
decision-making

FOUR: Efficient operation

Figure 3 Summary of strategic case
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Supporting the New
Zealand Health and
Disability System Review
• Respond easily to
change”
• Provide high quality
national data
• Control the cost of
healthcare
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FIVE: Improved supply
management

5.2

Alignment with key strategies

5.2.1 Supporting government health priorities
Government is investing an additional $8 billion in healthcare over the next four years as part of
Budget 2018 to address cost pressures and is seeking wellbeing and equity for all New Zealanders
Government is investing in healthcare and has signalled an increased priority for primary care,
mental health, public delivery of health services, and a strong focus on improving equity in health
outcomes. It sees the period of 2008 to 2017 as a period of under-investment and has stated that it
will invest $8 billion over the next four years to meet cost pressures and deliver new initiatives over
the next four years.7
Wellbeing
“The heart of this Government’s agenda [is] health and wellbeing.”8 “We know if we prioritise
wellbeing now, we’re laying the foundations for New Zealanders to have better lives for decades to
come”9. “We are introducing new wellbeing reporting requirements to inform budget decisions and
… we are enhancing our evidence base with measures to support decisions promoting wellbeing” [as
above].
Equity
Government is strongly focused on systems and solutions that broaden access to services to address
equity issues and improve health outcomes for Maori and Pasifika people. “Wellbeing is integral to
our work on improving equity in the areas of primary care, mental health and child wellbeing10” “Our
health system does not deliver equally well for all. We know our Maori and Pacific peoples have
worse health outcomes and shorter lives. That is something we cannot accept.”11 “The right to attain
the highest possible standard of health is a fundamental right of every New Zealander.”12
This business case supports government’s objectives for the health system and is aligned with key
government themes. It seeks increased value from the government’s investment in health that will
flow through to wellbeing and equity for all New Zealanders.

7

Hon David Clark, Letter of expectations for District Health Boards and Subsidiary Entities for 2018/19 (May
2018).
https://nsfl.health.govt.nz/system/files/documents/pages/auckland_letter_of_expectation_2018.pdf
[Accessed 6 November 2018]

8

Hon David Clark, Keynote Speech to the Third International Conference on Wellbeing and Public Policy (6
September 2018). https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/keynote-speech-third-international-conferencewellbeing-and-public-policy [Accessed 6 November 2018]

9

Ibid.

10

Ibid.

11

Thomas Coughlan, ‘H2’ to head public health review (30 May 2018).
[https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2018/05/29/112103/former-clark-staffer-returns-for-health-review
[Accessed 6 November 2018]

12

Hon David Clark, Speech to the NZ Nurses Organisation AGM (20 September 2018).
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-nz-nurses-organisation-agm [Accessed 6 November 2018]
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5.2.2 Supporting the living standards framework
This business case contributes to higher living standards by growing human capital and social
capital
The New Zealand Treasury has established a vision focused on higher living standards for New
Zealanders. This will require growing the country’s human, social, natural and financial / physical
capitals. Together these represent New Zealand’s overall economic capital.13 This is illustrated in the
following diagram.

Figure 4 Living standards framework14

This business case is focused on improving the effectiveness of DHB financial and procurement
systems. This will enable:


human capital benefits through improved value from medical device spending in District Health
Boards



financial benefits through more effective procurement and more efficient operation.

This business case therefore contributes to higher living standards for New Zealand and seeks to
build New Zealand’s economic capital.

5.2.3 Supporting the Government ICT strategy
This business case supports the outcomes sought by the Government ICT strategy, most notably
“Information-driven insights are reshaping services and policies, and adding public and private
value”
The Government ICT Strategy is “the New Zealand Government’s foundation for digital change”.15
This business case aligns with the Government ICT strategy by:

13

See https://treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/living-standards [Accessed 23 October
2018]

14

New Zealand Treasury, The Treasury Approach to the Living Standards Framework (Treasury, February
2018), 2.

15

See https://www.digital.govt.nz/digital-government/strategy/ [Accessed 23 November 2018]
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[1] Exploiting emerging technologies – this business case explicitly lays out a path to the cloud
(as directed by Cabinet in 201216)



[2] Unlocking the value of information – this business case centres around improved quality of
information to achieve increased value in the health sector

This business case will support achieving the key outcome of:


[2] Unlock the value of information, specifically around finance, procurement, and supply chain
information.

5.2.4 Supporting the Digital Health Strategy
This business case supports increased use of digital technologies to increase health outcomes
The Ministry of Health is developing a Digital Health Strategy:
“… to progress the core digital technologies presented in the New Zealand Health Strategy. It
guides the strategic digital investments that are expected to occur across the health and
disability sector in the next five years, 2016–2020. It will also align sector investment with
value delivery and encourage health organisations to invest with greater clarity and
confidence.”17
The strategy sets down the Vision for Health Technology, guiding investment in technologies across
the health and disability sector. The Vision for Health Technology outlines the pivotal role
technology plays in shaping the way New Zealanders “live well, stay well and get well’ in 2027. Of
the nine themes, sustained change and innovation, and accessible, trusted information are directly
aligned to the strategic context of this proposal.

5.2.5 Supporting the New Zealand Health and Disability System Review
This business case supports the flexibility required in core systems to support potential outcomes
from the New Zealand Health and Disability System Review
In May 2018, the Minister of Health announced a review of the health and disability services. The
review will be wide-ranging and firmly focused on a fairer future. It will look at the way health
services are structured, resourced and delivered and seek to make recommendations covering the
next decades. The review panel will provide an interim report by July 2019 and a final report by 31
March 2020. The Minister’s expectations are that the panel “…will deliver robust and far-reaching
recommendations”.18
This review brings expectations of significant change from 2020. It will be important that the sector
has in place systems that will support the flexibility that the outcomes of the review will demand.
This will include being able to:


accommodate structural and organisational change across the sector



provide high quality national data that supports effective decision-making

16

See https://www.ict.govt.nz/guidance-and-resources/using-cloud-services/additional-backgroundinformation/cabinet-decisions/ [Accessed 26 November 2018]

17

Ministry of Health, Digital Health 2020. https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/ehealth/digital-health-2020
[Accessed 13 November 2018]

18

See https://systemreview.health.govt.nz/ [Accessed 17 October 2018];
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/details-major-health-review-finalised [Accessed 17 October 2018]
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continue to ensure value for money for the healthcare system



better support the health service in delivering equity for all.

This business case supports the future flexibility and sustainability that will be required while
maintaining a strong focus on cost management and use of data to support an equitable health
service.
This business case also supports the use of off-ramps and pause points to enable the results of the
review to be applied quickly and efficiently.
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5.3

Environmental context

This business case is presented in the context of immediate IT sustainability issues, effective use of
health systems and data, data consistency across the sector, and positioning for further system
consolidation

5.3.1 DHBs currently use a variety of finance, procurement, and supply
chain systems
DHBs use a variety of finance and procurement systems, with DHBs covering 84% of New Zealand’s
population using Oracle E-Business Suite
10 DHBs covering 73% of the country’s population-based funding are using Oracle across three
instances. These DHBs comprise approximately 80% of the sector’s procurement. A further three
DHBs covering 11% of the country’s population-based funding are also using Oracle across two
instances
This leaves seven DHBs covering 17% of the country’s population-based funding using
non-Oracle systems.
The table on the following page lists the current systems used by DHBs. These are grouped by level
of perceived risk to operation (as assessed by the DHBs).

5.3.2 Many DHBs are facing immediate IT sustainability issues
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5.3.3 Productive investment requires effective use of health systems and
data
Government is investing $8 billion in healthcare over the next four years to meet costs pressures
and is seeking wellbeing and equity for all New Zealanders – it wants value from this investment
It is obvious that any investment made by Government must be productive and effectively support
equity of access and equity of outcomes. This is especially so considering continuing local cost
pressures from changes in demographics, prices, and patterns of illness.
FPIM Business Case
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New Zealand cost pressures are part of a global phenomenon as worldwide expenditure on health is
projected to grow at 4.3% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for 2015–2020. Healthcare in Asia
and Australasia is projected to grow at 5% CAGR for the same period.19
While the sector has a long history of joined-up procurement initiatives, it has become more
difficult for DHBs to continue to increase procurement value and manage costs
DHBs recognise the potential of joined-up, strategic procurement to improve value and address cost
pressures. Recently this is evidenced through the development of the sector’s first ever DHB
Procurement Strategy (April 2016) and first ever Procurement Operating Model (March 2017), both
facilitated by NZ Health Partnerships, and both approved by all 20 DHBs. These were developed as a
result of DHBs seeking guidelines around how they approached procurement. The strategy and
operating model will form the basis of new procurement initiatives and the principles and
approaches are reflected in this business case.
However, savings from national procurement benefits have been minimal for most DHBs since
2014/15. This is because national procurement was established with the expectation that the
national FPIM system would be built and implemented, and now be providing nationally consistent
data.
DHBs have opportunities to further increase procurement value through the PHARMAC model
applied to medical devices covering $640 million pa
The previous government sought to increase procurement value by extending the PHARMAC model
from pharmaceuticals into medical devices. In 2012 the government agreed to a phased plan for
PHARMAC to progressively take on managing hospital medical devices. The aim of PHARMAC’s role
in this area is to create national consistency in access to treatment, improve and increase
transparency of decision making, and improve the cost-effectiveness of public spending to generate
savings.
PHARMAC has already achieved major savings in pharmaceuticals expenditure. This is illustrated in
the following chart of actual versus estimated Combined Pharmaceutical Budget (CPB) expenditure
at 2007 subsidies.

19

Deloitte, 2018 Global health care outlook: The evolution of smart health care (Deloitte, 2018), 7.
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Figure 5 Impact of PHARMAC on Combined Pharmaceutical Budget20

PHARMAC stated in its 2017 annual report:
“Between 2007 and 2017, we [PHARMAC] saved DHBs a cumulative total of around $5.93
billion, including $ 1.56 billion in 2016/17. At the same time, the number of new medicines and
people receiving them has increased.” 21
As can be seen from the graph the PHARMAC approach has flattened the cost growth curve for
pharmaceuticals. Over the 10-year period from 2007 to 2017, average annual expenditure was
projected to grow at an average of 15% per annum. PHARMAC has been able to reduce this to 3.6%,
one quarter of the projected year-on-year growth rate.
PHARMAC’s work has expanded to include medical devices used in DHB hospitals.22 It plans to have
the major of medical device categories under management by the end of 2019.23 This comprises an
annual expenditure of approximately $640 million across 388 suppliers. Contracts will be
renegotiated and improved as PHARMAC gains better information about the market and is able to
negotiate improved conditions.
Gaining value from the PHARMAC contracts will require a national catalogue, data consistency, a
national data repository, and compliance against contracts for all DHBs – and would achieve $32
million benefits pa
PHARMAC estimates that national contracts on a national catalogue would achieve savings of
approximately 2% on total medical device costs. This is essentially the discount that suppliers offer
based on saved time to individually deal with each DHB. However, if a national catalogue, consistent

20

PHARMAC, Annual Report of Pharmaceutical Management Agency for the year ended 30 June 2017
(Wellington: PHARMAC, 2017), 30.

21

Ibid, 30.

22

See https://www.pharmac.govt.nz/hospital-devices/ [Accessed 9 October 2018]

23

PHARMAC, Annual Report of Pharmaceutical Management Agency for the year ended 30 June 2017
(Wellington: PHARMAC, 2017), 5.
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data, and compliance arrangements are in place, it estimates that this saving could rise to 7%, and
increment of 5%.24 This is based on experience with wound care products, whereby suppliers are
guaranteed a share of the DHB spend.25
Medical device spending is currently approximately $640 million per annum. A 2% saving therefore
translates into $13 million cost avoidance per annum. A 7% saving translates into $45 million per
annum. Implementing a national catalogue, data standards, a national data repository, and
compliance against national contracts at the time of purchase could therefore support an
incremental cost avoidance in medical devices of 5% (7% less 2%), or $32 million per annum.
For the model to operate and achieve benefits, all DHBs need to be using the national contracts with
compliance against these contracts enforced at the time of purchase. PHARMAC maintains that after
the fact
monitoring
of compliance
is notPer
sufficient
Potential
Medical
Device Savings
Annumfor the savings to be achieved.
$50.000

Savings pa

$40.000

Potential gain
$32m pa

$30.000
$20.000
$10.000
$0.000
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Level of compliance

Figure 6 Illustration of potential savings for PHARMAC related medical devices with compliance across sector

There is at least another $102 million pa of true national procurement (identified by NZ Health
Partnerships) where equivalent savings could be found in indirect products and services (i.e. nonmedical), and capital procurement. When this is added in, the cost avoidance reaches $37.1 million
pa (based on $640 million medical devices and $102 million other pa, a total of $742 million pa with
savings at 5% pa).
This demonstrates a significant need to enhance existing DHB procurement systems and processes
to provide the national catalogue, data consistency, and compliance management that PHARMAC
requires to enable these major savings in medical devices.
Standardisation of financial, supply, and procurement master data could enable further
efficiencies, most especially around cost savings from use of EDI to communicate with suppliers
Healthcare organisations worldwide have achieved some impressive efficiencies through
standardised procurement data and the use of technologies such as barcodes and Electronic
Document Interchange (EDI) for transmitting purchase orders, shipping notices, and invoices
between suppliers and customers. Some examples are:


In the UK NHS, “Scan4Safety” has been implemented at six Demonstrator Site trusts. This system
uses global data standards for identification of products and inventory locations. Each

24

Based on information provided directly to the business case team by PHARMAC.

25

See PHARMAC, Annual Report of Pharmaceutical Management Agency for the year ended 30 June 2017
(Wellington: PHARMAC, 2017), 5.
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Scan4Safety trust is on track to realise a 4:1 benefits ratio over a seven-year period. The benefits
noted include releasing nursing time, reducing inventory, and ongoing operational efficiencies.26


A health sector region in Denmark reduced its time spent ordering and ensuring the correct
order submission of medical devices by 75% on average when it moved from manual processes
to the scanning of barcodes for their inventory management processes.27 Mercy ROi in the USA
achieved a 73% reduction in purchaser order discrepancies by moving to a barcode enabled
automated process.28 (Barcoding relies upon standardised product coding.)



Ramsay Healthcare in Australia reduced procure-to-pay processing costs by 95% through
implementing full Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with its suppliers. The cost to process a
document via EDI (such as a purchase order or an invoice) dropped from approximately AU$35
per document to approximately AU$2.29 (EDI relies upon standardised product coding.)

A future opportunity for benefits across the sector will come from using the governments planned einvoicing initiative. In 2017 DHBs processed approximately 1.3 million invoices from suppliers.
Information provided by MBIE indicates that for users of online software invoices cost $23.01 each
to process. MBIE estimates that e-invoicing (whereby true electronic invoices are managed through
central clearing houses and enter customer systems directly rather than by being keyed) could save
67% from this total.30 This could translate to efficiency savings across DHBs of $20 million pa.
These examples point the way to how New Zealand can increase the value it receives from the
government’s investment in the health sector through procurement efficiencies.

5.3.4 The sector is well positioned for further system clustering
The sector has consolidated Finance, Procurement, and Supply Chain systems through regional
clusters – this can continue
13 DHBs covering 83% of the country’s population-based funding are using Oracle across five
instances
This was the basis for the original decision to choose Oracle as the common
platform for a consolidated finance, procurement, and supply chain system.
DHBs have long seen the benefit of consolidation and sharing of core finance, procurement, and
supply chain systems. Significant consolidation has already occurred through local initiatives:


26

See https://www.scan4safety.nhs.uk/in-action/the-demonstrator-sites/ [Accessed 17 Sept 2018]

27

Sine Carlsson, GS1 barcodes on medical devices reduces stock and enhances patient safety (GS1 Healthcare
Reference Book 2016-2017). https://www.gs1.dk/media/1557/case-regsyd.pdf [Accessed 17 Sept 2018]

28

See Dennis Black, Alex Zimmerman, Perfect Order and Beyond (BD and Mercy /ROI, 2012).
https://www.medsc.org/pdfs/Mercy-ROi-BDCaseStudy-PerfectOrderandBeyondJan2012.pdf [Accessed 17
Sept 2018]

29

Andrew Potter, Ramsay Health Care getting the benefits of using GS1 standards (GS1 Healthcare Reference
Book 2016-2017). https://www.gs1ca.org/pages/n/sectors/hc/Case_Studies/2016-2017/AustraliaThe_benefits_of_using_GS1_standards.pdf [Accessed 17 Sept 2018]

30

Information provided from MBIE by email on 23 November 2018.
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It is expected that outside of any centralised initiatives to consolidate systems, local requirements
will continue to drive tactical consolidation. For example, there is an opportunity for the four DHBs
using TechnologyOne to consolidate on to a single instance hosted on-premises or in the cloud.
Current governance and operating models will be enhanced to achieve the benefits from increased
consolidation
This business case is by its very nature has focused on common good benefits, most notably in
PHARMAC procurement of medical devices. All DHBs are autonomous but must cooperate to
achieve these common good benefits. Achieving the benefits from shared systems and practices
requires strong governance across all DHBs. This will be especially difficult when different DHBs see
different levels of benefit (or disadvantage) from any shared initiatives.
Further, it is unclear how benefits achieved through applying the PHARMAC model will be shared
with DHBs. There is little incentive under existing arrangements for DHBs to adopt a common good
approach to procurement systems if the benefits are not shared with DHBs. If this is not resolved, it
will naturally drive continued fragmentation of systems and common good procurement savings will
not be achieved. This must be resolved through active engagement with PHARMAC in any
governance of sector wide procurement systems.
Operating shared systems on behalf of all DHBs will require a neutral organisation to operate the
service on behalf of all DHBs with agreed governance, shared processes and Service Level
Agreements. If one DHB (or a group of DHBs) operates on behalf of others, service levels will
inevitably be skewed (or will be perceived to be skewed) to the operator of the service.
These governance arrangements are addressed in the Management Case.
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5.4

Scope of this business case

The scope of this business case is: the finance, procurement, and supply chain systems at all 20
DHBs, the infrastructure required to operate these systems, and the governance and benefits
realisation management
Cabinet has requested “… a new programme business case” for FPIM. 31 The scope of this business
case is therefore confined to those products, services, and benefits contemplated under the Finance,
Procurement, and Supply Chain programme as defined in the last change control report for the NOS
programme. 32 This is summarised in the following table.
Table 3 Scope of business for this business case
Included in scope

Excluded from scope

Systems and processes
Finance, procurement, and supply chain
systems and their supporting processes

Clinical systems
Patient management systems

Interfaces to and from other DHB systems and
the finance, procurement, and supply chain
systems
Infrastructure required to operate finance,
procurement, and supply chain systems
whether hosted, cloud, or a combination

Infrastructure for other DHB systems

Enablers for shared services

Implementation of shared supply chain services
Implementation of shared financial services

Operation
Support of finance, procurement, and supply
chain systems

Other systems

Management of a common national catalogue
for procurement of good and services managed
under national, regional, and local contracts
Data governance of finance, procurement, and
supply chain data

Data outside these systems

Benefits realisation management
Implementation
Immediate addressing of issues regarding Wave
One DHBs and self-identified high risk DHBs

Immediate addressing of risk regarding other DHBs who
have not selected to be part of the group of 10 selfidentified high risk DHBs

31

“Cabinet requires NZ Health Partnerships to develop a new programme business case”. See Letter from DG
Health to Megan Main, CE NZ Health Partnerships, 28 June 2018, 2.

32

NZ Health Partnerships, NOS Revised Business Case – Change Control Report (NZ Health Partnerships, 2017).
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Included in scope

Excluded from scope

Implementation of all systems, processes and
change required to operate and manage
systems and processes
Change management for DHBs changing
systems or upgrading as a result of preferred
option
Central programme costs and DHB
implementation costs

References to data in this business case, unless otherwise noted, refer to finance, procurement, and
supply chain data.
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5.5

Problems faced

The critical problems faced by the DHBs covered in this business case are systems risk and
sustainability, and procurement value for money – supply risk, and efficient operation are also
subsidiary issues that need to be addressed
Two Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) workshops were held with key stakeholders (principally DHB
CFOs and CIOs) in September and October 2018. These confirmed the problems and benefits to be
addressed in this business case and the contribution of each. The problems identified are
summarised below. The problems and benefits were subsequently adjusted to reflect input from
DHB Chief Executives at a workshop on 7 November 2018 and the Steering Committee on 3
December 2018.

5.5.1 PROBLEM ONE: System risk and sustainability
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5.5.2 PROBLEM TWO: Inefficient procurement
The lack of a single national catalogue, national data standards, high quality procurement data,
and an effective compliance programme are hindering efficient procurement across the health
sector
The DHBs need to improve the value for money from procurement to help manage escalating costs.
This requires DHBs to improve the value gained from the contracts with suppliers. In general, this
means reducing the number of suppliers and items bought, enabling the sector to offer greater
volume for suppliers, thereby enabling lower prices and increased value from contracts. This
requires the DHBs to work together to achieve better value for the whole sector.
To achieve this the sector needs:


National contracts for high value / high spend items so that suppliers can achieve greater volume
and thereby offer lower prices and better value



A single national catalogue so that DHBs consistently purchase the specified items against these
contracts and so gain the benefits that have been negotiated



High quality procurement data compliant with national data standards so that the sector can
retain its negotiating power with suppliers and monitor compliance of the DHBs against these
contracts



Ability to ensure that DHBs use the contracts and do not buy equivalent items from nonapproved suppliers.

Currently there is $640 million pa spent on medical devices across 388 suppliers and subject to
PHARMAC management. NZ Health Partnerships has identified at least another $102 million pa that
could be managed under national contracts.
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PHARMAC has gathered significant experience with the procurement of medical devices.
PHARMAC’s advice (based on experience with wound care products) is that:


A national catalogue by itself can achieve 2% savings across the whole medical device catalogue.



The ability to ensure compliance of purchasers – i.e. they can only purchase items from these
contracts and cannot purchase equivalent items from other suppliers – will raise this cost saving
to 7%.

When this 5% uplift is applied across the total spend this translates to potential cost avoidance of
$37.1 million per annum (based on $640 million medical devices and $102 million other pa, a total of
$742 million pa with savings at 5%).
Currently there is no single national procurement catalogue. Each DHB or cluster of DHBs manages
its own catalogues and uses differing data standards for these catalogues. There are significant data
inconsistencies across the sector. NZ Health Partnerships operates a data hub that consolidates
procurement data from the DHBs. The following data issues have been observed in the 2017/18
financial year:


Missing data files from DHBs – 11 monthly return files were not received from DHBs in the
2017/18 financial year



Duplicated data causing artificially inflated spending figures – e.g. an amount for $555,728 for
one DHB was duplicated 18 times



Inconsistencies in the number of data fields sent from DHBs – the total number of data fields
sent by DHBs varies from 10 up to 45, skewing the overall picture provided by the data across
DHBs



The types of data fields sent by DHBs differing significantly, depending upon the systems used by
the DHBs, how these were implemented and how they are used – this again skews the overall
picture provided by the data across all DHBs



Mandatory fields are often left blank – of the 17 mandatory fields for data collection some DHBs
provided as few as 10



Unit of measure inconsistencies across DHBs leading to incorrect data and pricing – this is often
because of the different underlying processes and levels of procurement process maturity across
DHBs



Mismatches between quantities procured, quantities received, and the actual price paid for
items – also a sign of different underlying processes and levels of maturity across DHBs



Incomplete data fields so the spend cannot be allocated against overall categories for analysis –
e.g. missing supplier codes, item codes, supplier time references, etc.

These issues mean that the consolidated data is of relatively low usefulness. In the 2017/18 financial
year, $3.7 billion of spending out of a total of $5 billion could not be allocated to an item code or a
category.
DHBs have been moving towards a common chart of accounts for many years. However, analysis
shows that all DHBs have departed from the standards in their own systems. Variations range from
10 to 100%, with an average 30% across the sector, and this is with only a few hundred codes that
change infrequently.
The Health Information Standards Organisation (HISO) has recently released data standards for
medical device terminology and identification. This will require implementation across the whole
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sector with all devices matched to the HISO coding system. The current data quality issues with each
DHB managing its own catalogues will make accurate coding very difficult if not impractical.
From the limited, poor quality data we have today we know DHBs are paying significantly different
prices for a vast range of products and services. Peritoneal Dialysis Fluids are a good example:


For one type of fluid, three DHBs are currently paying $10.81 per bag; three others are paying
$14.01.



There are only four DHBs that purchase another type of PDF fluid. Three of these DHBs are
paying $18.56 per bag, while the fourth is paying $29.43 for the same product.

Pacemakers are another example:


In Victoria, Australia, the average price paid for a single chamber ICD is NZD$9,858. In New
Zealand the volume weighted average price is nearly 30% higher at NZD$13,832.



Double chamber ICDs cost NZD$11,707 in Victoria. In New Zealand we pay NZD$15,548.

As these two examples indicate, without visibility of the underlying data, the New Zealand health
system is at a disadvantage.

Two subsidiary problems were also identified – product tracking against people and events, and
efficient operation – these are considered lower priority

5.5.3 PROBLEM THREE: Product tracking
Significant variation across the sector in the ability to track specific products to individuals or
events presents clinical risk
Each DHB has varying ability to track procured items against clinical events (e.g. operations) or
people (e.g. patients and staff). The data held on procured items is not recorded consistently across
the sector.
If there are problems with specific medical devices – for example, in the case of recalls – while some
DHBs can provide the information, it is difficult to gain an accurate national picture of the problem
and therefore mount a national response.
The lack of a national catalogue and consistent data limits the extent of national responses to
supplier issues. For example, in the case of suppliers not being able to supply specific items, it is
difficult to coordinate a national response to ensure that clinical risk is managed across all DHBs.
Anecdotal feedback is that DHBs have so far been able to manage product risk without a public
crisis. However, the responses to issues faced have been hindered by lack of good data, and these
outcomes have been achieved only by good fortune. It is only a matter of time before a product
issue occurs that cannot be effectively managed at the national level.

5.5.4 PROBLEM FOUR: Efficient operations
Disparate systems and manual processes are driving unnecessary duplication of procurement
effort
DHBs are at different levels of maturity in terms of their procurement implementation. Some DHBs
require purchase orders for all invoices and can support automated matching, whereas other DHBs
are running more traditional accounts payable centred processes for paying invoices. There are no
current mechanisms whereby best practices can be easily propagated across all DHBs.
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Each DHB manages its own procurement and its own product and services catalogue (although
several do not have a catalogue). Items procured under national contracts therefore need to be
loaded into local catalogues by individual DHBs and managed by these DHBs. There is no current
opportunity for this to be implemented once for the whole sector.
One significant opportunity for efficiencies is the use of Electronic Document Interfaces (EDI) for
transmitting purchase orders, shipping notices, and invoices. Currently each DHB or cluster of DHBs
must negotiate interface standards with its suppliers and implement its own gateways. Even if DHBs
share gateway infrastructure, they still need to ensure that common data standards are met with
the supplier so that the EDI can work effectively.
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5.6

Benefits that can be achieved

If these problems are solved, key benefits can be achieved in sustainable systems at acceptable
risk, and more effective procurement – better informed decision-making, and improved supply risk
management will also result
The second of the two Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) workshops focused on the potential benefits
that could be achieved if the problems were resolved. These benefits are outlined below. Note that
they have been adjusted to explicitly address system sustainability and procurement to reflect input
from DHB Chief Executives at a workshop on 7 November 2018 and the programme Steering
Committee on 3 December 2018.

5.6.1 BENEFIT ONE: Sustainable systems at acceptable risk
Finance, procurement, and supply chain systems operating at acceptable risk and supporting
change in the future
The benefits related to sustainable systems at acceptable risk are:


Reduction in probability of finance, procurement, and supply chain outages



Improved time to recover from outages



Stable and predictable infrastructure and systems



Fit-for purpose protection against cyber-security attacks and confidential data breaches



Reduction in key person and DHB systems intellectual property risk – for example, recent
healthAlliance engagement surveys have shown that technical team engagement scores have
declined, and comments made attribute this to uncertainty and satisfaction; Southern DHB is
dependent on one critical IT staff member to maintain its systems



Ability to respond to environment and sector changes in the future.

These can be measured by:


Systems availability



Time to recover



Achievement of performance service levels



Level of corporate IT risks reported to Board.

This benefit directly reflects what can result from addressing the key problem of system risk and
sustainability.
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5.6.2 BENEFIT TWO: Effective procurement
Increased value from procured goods and services through use of a national procurement
catalogue and master data along with a compliance regime to support improved contracts
All DHBs have opportunity to obtain greater value from its external spend. We estimate that value
improvement could be achieved across approximately $742 million procurement pa across all DHBs.
This comprises $640 million pa in medical devices across 388 suppliers and (at least) a potential
further $102 million pa of goods that could be procured through national contracts.
The key areas of value that can be achieved are:


Reduced short term cost – as noted above, PHARMAC advice is that consistent compliance with
and reporting on national contracts could achieve additional savings of 5% per annum across the
targeted expenditure of $742 million pa ($640 million pa medical devices plus $102 million pa
other). This equates to potential cost avoidance of $37.1 million per annum across all DHBs.



Reduced supply risk – national contracts in conjunction with consistent national data can be
used to ensure continuity of supply and therefore continuity of care.



Improved asset management – wider and deeper data on assets purchased across DHBs and
their ongoing costs will help improve asset management, especially regarding minimising total
costs of ownership through better visibility of ongoing operating costs and whole of life costs.



Reduced total cost of ownership – the combination of improved procurement, improved data,
and improved supply chain management can be used to reduce the overall total cost of
ownership of procurement and supply chain. This includes such areas as improved delivery
approaches to reduce freight costs, improved management of inventory and use of working
capital, improved transfer of risk to supply chain partners (e.g. Onelink), reduced number of
write-offs because of excess purchases or poorly managed change, more economic order sizes,
more efficient management of procurement and supply chain, more efficient use of funds from
order to payment.



Improved management of innovation – consistent, accurate national data enables a national
view to be taken on innovation. This is critical for PHARMAC to succeed with medical devices in
the same way it has with pharmaceuticals. This will significantly increase the value of the health
dollar spent across the sector.



Improved management of suppliers through improved availability of high-quality procurement
and supplier data.



Improved supplier confidence in dealing with government – the recent government
procurement survey notes that there are still significant areas where improvements can be
made.33

There is a wide difference between what supply management leaders can achieve in value versus
what all others achieve. Because of the paucity of data available across DHBs it is not possible to
benchmark health sector supply management performance. However, given the variety of systems

33

See Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment, New Zealand Government Procurement Business Survey
2018 (NZ Government, 2018). https://www.procurement.govt.nz/assets/procurementproperty/documents/2018-business-survey-report-government-procurement.pdf [Accessed 3 December
2018]
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and lack of true national procurement, it is likely that the sector could achieve major savings if it had
consistent systems and processes.
A study by A.T. Kearney34 noted the following:
“[Procurement] Leaders achieve nearly three times higher return on their supply
management assets score versus other companies, and they also deliver a broader array of
value. Leaders are two and a half times more likely to deliver a high impact on managing
supply risk, four times more likely on reducing structural total cost of ownership (TCO),
seven times more likely on driving innovation, and 13 times more likely on positioning their
supply management organization to be a talent source for the rest of the enterprise.”35
This is illustrated in the following graph.

Figure 7 Ability of leaders to achieve value improvements from supply management 36

The report from which this graph is taken notes that 73% of this value is generated by category
excellence, with the remaining 27% coming from supplier excellence. Increased value comes through
applying tailored methods based on a category’s supply and demand power balance. It also requires
taking a longer-term view of categories,37 an approach that PHARMAC is already taking.

34

Mike Hales, Sonali Agarwal, John Blascovich, Alex Thoreson, Mobilising for excellence in supply management
(A.T. Kearney, 2017).
https://www.atkearney.com/documents/20152/885910/Mobilizing+for+Excellence+in+Supply+Manageme
nt.pdf/663e9f21-6213-1a20-ad3a-c39281f7f7f5 [Accessed 20 May 2019]

35

Ibid, 2.

36

Ibid, 2.

37

Ibid, 4.
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Achieving this level of uplift in value in the health sector requires a national view and approach
across all DHBs.
Improved procurement cost can be measured by the following:


Standard cost tracking against items to determine the purchase price variance – this measures
how costs have tracked for specific items from pre-national contract to actual prices paid
(including freight)



Comparison of the forecast volume and volume-related costs versus the actual – this measures
the integrity of order forecasting and how well the negotiated deals have been achieved.

Improved supply chain management can be measured by:


Reduction in average age of stock – this measures improvements in the management of stock
against usage and how well supply chain partners are being used



Reductions in write-offs of stock – this measures improvements in how well stock is managed in
terms of expiry dates and changes



Reductions in working capital – this measures the overall level of inventory and how this is
tracking



Reductions in freight cost per item – this measures how well shipping is managed for individual
stock items



Reduction in purchase order discrepancies through failure of automatic matching of order,
receipt, and invoice – this measures the accuracy of the procurement-to-payment process



Reduction in cost to process procurement transactions – this measures efficiency of the
procurement-to-payment cycle.

Compliance with national procurement approaches can be measured by:


Improved national catalogue utilisation and reduced off-catalogue spending – this measures
compliance with the use of national catalogue items and therefore the ability to support more
effective national procurement



Reduced duplication of catalogue items – this measures the effectiveness of national
procurement to achieve single contracts covering the same supplier/product item and the
effectiveness of managing the information that can be gathered from procurement of these
items



Reduced local DHB catalogue entries in categories targeted for national procurement – this
measures coverage of national procurement arrangements and usage of current national
procurement arrangements.
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Other potential benefits include better informed decision-making, increased efficiency, and
improved supply management – these are lower priority benefits

5.6.3 BENEFIT THREE: Better informed decision-making
Increased quality and availability of data will support better informed decision-making
High data quality is a pre-requisite to using this data to gain insights. It is a truism that low-quality
data cannot lead to accurate analysis. As noted in the Deloitte 2018 health care outlook, “Health
data is the new health care currency as organisations increasingly use advanced digital and cognitive
technologies to mine vast amounts of data to produce clinical and operational insights.”38
As noted above, the current consolidated finance, procurement, and supply chain data is of
relatively low value. It suffers from duplicated data, missing data, inconsistencies between DHBs as
to how data fields are used, and missing mandatory fields. These issues reach right back into how
each DHB manages its own business and how it ensures it has the data required.
High data quality will support:


Increased value of insights through having complete and accurate data



Increased timeliness of insights through the use of up-to-date data that does not need
retrospective cleansing or triangulation with other data to ensure analysis is accurate



Increased statistical value of insights because of an increase in the range of data that can be
analysed and relied upon to support the insights.

These can be measured by the following:


Increase in proportion of data fields that can be matched across DHBs against the national
procurement catalogue – this measures consistency of procurement data held across DHBs



Increase in proportion of national procurement spend that can be mapped to a product category
– this measures consistency of catalogue category information across DHBs



Reduced missing key data fields in core data tables – this measures the completeness of the data
held in core procurement tables.

5.6.4 BENEFIT FOUR: Increased efficiency
Increased operating efficiencies can occur in finance, procurement, and supply chain
The use of common systems, processes, and data standards across DHBs provides great opportunity
for increased efficiencies. The most obvious candidate is that of shared services. The use of a
common platform across DHBs enables staff to use the same system for common processes across
DHBs. For example, Northern DHBs already run shared services through their use of a common
Oracle system. Shared services in the more mechanical areas of the finance business enable more
effective use of staff across DHBs and throughout the monthly and annual business cycles.
The use of common systems, processes, and operating models enables best practices to be
propagated across all DHBs. This enables learnings at one DHB to be incorporated across the whole
sector. Reports developed for one DHB can be used by all DHBs. Functions developed for one DHB
can be used by all DHBs.

38

Deloitte, 2018 Global health care outlook: The evolution of smart health care (Deloitte, 2018), 19.
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Common systems sharing common data enable one set of data input to be made on behalf of all
DHBs. This will become especially important in the case of a national catalogue, whereby one person
can enter a contract (in all its complexity, sometimes requiring more than a thousand lines to be
entered) and the entry can then be made available to all DHBs. The alternative is for all DHBs to
enter these contracts into their own systems. In many cases, smaller DHBs may not enter the item,
thereby impacting PHARMAC’s negotiated contract, as well as the DHB not benefitting from the
negotiated price.
Shared EDI infrastructure will enable all DHBs to dramatically reduce their operational effort
regarding processing procurement-to-payment transactions.
If DHBs share a single system (one of the potential solutions), technical support can be undertaken
through a common shared service rather than each DHB individually investing in staff with the high
level of technical skill required. A single system means that software upgrades can be undertaken
once for all DHBs, rather than each DHB going through the upgrade process individually.
Some of the smaller DHBs have less ability to manage system change and their staff have many roles
to fulfil. Shared systems and services have the potential to provide them with the systems they need
while making available a larger resource pool than they themselves can fund. This has been one of
the factors driving system consolidation in the sector.
A future opportunity for benefits across the sector will come from using the government’s planned
e-invoicing initiative. In 2017 DHBs processed approximately 1.3 million invoices from suppliers.
Information provided by MBIE indicates that for users of online software invoices cost an average of
$23.01 each to process. MBIE estimates that e-invoicing (whereby true electronic invoices are
managed through central clearing houses and enter customer systems directly rather than by being
keyed) could save 67% from this total.39 This could translate to efficiency savings across DHBs of
$20 million pa based on current purchasing volumes.

5.6.5 BENEFIT FIVE: Improved supply management
Improved supply chain management contributing to reduced clinical risk through standardised
products tracked against events and people and improved supplier management
The benefits related to improved supply management are as follows:


Standardisation of medical devices, equipment, and processes to ensure all health services,
regardless of size and location, have access to the same equipment at the same price



Standardisation of medical devices, equipment, and processes to support better auditing as a
quality improvement process to improve patient care



Improved visibility of stock levels and traceability through the supply chain to help ensure the
right tools get to the right hands, at the right time



Best practices from supply chain management applied across all DHBs to ensure the right items
are available at the right time at the right cost



Reduction of “preference-based decisions” whereby items are purchased through familiarity
rather than because of demonstrable clinical outcomes – this will support improved clinical
outcomes

39

Information provided from MBIE by email on 23 November 2018.
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Standardisation of processes to ensure that clinicians working across multiple DHBs are more
likely to be familiar with the equipment used at all sites, resulting in improved safety and clinical
outcomes.

These can be measured by the following:


Reduced time to identify patients who have received a specific product across all DHBs – this
measures the ability to identify who might be impacted by issues with a specific medical device



Reduced time to identify alternate supplies of products or services in the case of a supplier
failure – this measures the ability to ensure continuity of supply when there are supplier issues.
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5.7

Primary investment objectives

Two critical investment objectives have been identified: address risks from end-of-life systems and
achieve savings from procurement
The critical investment objectives are summarised in the following tables. These investment
objectives are used in the Economic Case to compare the options.
Table 4 Summary of the critical investment objectives
Investment
Objective One

Address risks from end-of-life systems

Statement

Finance, procurement, and supply chain systems will operate at acceptable risk and
be able to adapt to future change

Key requirements



Operation of infrastructure and application systems at acceptable risk



Ability to adapt to change with and across the sector



Ability to take advantage of new technologies



Ability to use industry best practices



Varying DHB corporate risks regarding Finance, Procurement, and Supply Chain
systems including supportability of systems and/or infrastructure, business
continuity support

Current
arrangements



Potential measures



Time to recover following primary systems failure



Number of IT related risks on corporate risk registers above medium level for
each DHB



Number of systems and platforms no longer eligible for premium support from
suppliers weighted by criticality to delivery of service

Investment
Objective Two

Achieve savings from procurement

Statement

Improved procurement value through effective use of national data and procurement
arrangements and processes

Key requirements



National management of medical device contracts via PHARMAC



National management of contracts for other candidate national procurement
categories e.g. capital and indirect products and services



A single national procurement catalogue



Data standards for procurement in place and adhered to



Consistent procurement data across all DHBs



Management of compliance against the agreed national catalogue items



National monitoring and management of procurement value for money



No national catalogue in place



Recorded procurement data is inconsistent within and across DHBs

Current
arrangements
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Potential measures

5.8



No ability to manage and monitor compliance against national procurement
contracts



Standard cost tracking against items to determine the purchase price variance



Comparison of the forecast versus actual volume and volume-related costs



Reduction in average age of stock



Reductions in write-offs of stock



Reductions in working capital



Reductions in freight cost per item



Improved national catalogue utilisation and reduced off-catalogue spending



Reduced duplication of catalogue items



Reduced average category costs



Reduced on-cost for an inventory item or delivery of an ordered item to where it
is required



Reduction in purchase order discrepancies



Reduction in cost to process procurement-to- payment transactions

Secondary investment objectives

Three supporting investment objectives have been identified: informed decision-making, efficient
operation, improved supply management
The supporting objectives are summarised in the following tables.
Table 5 Summary of the supporting investment objectives
Investment
Objective Three

Better informed decision-making

Statement

Better informed decision-making through higher quality, higher value, and more
timely data

Key requirements



Common data standards in place across all DHBs



Essential data gathered and stored



Data collections to be complete and consistent



Data accessible for national analysis and reporting



Ongoing monitoring and management to ensure compliance against data
standards



Each DHB has its own data standards with varying levels of compliance



Variable levels of data quality within DHBs



Low ability to analyse across DHBs because of varying data standards and quality
across DHBs



Increase in proportion of data fields that can be matched across all DHBs against
the national procurement catalogue



Increase in proportion of national procurement spend that can be mapped to a
product category



Reduction in missing key data fields in core data tables

Current
arrangements

Potential measures
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Investment
Objective Four

Efficient operation

Statement

Finance, procurement, and supply chain systems will operate efficiently

Key requirements



Efficient finance, procurement, and supply chain processes



Efficient utilisation of inventory



Cost effective delivery of inventory items to point of use



Varying levels of efficiency across finance, procurement, and supply chain in
DHBs



Limited ability to propagate best practices across DHBs



Reduced on-cost for an inventory item or delivery of an ordered item to where it
is required



Reduced team size to process equivalent level of transactions

Current
arrangements

Key measures

Investment
Objective Five

Improved supply management

Statement

Improved supply management contributing to reduced clinical risk through effective
access to, and use of, procurement and supply chain data

Key requirements



Adherence to common data standards



Consistent national data, especially regarding medical devices



Access to and use of national data to manage clinical risk relating to procured
items (e.g. recalls, supply chain issues)

Current
arrangements



Limited ability to track medical devices to people or events



Limited ability to mount national responses to supply problems as each DHB
manages its own stocks and it is difficult to match specific items across all DHBs

Potential measures



Reduced time to identify patients who have received a specific product (across all
DHBs)



Reduced time to identify alternate supplies of products or services in the case of
a supplier failure
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5.9

Key Constraints and Interdependencies

It is urgent that work start quickly to resolve infrastructure issues; FPIM also requires some work
to enable it to function well for Wave One
This business case has some key constraints and dependencies.

Cabinet has instructed a pause
for the programme; therefore, this work potentially cannot start until the programme has been
“un-paused”. The urgency of starting work could potentially drive DHBs away from a collective
risk mitigation approach using shared infrastructure to a DHB by DHB approach that addresses
their own issues, but prevents benefits from increased sharing of systems. [Note that Joint
Ministers have agreed an early release of some funding from DHBs to continue the infrastructure
build pending a final decision by Cabinet.]


Wave One DHBs need to make an investment decision to upgrade their existing Oracle Database
Appliance (ODA) infrastructure by the end of March 2019. If there is no certainty whether and
when the National Technology Solution build will commence this too may lead to individual
actions being taken that preclude the collective risk mitigation approach (although this would
still align with the clustered option). Delays will result in “regrettable spending” to enable the
existing environments to be temporarily extended to manage risk.



The existing FPIM system requires further work before additional DHBs can be migrated on to
this system. This includes implementation of Oracle middleware to enable the use of such
facilities as EDI, and software to enable DHBs to access the reporting they need.
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6.

Economic case

This section presents the critical success factors, outlines the options considered, analyses the
options, and proposes a preferred option for investment

6.1

Introduction

This section presents the economic case for investment in a preferred option. It:


Presents the critical success factors for the options to be considered



Develops a list of options for comparison based on stakeholder input and includes discussion of
the potential impact of cloud technologies



Compares the options against the investment objectives, critical success factors, costs, and
financial benefits



Draws overall conclusions and recommends a preferred option for investment.
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6.2

Critical success factors

The options need to be assessed against the factors critical for success of the programme – these
cover strategic fit, value for money, capacity and capability, affordability, and achievability
There are several factors that must be satisfied to achieve a successful outcome for any of the
options. The following table lists the critical success factors that have been used – along with the
investment objectives – to assess the options. These were developed from the standard factors
identified by Treasury as part of the BBC guidance.
Table 6 Critical Success Factors
Generic Critical
Success Factors

Broad Description

Proposal-Specific Critical Success
Factors

How well the option meets the related
business needs and service requirements,
and integrates with other strategies,
programmes and projects.

Fits with wider government policy

NON-FINANCIAL
Strategic fit and
business needs

Note: Excludes fit to the business case
investment objectives.
Supplier capacity
and capability

DHB capacity and
capability

Achievability

Fits with wider health policy (including
ICT, funding, workforce)
Complies with privacy and security
requirements (including private data
held under NZ legislation)

How well the option matches the ability of
potential suppliers to deliver the required
services and is likely to result in a
sustainable arrangement that optimises
value for money.

Recognises the scale of change
required

How well the option matches the ability of
the DHBs to deliver the required services
and is likely to result in a sustainable
arrangement that optimises value for
money.

Recognises sector capability

How well the option is likely to be
delivered given the various organisations’
abilities to respond to the changes
required and provide the level of available
skills required for successful delivery.

Recognises sector capability, culture,
and governance

Addresses all parts of supplier
capability required
Enables risk to be shared with
suppliers
Recognises the scale of change
required
Addresses DHB capability required

Managed change impact on sector
Provides required level of support for
DHBs
Can be achieved within acceptable risk
levels

FINANCIAL
Potential value for
money

How well the option optimises value for
money (i.e., the optimal mix of potential
benefits, costs and risks).
Informed by financial analysis
This has been evaluated through the cost
benefit analysis undertaken for each
option
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Generic Critical
Success Factors

Broad Description

Proposal-Specific Critical Success
Factors

Affordability

How well the option can be met from
likely available funding and matches other
funding constraints.

DHBs will support funding required

This has been evaluated through the cost
benefit analysis undertaken for each
option

FPIM Business Case
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6.3

Options

6.3.1 Summary
A shortlist of six key options was developed by stakeholders – a “clean sheet of paper” approach
was taken to ensure a wide range of options was developed and assessed
A workshop was held with key stakeholders (principally DHB CFOs and CIOs) on 18 October 2018 to
develop the options to be considered for this business case. The options were then further refined
after a workshop with DHB Chief Executives on 7 November and discussions with the Steering
Committee on 3 December 2018.
The options development exercise was seen as an opportunity to re-examine possible options “on a
clean sheet of paper”. The approach was to determine all the potential dimensions of options that
could be identified without presupposing any outcome. The logic used to develop the options can be
found in APPENDIX A: Development of options.
The options are aligned around the two key investment objectives: #1 Address risks from end of
life systems, #2 Achieve savings from procurement
The options for assessment are aligned around the FPIM programme’s five investment objectives,
with the focus being on the two primary objectives: #1 Address risks from end of life systems, #2
Achieve savings from procurement.
Six options have been identified to address the investment objectives – a status quo option with
the costs of shutting down FPIM has been included for baseline comparison
The following diagram summarises the options that have been identified.
Address risks from end of life systems
Achieve savings from procurement

2. Clustered risk mitigation
DHBs resolve risk in clusters by
upgrading systems and
infrastructure

1. Status quo
Varying levels of clustering
and some significant systems
risk
Shutdown FPIM, buy-out
existing contracts, impair
capital investment

4. Clustered risk mitigation PLUS
national catalogue
5. Single system for 10 DHBs PLUS
national catalogue
DHBs use shared national catalogue, common
data standards, repository, and manage
compliance individually to achieve
procurement savings – build on either
individual / clustered risk mitigation or single
system for 10 DHBs

3. Single system for 10 DHBs
10 DHBs covering 73% of PBF resolve
risk by upgrading to single instance of
one system – preserves investment in
FPIM

6. Single national system with
national catalogue
All DHBs use single national system with
integrated national catalogue, common data
standards, repository, and manage compliance
using common system

Figure 8 Summary of options identified
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These options provide a pathway forward for the sector whereby end-of-life systems risk can be
addressed followed by achieving savings from procurement
The options provide an incremental approach to addressing the risk from end of life systems and
achieving savings from procurement. Options 2, 3, 4, and 5 all allow an incremental pathway to a
single national system using an integrated national catalogue.
This is illustrated in the following diagram.
Status Quo
OPTION 1

Address risk from end of life systems
OPTION 2

OPTION 3

Achieve savings from procurement
OPTION 4

Single system for 10 DHBs
10 DHBs covering 73% of PBF resolve
risk by upgrading to single instance of
one system – preserves investment in
FPIM

OPTION 5

OPTION 6

Single system for 10 DHBs
PLUS national catalogue
ADD national catalogue, data
standards, data repository to
enable all DHBs to gain
procurement benefits

Implementation of catalogue
can occur in parallel with
Option 3

Status Quo

Clustered risk
mitigation
DHBs resolve risk in clusters by upgrading
systems and infrastructure
Largest cluster with be Northern (39% by PBF)

Clustered risk mitigation
PLUS national catalogue

All DHBs use single
national system with
integrated national
catalogue, common
data standards,
repository, and
manage
compliance
Single national
using common
system with
system

national catalogue

Off-ramp available

ADD national catalogue, data
standards, data repository to enable
all DHBs to gain procurement
benefits

Implementation of catalogue
can occur in parallel with
Option 2

Figure 9 Options pathway

For example, Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs can be implemented to immediately resolve the
systems and /or infrastructure risk faced by the 10 DHBs. This also will move these 10 DHBs to a
shared catalogue. Once this remediation is complete a national catalogue (along with data
standards, a data repository, and compliance at point of procurement) can be implemented
connecting all DHBs into a single catalogue though Option 5. Other DHBs can join the shared system,
providing for a gradual migration to Option 6.
Options two to six all have significant change management
Options two to six all involve data cleansing, process change, training, and change management for
effective use of upgraded systems and the shared national catalogue. Options 4 to 6 also have active
benefits realisation to ensure that the procurement benefits are achieved.
By their very nature, each option will have a different scope, as each option addresses issues in a
different way, and affects DHBs differently
The following table summarises the scope of the options considered and the costs and benefit
implications for each DHB.
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Table 7 Scope of options, costs, and benefits
OPTIONS

1. Status Quo / shutdown
FPIM
OVERALL SHAPE OF OPTION

Summary

FPIM
Programme
(in current
form)

Current Oracle
licences
DHB Exit costs

Risk

2. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation

Shutdown FPIM, buy-out
existing contracts, impair
capital investment, allocate
exit costs

10 self-identified high-risk
DHBs resolve risk in clusters
by upgrading systems and
infrastructure – includes all
data cleansing, process
change, training, and change
management for effective
use of upgraded systems

Programme is shut down,
infrastructure licensing
support cancelled from
November 2019, existing
contracts bought out, and
programme recovers as
many costs as possible
Current Oracle application
licences spread across 12
DHBs using Oracle rather
than all 20 DHBs
Exit costs defined and all
DHBs incur them

Programme is shut down,
infrastructure licensing
support cancelled from
November 2019, existing
contracts bought out, and
programme recovers as
many costs as possible
Current Oracle application
licences spread across 12
DHBs using Oracle rather
than all 20 DHBs
Exit costs defined and all
DHBs incur them

All DHBs make own plans to
address risk (including Wave
One DHBs)

Wave One DHBs remediate
risk together or individually
Northern and Taranaki
create cluster
Southern continues on own
Other DHBs make own plans
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3. Single system for 10 DHBs

10 self-identified high-risk
DHBs resolve risk by
upgrading to single instance
of one system – includes all
data cleansing, process
change, training, and change
management for effective
use of upgraded systems

Programme continues for
the 10 self-identified DHBs –
utilises existing investment

Current Oracle application
licences spread across 12
DHBs using Oracle rather
than all 20 DHBs
None
Wave One DHBS move to
National Technology Solution
Northern, Taranaki, Southern
all move on to Wave One
Oracle instance on National
Technology Solution
Other DHBs make own plans

4. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation + catalogue

5. Single system for 10 DHBs
+ catalogue

6.National system &
integrated catalogue

10 self-identified high-risk
DHBs resolve risk in clusters
by upgrading systems and
infrastructure
DHBs use shared national
catalogue, common data
standards, repository, and
manage compliance
Data cleansing, process
change, training, and change
management for effective
use of upgraded systems and
catalogue
Benefits realisation
management
Programme is shut down,
infrastructure licensing
support cancelled from
November 2019, existing
contracts bought out, and
programme recovers as
many costs as possible
Current Oracle application
licences spread across 12
DHBs using Oracle rather
than all 20 DHBs
Exit costs defined and all
DHBs incur this

10 self-identified high-risk
DHBs resolve risk by
upgrading to single instance
of one system
DHBs use shared national
catalogue, common data
standards, repository, and
manage compliance
Data cleansing, process
change, training, and change
management for effective
use of upgraded systems and
catalogue
Benefits realisation
management

All DHBs use single national
system with integrated
national catalogue, common
data standards, repository,
and manage compliance
using common system (As
contemplated in original
NOS)
Data cleansing, process
change, training, and change
management for effective
use of upgraded systems and
catalogue
Benefits realisation
management

Programme continues for
the 10 self-identified DHBs –
utilises existing investment

Programme continues for all
DHBs

Current Oracle application
licences spread across 12
DHBs using Oracle rather
than all 20 DHBs

All DHBs use the Oracle
application licences as
purchased

None

None

Wave One DHBs move to
National Technology Solution
Northern, Taranaki, Southern
all move on to Wave One
Oracle instance on National
Technology Solution
Other DHBs make own plans

Wave One move to National
Technology Solution
All other DHBs move on to
Wave One Oracle instance
on National Technology
Solution

Wave One DHBs remediate
risk together or individually
Northern and Taranaki
create cluster
Southern continues on own
Other DHBs make own plans
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OPTIONS

Catalogue

1. Status Quo / shutdown
FPIM

No national catalogue

2. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation

3. Single system for 10 DHBs

4. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation + catalogue
National shared catalogue
Programme established to
implement, operating
structure established to
manage the catalogue

5. Single system for 10 DHBs
+ catalogue
National shared catalogue
Programme established to
implement, operating
structure established to
manage the catalogue

6.National system &
integrated catalogue
National catalogue
integrated in FPIM
Operation of catalogue
include in FPIM operation

No national catalogue

No national catalogue

10 DHBs with self-identified
high systems risk upgrade in
existing clusters or
independently

10 DHBs with self-identified
high systems risk move to
single instance of Oracle
FPIM on common
infrastructure with common
support

10 DHBs with self-identified
high systems risk upgrade in
existing clusters or
independently

10 DHBs with self-identified
high systems risk move to
single instance of Oracle
FPIM on common
infrastructure with common
support

All DHBs on single Oracle
FPIM instance on common
infrastructure



Procurement savings
through national catalogue,
data standards, data
repository, compliance at
point of procurement

Procurement savings
through national catalogue,
data standards, data
repository, compliance at
point of procurement

Procurement savings
through national catalogue
integrated into national
FPIM, data standards, data
repository, compliance at
point of procurement

Upgrade / transition systems
to single FPIM instance
Licences
Infrastructure
Operate systems
Provide central support
Build of National Technology
Solution

Option 2 PLUS:
National catalogue
Data repository
Interfaces to/from DHBs
Data standards and data
cleansing at DHBs
DHB compliance
mechanisms
Ongoing operation of
catalogue & systems
Central benefits
management

Option 3 PLUS:
National catalogue
Data repository
Interfaces to/from DHBs
Data standards and data
cleansing at DHBs
DHB compliance
mechanisms
Ongoing operation of
catalogue systems
Central benefits
management
Build of National Technology
Solution

Upgrade / transition systems
to single FPIM instance
Licences
Infrastructure
Operate systems
Provide central support
Central benefits
management
Build of National Technology
Solution

Existing end user support

Existing end user support
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits
Southern DHB support costs

Existing end user support
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits

Existing end user support
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits

HOW BENEFITS ACHIEVED



Addresses risks
by:



Achieves
savings by:



SCOPE OF COSTS: 10 AT RISK DHBS

INCLUDED
in costs for
10 at risk DHBs

Costs to buy-out existing
FPIM contracts (exit costs)

EXCLUDED
from costs for
10 at risk DHBs

Operation of finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems
Mitigation of systems risk
Any investment to achieve
procurement benefits
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Costs to buy-out existing
FPIM contracts (exit costs)
Upgrade / transition systems
in clusters or individually
Licences
Infrastructure
Operate systems
Provide central support

Existing end user support
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OPTIONS

1. Status Quo / shutdown
FPIM
SCOPE OF COSTS: OTHER DHBS

INCLUDED
in costs for
other DHBs

Costs to buy-out existing
FPIM contracts

Operation of finance,
procurement, and supply
EXCLUDED
chain systems
from costs for
Mitigation of systems risk
other DHBs
Any investment to achieve
procurement benefits
SCOPE OF BENEFITS

INCLUDED in
benefits

EXCLUDED
from benefits

2. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation

3. Single system for 10 DHBs

4. Individual / clustered risk
mitigation + catalogue

5. Single system for 10 DHBs
+ catalogue

6.National system &
integrated catalogue

National catalogue
Data repository
Interfaces to/from DHBs
Data standards and data
cleansing at DHBs
DHB compliance
mechanisms
Ongoing operation of
catalogue systems
Central benefits
management

Upgrade / transition systems
to single FPIM instance
Licences
Infrastructure
Operate systems
Provide central support
Central benefits
management

Existing end user support
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits

Costs to buy-out existing
FPIM contracts

None

Costs to buy-out existing
FPIM contracts National
catalogue
Data repository
Interfaces to/from DHBs
Data standards and data
cleansing at DHBs
DHB compliance
mechanisms
Ongoing operation of
catalogue & systems
Central benefits
management

Mitigation of systems risk
Operation of systems
Any investment to achieve
procurement benefits

Mitigation of systems risk
Operation of systems
Any investment to achieve
procurement benefits

Mitigation of systems risk
Operation of systems
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits

Mitigation of systems risk
Operation of systems
Secondary procurement
activities to achieve benefits

healthAlliance identified
saving
Medical devices
procurement savings
Other national procurement
savings

None

healthAlliance identified
savings (benefits to Northern
region)

healthAlliance identified
savings (benefits to Northern
region)

Medical devices
procurement savings
Other national procurement
savings

N/A

Current operating costs at
the 10 DHBs
Current core support costs
Any savings from shutdown
of exiting finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems

Current operating costs at
the 10 DHBs
Current core support costs
Any savings from shutdown
of exiting finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems

Current operating costs at
the 10 DHBs
Current core support costs
Any savings from shutdown
of exiting finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems

Current operating costs at
the 10 DHBs
Current core support costs
Any savings from shutdown
of exiting finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems

Wave One DHBs (using FPIM)
impair partially to reflect
value received
DHBs not using FPIM impair
completely

10 DHBs using FPIM impair
partially to reflect value
received
DHBs not using FPIM impair
completely

Wave One DHBs (using FPIM)
impair partially to reflect
value received
DHBs not using FPIM impair
completely

10 DHBs using FPIM impair
partially to reflect value
received
DHBs not using FPIM impair
completely

healthAlliance identified
saving
Medical devices
procurement savings
Other national procurement
savings
Current operating costs at all
DHBs
Current core support costs at
all DHBs
Any savings from shutdown
of exiting finance,
procurement, and supply
chain systems

BALANCE SHEET IMPLICATIONS
Impairment of
FPIM asset

All DHBs impair FPIM asset
completely
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No impairment
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6.3.2 Option 1 Status Quo
A status quo option that shuts down the existing investment in FPIM has been defined as the
baseline for comparison
39.9%

26.9%

ORACLE

ORACLE

6.8%

6.5%

3.8%

ORACLE

ORACLE

ORACLE

5.2%

3.4%

3.0%

2.3%

1.1%

1.2%

JDE

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

SunSys

Figure 10 Option 1 Status Quo / shutdown FPIM summary

This option retains the status quo while shutting down the existing FPIM programme. It meets none
of the investment objectives.


The current arrangements for the Northern DHBs continue – Auckland, Counties Manukau,
Northland, Waitemata continue using a single Oracle instance.



The arrangements for Wave One DHBs continue – Bay of Plenty, Canterbury, Waikato, West
Coast on a single Oracle instance.



The remaining DHBs continue with their own arrangements.



Evolutionary change continues in the sector. Further consolidation occurs on a tactical basis and
would be initiated by DHBs or groups of DHBs.



National, collaborative, and local procurement continues under existing arrangements.



The FPIM programme is shut down and the programme recovers as much as possible of the
Oracle licencing costs and investment to date in infrastructure. Infrastructure licensing support is
cancelled from 30 November 2019. The existing Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) arrangements
are shut down.



The Oracle licensing costs are split across all the current DHBs using Oracle, i.e. 12 instead of all
20 DHBs.



The 16 DHBs not using the FPIM Oracle E-Business Suite systems impair the assets up to
$56 million, the existing lease arrangements are terminated, and the early termination penalties
paid out. (Details of the potential impairment can be found in the Financial Case.)
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There are no initiatives to establish a national catalogue, common data standards, a procurement
compliance regime, or any national governance arrangements to achieve national procurement
benefits.
The benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
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Solution
components

Benefits

Intermediate impacts

1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

None

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

None

3. Better informed
decision-making

None

4. Efficient operation

None

5. Improved supply
management

None

NO BENEFITS IDENTIFIED

Figure 11 Benefits drivers for Option 1 Status Quo / shutdown FPIM
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Table 8 Option 1 Status Quo ($million) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

Benefits
Costs
Operating
IaaS Hosting & Support
Oracle Infrastructure
Oracle Licensing
Third Party Support Fees

0.148

0.148

0.148

Application support

3.178

3.178

3.178

14.115

14.115

DHB implementation
Total Operating Costs

10.171

Indicative impairment

56.000

3.943

These costs relate to the running out of the existing contracts that the sector is already committed to regarding FPIM.
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6.3.3 Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation
A modified status quo option with the 10 DHBs using Oracle E-Business Suite with high systems risk
mitigating their own risk independently or in clusters
REMEDIATE

REMEDIATE

39.9%

REMEDIATE

26.9%

ORACLE

ORACLE

6.8%

6.5%

3.8%

ORACLE

ORACLE

ORACLE

5.2%

3.4%

3.0%

2.3%

1.1%

1.2%

JDE

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

SunSys

Figure 12 Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation summary

This option focuses on the 10 DHBs with high risk infrastructure addressing their own risk in clusters.
It therefore only contributes to investment objective one: sustainable operation at acceptable risk.

DHBs will individually or in their existing clusters manage their own process change, training, and
change management.
Hybrid cloud solutions will be used on a tactical basis as part of the individual or clustered solutions
where they make sense. Non-Oracle DHBs may continue their own clustering of systems (e.g. as in
the case of MidCentral and Whanganui on
software).
The FPIM programme is shut down and the programme recovers as much as possible of the Oracle
licencing costs and investment to date in infrastructure. Infrastructure licensing support is cancelled
from 30 November 2019.
The Oracle licensing costs are split across all the current DHBs using Oracle, i.e. across 12 instead of
all 20 DHBs.
Data cleansing, process change, training, and change management occurs to enable effective use of
the upgraded systems.
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There are no initiatives to establish a national catalogue, common data standards, a procurement
compliance regime, or any national governance arrangements. DHBs individually manage the benefit
from their individual investment. There is no cross-sector benefits management.
Note that the scope of this option is confined to the 10 DHBs with self-identified risk.
The benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
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OPTION 2 – CLUSTERED RISK MITIGATION
Solution
components

Intermediate impacts

Individual
remediated systems
• DHBs remediate their own
systems in clusters

Benefits
1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

• Cluster remediation provides for business continuity
• Does not simplify cross-DHB changes in future

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

None

3. Better informed
decision-making

None

4. Efficient operation

None

5. Improved supply
management

None

Figure 13 Benefits drivers for Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation
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Table 9 Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation costs and benefits ($million) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

Benefits

2021 – 22
2.000

2022 – 23
2.000

2023 – 24
2.000

2024 – 25
2.000

7 Years
8.000

10 Years
14.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

8.000

14.000

18.942

27.060

Costs
Operating
IaaS Hosting & Support
Oracle Infrastructure
Infrastructure support

2.706

2.706

2.706

2.706

2.706

2.706

2.706

Third Party Support Fees

0.148

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

2.264

3.322

Application support

3.428

3.428

3.428

3.428

3.428

3.428

3.428

23.994

34.277

DHB implementation

1.222

1.222

2.444

2.444

Total Operating Costs

15.608

15.376

80.461

110.147

Oracle Licensing

9.895

9.895

9.895

9.895

9.895

Capital
Core Build

4.561

4.561

9.121

9.121

DHB Implementation

10.388

10.388

20.777

20.777

Total Capital

14.949

14.949

29.898

29.898

Total Cash Out

30.557

30.325

9.895

9.895

9.895

9.895

9.895

110.359

140.045

(30.557)

(30.325)

(9.895)

(7.895)

(7.895)

(7.895)

(7.895)

(102.359)

(126.045)

Net Cash

Indicative impairment

56.000

These costs have been developed based on the scenario of northern DHBs upgrading their own system and infrastructure collectively, Wave One DHBs
upgrading their own infrastructure collectively, and Southern DHB upgrading its Oracle E-Business Suite application.
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6.3.4 Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs
The 10 DHBs with high system risk collectively mitigate their risk by migrating to a single Oracle EBusiness Suite instance operating on shared infrastructure
UPGRADE/MIGRATE

73.3%
Sector
Governance

Data Management & analysis

6.8%

3.8%

ORACLE

ORACLE

Benefits management
Support team

ORACLE

5.2%

3.4%

3.0%

2.3%

1.1%

1.2%

JDE

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

Tech1

SunSys

Figure 14 Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs summary

They therefore agreed to pursue a business case process to
mitigate their risk. This business case process was subsequently subsumed into the FPIM business
case.
This option focuses on addressing the risk of these 10 DHBs. While there are other DHBs with older
systems and risk issues, these have not been included in this option. We have used the “selfselecting” nature of the original risk mitigation business case as the measure of the highest risk
DHBs.
This option focuses on addressing their needs collectively through a common solution. While it
focuses on investment objective one: sustainable operation at acceptable risk, the nature of the
solution also contributes to the other investment objectives and provides a pathway to further
consolidation if required in the longer term.
The solution operates as follows.


The 10 DHBs all operate on a single instance of Oracle E-Business Suite running on shared
infrastructure.



The remaining 10 DHBs continue with their own arrangements. Alternatively, some additional
DHBs may choose to join these ten DHBs to resolve their own risk issues.



Evolutionary change continues in the sector. Further consolidation occurs on a tactical basis and
would be initiated by DHBs or groups of DHBs which decide to solve their immediate risk by
joining.



National, collaborative, and local procurement continues under existing arrangements.
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A permanent support team independent of any single DHB is established and manages the
ongoing operation of the system. This would include staff seconded from DHBs and located
within DHBs.



Data cleansing, process change, training, and change management occurs to enable effective use
of the upgraded systems.

This option is implemented as follows:


The National Technology Solution as originally contemplated for NOS will be completed. The
design is already complete, has been peer reviewed by PwC Australia, and the hardware is
already in place.



The four Wave One DHBs will be migrated on to the National Technology Solution. This will be a
“lift and shift” process with no upgrade to the Oracle E-Business Suite system.



A common operating model will be implemented to operate across all DHBs.



The Northern DHBs, Taranaki, and Southern DHB will be upgraded on to the Wave One instance.
This will occur in multiple waves and will involve data cleansing, process changes, training, and
change management. Some interfaces to other systems will need to be upgraded as well.

This implementation will also resolve the outstanding issues for the Wave One DHBs, namely access
to the Oracle Business Intelligence system, implementation of Oracle SOA to enable interfaces to
other systems, and establishment of a business as usual operating model.
Financial benefits

There are no initiatives to establish a national catalogue, common data standards, a procurement
compliance programme, or any national governance arrangements. There are therefore no
significant procurement benefits.
The benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
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Solution
components

Intermediate impacts

1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

Data management

Support team

Consolidated system
73% by PBF
• Consolidated system makes it
simpler to manage data
quality and standards across
the whole sector
• However, only contributes to
73% of sector by PBF

National
procurement
catalogue
• National procurement catalogue
ensures common data across DHBs
in instance regarding national
contracts to enable all DHBs to take
up beneficial terms

Benefits realisation

NATIONAL GOVERNANCE

National procurement

Common data
standards

Benefits

• Remediation improves business continuity
• Opportunity for other DHBs to join consolidated system to resolve their risk issues

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

Accurate finance &
procurement data

• Data standards ensure that
DHBs are uploading
consistent, high quality data

• Common data standards across
DHBs on instance ensure that
procurement can be analysed and
managed across the cluster

Consolidated analysis
and reporting
database (data hub)
• Data hub enables analysis to help
ensure accurate and useful data

Compliance regime
• Compliance regime ensures that DHBs only buy from national catalogue for
specified items – this enables beneficial contract terms to be negotiated
• Only applies to the 73% of the sector by PBF on the Oracle EBS instance

LOW

• Consolidation provides for some increase in procurement effectiveness, but does not gather
data from remaining 27% of sector, does not have common data standards, and no
compliance regime supporting whole sector
• Compliance only possible across 73% using the single Oracle EBS instance

3. Better informed
decision-making

LOW/MEDIUM

• Consolidation provides for some increase in decision-making because of increased
information available, but does not gather data from rest of sector

4. Efficient operation

MEDIUM

• Increased opportunities for shared services in grouping 10 DHBs together
• Increased opportunities for shared infrastructure and propagated best practices for 73%
included in this option

5. Improved supply
management

LOW

• Consolidation provides for some increase in supply management through increased
information across more DHBs

Figure 15 Benefits drivers for Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs
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Table 10 Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs costs and benefits ($million) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

Third Party Support Fees

0.148

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

2.264

3.322

Application support

5.548

5.548

5.548

5.548

5.548

4.833

4.833

37.406

51.905

DHB implementation

0.002

1.557

1.064

2.623

2.623

Central Programme implementation

0.308

0.137

0.445

0.445

Quality Assurance

0.525

0.375

0.900

0.900

12.544

15.136

14.322

90.257

125.244

Core Build

9.694

4.775

14.468

14.468

DHB implementation

0.010

5.048

1.392

6.450

6.450

Central Programme implementation

0.023

7.401

3.448

10.872

10.872

9.727

17.224

4.840

31.791

22.270

32.360

19.162

12.553

12.378

11.663

11.663

122.047

159.135

(22.270)

(32.360)

(19.162)

(10.553)

(10.378)

(9.663)

(9.663)

(114.047)

(145.135)

Benefits

Total Benefit
Costs
Operating
IaaS Hosting & Support
Oracle Infrastructure
Oracle Licensing

Total Operating Costs

12.553

12.378

11.663

11.663

Capital

Hardware Refresh

Total Capital

Total Cash Out

Net Cash
Indicative impairment
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6.3.5 Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation PLUS national catalogue
This option seeks to achieve national procurement benefits – it is essentially Option 2 plus a central
national catalogue and data hub to achieve data synchronisation across all DHBs along with sector
governance to achieve benefits

Sector
Governance

Data Management & analysis

Oracle
39.9%

Oracle
26.9%

Benefits management
Support team

Oracle
6.5%
Oracle
3.8%

Oracle
6.8%
Sector
Governance

JDE
5.2%

SunSys
1.2%
Data Hub

National
Catalogue

Tech1
3.4%

Tech1
1.1%

Tech1
3.0%

Tech1
2.3%

Figure 16 Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation PLUS national catalogue summary

This option builds on Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation by adding the following components to
achieve the national procurement benefits.


Common data standards are in place across the sector. A procurement compliance regime is in
place to enable value to be gained from the national contracts.



A separate national catalogue is maintained for distribution to all DHBs. This catalogue contains
contract and benefits realisation information for all nationally managed goods and services.



Each DHB takes a copy of this national catalogue and applies it to their own finance,
procurement, and supply chain system. They then purchase goods and services against these
national contracts.



Historical and stock level information is gathered from each DHB and collated in a single central
database – a national data hub. This will include off-catalogue purchases.



The national data hub is then used for overall benefits realisation management and monitoring
of compliance. (It should be noted that achieving compliance against the national catalogue will
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be challenging when compliance cannot be easily enforced centrally but relies on distributed
behaviour around the sector.)


National sector governance is in place to ensure that the procurement benefits are achieved, to
manage national contracts outside of medical devices, and to manage data analysis.



A permanent support team independent of any single DHB is established and manages the
ongoing operation of the central hub and data reporting. This would include staff seconded from
DHBs and located within DHBs.



Change management across the sector is coordinated from a central implementation team.
DHBs will be responsible for the change in business processes required to achieve the
procurement benefits.



Data cleansing, process change, training, and change management occurs to enable effective use
of the upgraded systems and the use of the shared national catalogue.

Financial benefits
Once all DHBs have the national catalogue, data standards, reporting, and compliance in place, an
uplift of 5% can be achieved in cost avoidance on PHARMAC managed medical devices ($640 million
pa across 388 suppliers) and potential other national contracts ($102 million pa) – this produces cost
avoidance benefits of $37.1 million pa on a total spending of $742 million pa.
The key drivers for the costs of the national catalogue are summarised in the table below. The
benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
Table 11 Drivers for cost estimates for implementation of national catalogue
SETUP


Develop requirements for catalogue, catalogue
management, data to be distributed, data standards at
DHBs, data collection, and procurement compliance.



Software licences for the Oracle Data Quality Management
software. Implement the Oracle Data Quality Management
software.



Develop data standards.





Define catalogue data to be managed.

Design the national catalogue web service to enable data to
be transferred around the sector.



Re-platform the existing NZ Health Partnerships data hub
for use as the central data repository. (Team lead, data
engineer, data analyst, tester, report developer.) Oracle
database requirements, Oracle training (1-year online
subscription), Oracle implementation services, Revera
implementation services, Solution design, Project
management.



Implement the web service between all 20 DHBs.



Implement a data warehouse for the legacy DHB
procurement data.
Define catalogue management and data management
procedures.

DHB IMPLEMENTATION


Develop fit-gap for each DHB to achieve benefits from
national catalogue.



Develop systems changes required (e.g. for enforcing
compliance at point of procurement).



Develop procedure changes to enable benefits to be
achieved from compliance.



Develop training materials. Train staff.



Manage change.



Extract and cleanse data. Load cleansed data.

ONGOING


Oracle cloud analytics software licences.



Revera Infrastructure as a Service and support.



Database licence support and maintenance.





Database monitoring and issue resolution.

Ongoing support for systems and DHBs (team lead, data
engineer, senior data analyst, report developer).

Note that the cost and benefit realisation risk depend on the final configuration of this option. The
larger the individual clusters are and the fewer of these clusters there are, in general, the easier it
will be to manage the national shared catalogue, data standards, the central data repository, and
compliance across the sector.
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Solution
components

Intermediate impacts

1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

Data management

Support team

Individual
remediation

National procurement
Benefits realisation

MEDIUM/HIGH

• Individual remediation provides for business continuity
• Does not provide for other DHBs with risk issues to easily join existing clusters, however
clearly this can occur

National
procurement
catalogue
• National procurement catalogue
ensures common data across sector
regarding national contracts to
enable all DHBs to take up
beneficial terms

Common data
standards

NATIONAL GOVERNANCE

Benefits

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

Accurate finance &
procurement data

• Data standards ensure that
DHBs are uploading
consistent, high quality data

• Common data standards ensure
that procurement can be analysed
and managed across whole sector

Consolidated analysis
and reporting
database (data hub)
• Data hub enables analysis to help
ensure accurate and useful data

Compliance regime
• Compliance regime ensures that DHBs only buy from national catalogue for
specified items – this enables beneficial contract terms to be negotiated
• Relies on national catalogue and accurate data to operate
• Relies on monitoring of off-catalogue spend across all DHBs

• Accurate data supports compliance regime to gain national procurement benefits
• No real time access & limits on consolidated data will limit ability to manage effective
procurement
• Compliance will be more difficult to ensure across multiple DHB systems

3. Better informed
decision-making

MEDIUM

• Accurate finance and procurement data provides for increase in effective decision-making
because of increased availability to higher quality data
• No real time access & limits on consolidated data will limit benefits in this area

4. Efficient operation

NONE

• Little or no opportunity for further efficiencies across the sector (although this depends upon
the clustering)

5. Improved supply
management

MEDIUM

• Shared data improves opportunities to manage supply across sector

Figure 17 Benefits drivers for Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation PLUS national catalogue
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Table 12 Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation PLUS national catalogue costs and benefits ($million) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

32.100

32.100

32.100

96.300

192.600

5.100

5.100

5.100

15.300

30.600

37.200

37.200

37.200

111.600

223.200

1.405

1.405

Benefits
PHARMAC benefit
National Procurement

Costs
Operating
Option 2
Catalogue support
Catalogue DHB implementation

0.147

0.768

0.489

0.230

0.460

0.460

0.460

1.610

2.990

14.934

14.361

13.871

13.871

98.064

139.678

2.427

2.427

16.996

16.996

58.782

58.782

Benefits management
Quality Assurance
Total Operating Costs

10.043

Capital
Option 2
Catalogue design, analysis
Catalogue build
Catalogue DHB implementation
Data management
Total Capital
Total Cash Out

Net Cash
Indicative impairment
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0.438

1.716

0.272

2.803

11.160

3.033

15.149

15.949

11.503

12.876

3.305

30.757

31.325

21.545

27.811

17.665

13.871

13.871

156.846

198.460

(30.757)

(31.325)

(21.545)

(27.811)

19.535

23.329

23.329

(45.246)

24.740

56.000
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6.3.6 Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs PLUS national catalogue
This option seeks to achieve national procurement benefits – it is essentially Option 3 plus a central
national catalogue and data hub to achieve data synchronisation across all DHBs along with sector
governance to achieve benefits
Sector
Governance

Data Management & analysis

Oracle
73.3%

Benefits management
Support team

Oracle
3.8%

Oracle
6.8%
Sector
Governance

JDE
5.2%

SunSys
1.2%
Data Hub

National
Catalogue

Tech1
1.1%

Tech1
3.4%

Tech1
3.0%

Tech1
2.3%

Figure 18 Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs PLUS national catalogue summary

This option builds on Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs by adding the following components to
achieve the procurement benefits. (These 10 DHBs comprise approximately 80% of the procurement
spend.)


Common data standards are in place across the sector. A procurement compliance regime is in
place to enable value to be gained from the national contracts.



The largest cluster of DHBs operating on a single Oracle instance provides and manages a
national catalogue for distribution to all other DHBs. This catalogue contains contract and
benefits realisation information for all nationally managed goods and services.



Each DHB takes a copy of this national catalogue and applies it to their own finance,
procurement, and supply chain system. They then purchase goods and services against these
national contracts.



Historical and stock level information is gathered from each DHB and collated in a single central
database – a national data hub. This will include off-catalogue purchases.



The national data hub is then used for overall benefits realisation management and monitoring
of compliance. (It should be noted that achieving compliance against the national catalogue will
be challenging when compliance cannot be easily enforced centrally but relies on distributed
behaviour around the sector.)
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National sector governance is in place to ensure that the benefits are achieved, to manage
national contracts outside of medical devices, and to manage data analysis.



A permanent support team independent of any single DHB is established and manages the
ongoing operation of the system. This would include staff seconded from DHBs and located
within DHBs.



Change management across the sector is coordinated from a central implementation team.
DHBs will be responsible for the change in business processes required to achieve the
procurement benefits.



Data cleansing, process change, training, and change management occurs to enable effective use
of the upgraded systems and the use of the shared national catalogue.



A benefits realisation regime is put in place across all DHBs to manage the collective benefits.

Financial benefits

Once all DHBs have the national catalogue, data standards, reporting, and compliance in place, an
uplift of 5% can be achieved in cost avoidance on PHARMAC managed medical devices ($640 million
pa across 388 suppliers) and potential other national contracts ($102 million pa) – this produces cost
avoidance benefits on $742 million spending pa of $37.1 million pa.
The key drivers for the costs of the national catalogue are summarised in the table below. The
benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
Table 13 Drivers for cost estimates for implementation of national catalogue
SETUP


Develop requirements for catalogue, catalogue
management, data to be distributed, data standards at
DHBs, data collection, and procurement compliance.



Software licences for the Oracle Data Quality Management
software. Implement the Oracle Data Quality Management
software.



Develop data standards.





Define catalogue data to be managed.

Design the national catalogue web service to enable data to
be transferred around the sector.



Re-platform the existing NZ Health Partnerships data hub
for use as the central data repository. (Team lead, data
engineer, data analyst, tester, report developer.) Oracle
database requirements, Oracle training (1-year online
subscription), Oracle implementation services, Revera
implementation services, Solution design, Project
management.



Implement the web service between all 20 DHBs.



Implement a data warehouse for the legacy DHB
procurement data.
Define catalogue management and data management
procedures.

DHB IMPLEMENTATION


Develop fit-gap for each DHB to achieve benefits from
national catalogue.



Develop systems changes required (e.g. for enforcing
compliance at point of procurement).



Develop procedure changes to enable benefits to be
achieved from compliance.



Develop training materials. Train staff.



Manage change.



Extract and cleanse data. Load cleansed data.

ONGOING


Oracle cloud analytics software licences.



Revera Infrastructure as a Service and support.



Database licence support and maintenance.





Database monitoring and issue resolution.

Ongoing support for systems and DHBs (team lead, data
engineer, senior data analyst, report developer).
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Solution
components

Benefits

Intermediate impacts

1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

Data management

Support team

Consolidated system
73% by PBF

• Remediation improves business continuity
• Opportunity for other DHBs to join consolidated system to resolve sustainability issues

National
procurement
catalogue
• National procurement catalogue
ensures common data across sector
regarding national contracts to
enable all DHBs to take up
beneficial terms

Benefits realisation

National procurement

Common data
standards

NATIONAL GOVERNANCE

MEDIUM/HIGH

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

Accurate finance &
procurement data

• Accurate data support compliance regime to gain national procurement benefits
• No real time access & limits on consolidated data will limit ability to manage effective
procurement
• Compliance will be more difficult to monitor across DHBs not on common system (27% by PBF)

• Data standards ensure that
DHBs are uploading
consistent, high quality data

• Common data standards ensure
that procurement can be analysed
and managed across whole sector

3. Better informed
decision-making

4. Efficient operation

5. Improved supply
management

MEDIUM

• Consolidation provides for some increase in supply management through increased
information across more DHBs
• Shared data improves opportunities to manage supply across sector

Figure 19 Benefits drivers for Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs PLUS national catalogue
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MEDIUM

• Increased opportunities for shared infrastructure and propagated best practices for 73%

Compliance regime
• Compliance regime ensures that DHBs only buy from national catalogue for
specified items – this enables beneficial contract terms to be negotiated
• Relies on national catalogue and accurate data to operate
• Relies on monitoring of off-catalogue spend across all DHBs

MEDIUM

• Accurate finance and procurement data provides for increase in effective decision-making
because of increased availability to higher quality data
• Consolidated system provides deeper data for 73% by PBF
• No real time access & limits on consolidated data from other DHBs will limit benefits

Consolidated analysis
and reporting
database (data hub)
• Data hub enables analysis to help
ensure accurate and useful data

MEDIUM/HIGH
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Table 14 Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs PLUS national catalogue costs and benefits ($millions) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

32.100

32.100

32.100

96.300

192.600

5.100

5.100

5.100

15.300

30.600

11.663

11.663

90.257

125.244

Benefits
PHARMAC benefit
National Procurement

Costs
Operating
Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs

12.544

14.322

12.553

12.378

Catalogue DHB implementation

0.098

0.512

0.326

0.936

0.936

Catalogue Support

0.960

0.960

0.960

0.960

0.960

4.802

7.683

0.230

0.460

0.460

0.460

0.460

0.460

2.530

3.910

12.544

15.366

15.840

14.485

14.124

13.083

13.083

98.525

137.774

Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs

9.727

17.224

4.840

31.791

33.891

Catalogue Design & Analysis

0.100

0.500

0.600

0.600

4.131

4.131

Benefits management
Total Operating Costs

15.136

Capital

Catalogue Build

4.131

Catalogue Programme
implementation
DHB implementation of catalogue

1.869

5.653

2.022

9.544

9.544

0.292

1.144

0.181

1.618

1.618

47.683

49.783

Total Capital

Total Cash Out

Net Cash

Indicative impairment
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9.827

17.724

11.131

6.798

2.203

22.370

33.090

26.972

21.283

16.327

13.083

13.083

146.208

187.557

(22.370)

(33.090)

(26.972)

(19.283)

22.873

26.117

26.117

(26.608)

49.643

22.000
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6.3.7 Option 6 Single national system
A national consolidated finance, procurement, and supply chain system with a national catalogue
Lakes
MidCentral
Nelson Marlborough
Northland
South Canterbury
Southern
Tairawhiti

Taranaki
Waikato
Wairarapa
Waitemata
West Coast
Whanganui

Oracle
100%

Data Management & analysis

Sector
Governance

Auckland
Bay of Plenty
Canterbury
Capital Coast
Counties Manukau
Hawkes Bay
Hutt Valley

Benefits management
Support team

Sector
Governance

Data Hub

National
Catalogue

Figure 20 Option 6 Single national system summary

This option seeks to achieve the procurement benefits contemplated by PHARMAC for medical
devices (as well as other national procurement activity). It also seeks to provide a common platform
to support increased efficiencies and improved data management. This option follows the original
NOS vision of creating one finance, supply chain, and procurement system for the whole sector.
This option operates as follows:


All DHBs operate from a single instance of Oracle E-Business Suite.



All DHBs use common data standards and operate from a single national procurement
catalogue.



Reporting occurs across the whole Oracle database to enable the monitoring of compliance,
potentially in real-time.



As all DHBs are operating on a single system, it will be simpler to enforce compliance across
catalogue items on the national catalogue than it would be with a distributed system as
contemplated under Options 4 or 5.



A single support organisation enables the system to operate and meet the needs of all DHBs.



DHBs are free to pursue further shared services arrangements to increase efficiency.
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This option is implemented as follows:


The National Technology Solution as originally contemplated for NOS will be completed. The
design is already complete, has been peer reviewed by PwC Australia, and the hardware is
already in place.



The four Wave One DHBs will be migrated on to the National Technology Solution. This will be a
“lift and shift” process with no upgrade to the Oracle E-Business Suite system.



A common operating model will be implemented to operate across all DHBs.



The Northern DHBs, Taranaki, and Southern DHB will be upgraded on to the Wave One instance.
This will occur in multiple waves and will involve data cleansing, process changes, training, and
change management. Some interfaces to other systems will need to be upgraded as well.



The remaining 10 DHBs will be migrated on to the central system in subsequent waves.



National, collaborative, and local procurement continues under existing arrangements.



A benefits realisation regime is put in place across all DHBs to manage the collective benefits.



Change management across the sector is coordinated from a central implementation team.
DHBs will be responsible for the change in business processes required to achieve the
procurement benefits.



Data cleansing, process change, training, and change management occurs to enable effective use
of the upgraded systems and the use of the shared national catalogue.

Financial benefits occur as follows:



Once all DHBs have the national catalogue, data standards, reporting, and compliance in place,
an uplift of 5% can be achieved in cost avoidance on PHARMAC managed medical devices
($640 million pa across 388 suppliers) and potential other national contracts ($102 million pa) –
this produces cost avoidance benefits on $742 million pa of $37.1 million pa.

The benefits drivers are summarised on the following page. Estimated costs are summarised on the
subsequent page.
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Solution
components

Intermediate impacts

1. Address risks from
end-of life systems

Data management

Support team

Single national
system
• Single system makes it simpler
to manage data quality and
standards across the whole
sector

National
procurement
catalogue
• National procurement catalogue
ensures common data across sector
regarding national contracts to
enable all DHBs to take up
beneficial terms

Benefits realisation

NATIONAL GOVERNANCE

National procurement

Common data
standards

Benefits

• Single system enables lower risk and more flexibility for whole sector
• Addresses systems risk for whole sector

2. Achieve savings
from procurement

Accurate finance &
procurement data

• Data standards ensure that
DHBs are uploading
consistent, high quality data

• Common data standards ensure
that procurement can be analysed
and managed across whole sector

Consolidated analysis
and reporting
database (data hub)
• Data hub enables analysis to
help ensure accurate and
useful data

Compliance regime
• Compliance regime ensures that DHBs only buy from national catalogue for
specified items – this enables beneficial contract terms to be negotiated
• Relies on national catalogue and accurate data to operate
• Relies on monitoring of off-catalogue spend across all DHBs

HIGH

• National procurement catalogue, data standards, data analysis, compliance support
improved procurement effectiveness and enables PHARMAC model
• Single system allows more global optimisation of national contracts and greater value from
contracts, supports collaborative procurement
• Single system increases ability to enforce compliance through common controls across the
system

3. Better informed
decision-making

HIGH

• Single system, data standards, and data governance enables richer, higher quality, more
timely data
• Wide range of data available in real time from single system

4. Efficient operation

HIGH

• Single system provides major opportunities for efficiencies across DHBs – shared services,
shared technology (e.g. EDI), propagation of good practices

5. Improved supply
management

MEDIUM

• Single system enables real time management of item and stock issues on national scale
• Single system enables product tracking against events and people across whole sector –
when devices used, use of scanners enabled part number to be stored against event and/or
person

Figure 21 Benefits drivers for Option 6 Single national system
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Table 15 Option 6 Single national system costs and benefits ($million) – EXCLUDING ANY CONTINGENCY
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

32.100

32.100

32.100

96.300

192.600

5.100

5.100

5.100

15.300

30.600

Benefits
PHARMAC benefit
National Procurement

Costs
Operating
Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs

12.544

14.322

12.553

12.378

11.663

11.663

90.257

125.244

PLUS Additional Oracle licencing

0.579

0.869

0.869

0.869

0.869

4.055

6.662

PLUS Remaining DHB implementation

0.178

1.026

0.383

1.587

1.587

0.900

0.900

PLUS Quality Assurance

15.136

0.525

0.375
0.230

0.460

0.460

0.460

0.460

2.070

3.450

12.544

15.661

15.684

14.908

14.089

12.991

12.991

98.869

137.843

9.727

17.224

4.840

31.791

31.791

PLUS Remaining DHB implementation

4.502

10.553

0.384

15.438

15.438

PLUS Central Programme

3.803

10.162

1.784

15.748

15.748

9.727

25.529

25.554

2.168

62.977

22.270

41.190

41.238

17.075

14.089

12.991

12.991

161.846

(22.270)

(41.190)

(41.238)

(15.075)

25.111

26.209

26.209

(42.246)

PLUS Benefits Management
Total Operating Costs

Capital
Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs

PLUS Hardware refresh
Total Capital

Total Cash Out

Net Cash

Indicative impairment
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34.280

6.3.8 Pathway to the public cloud
Cloud services will be an inevitable part of future systems for DHBs
Cloud services are becoming more and more ubiquitous. Businesses across New Zealand are
increasingly using cloud systems for their day to day work. The spread of Xero among New Zealand
business and public sector organisations (e.g. schools) is a case in point. With the increased
investment of vendors in their cloud offerings it is inevitable that on-premises systems will decline.
Cloud services typically provide the following benefits:


Reduced cost to implement the infrastructure environment (e.g. when compared with the
implementation of the Oracle Exadata environment for the National Technology Solution for
Options 3 and 5)



Reduced cost of application maintenance through centralised provision of service



Reduced cost of upgrade through centralised upgrades occurring across all customers



More user-friendly systems designed as web systems from the ground up



The flexibility to scale up and scale down without requiring investment in infrastructure capital



Disaster recovery is (typically) built into the solution



More secure systems than can be consistently achieved through locally managed on-premises
systems



Reduced requirement for capital as the services are pay-as-you-go.

All major systems suppliers are increasingly focusing their investment on cloud-based products and
are seeking to transition their existing customers to their cloud-based offerings. This means that the
cloud-based offerings are becoming increasingly functional and that in the future, investment will
inevitably reduce for their traditional on-premises hosted products. DHBs must therefore expect to
move to the cloud and plan for it.
In 2012 Cabinet directed government agencies to adopt public cloud as first preference
The New Zealand government has had a policy of public sector agencies using public cloud as a first
preference since August 2012.40 The sector therefore must be considering how it uses the cloud,
with the knowledge that it is likely that a transition to full cloud for finance, procurement, and
supply chain systems will occur at some time in the future.
Cloud services typically separate into IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
There are typically three types of cloud services:


IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) – this provides infrastructure services across the internet.
Customers rent a managed service providing an equivalent service to a data centre, namely
computing hardware, storage, and networking.



PaaS (Platform as a Service) – this provides the underlying infrastructure as in IaaS, but also
providing the core systems software such as the database and the middleware software
required for an application such as Oracle E-Business Suite to operate. Customers rent this
service and the components are kept up to date by the cloud services provider.

40

See https://www.ict.govt.nz/guidance-and-resources/using-cloud-services/additional-backgroundinformation/cabinet-decisions/ [Accessed 26 November 2018]
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SaaS (Software as a Service) – this provides the application itself for access across the internet.
The customers pay a regular fee for the service.

Hybrid cloud options that mix on-premises systems and cloud are available today and can provide
value
Hybrid cloud uses a mixture of on-premises systems and cloud services with interfaces between the
two. It enables workload to be moved between on-premises services and the cloud as suits the
particular costs and workload.
By way of example, one potential opportunity is the use of Oracle cloud to run less frequently used
development and test environments for those DHBs with Oracle E-Business Suite. In this example a
training environment could be hosted using IaaS. A full version of Oracle E-Business Suite for training
purposes would be hosted on a cloud services. It would only be used (and paid for) when required
for training purposes. When training was completed, its database could be refreshed with clean
training data. Another example would be a hybrid cloud environment used to provide reporting and
analysis services. These examples could also be replicated with non-Oracle service providers.
Most DHBs are not ready for an immediate move to SaaS
Moving to a full SaaS service is not a trivial undertaking. In many cases it may be as complex as a
major upgrade or a transition to a new system. Significant data cleansing, process change, training,
and change management is required. DHBs with existing investments in infrastructure or lease
agreements will need to determine the most economic time to make any transition.
Oracle has undertaken some initial analysis around moving the existing FPIM Oracle E-Business Suite
to cloud. The analysis only took into account the Oracle costs but provides an indicative basis for
assessing the payback period. This is summarised in the following diagram. It plots Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) in millions as this increases while transition costs to SaaS are incurred and then
reduces as savings occur.
Accumulated Additional TCO per year vs Status Quo, per Cloud Roadmap option, NZD million $
Phase 2: Create an
agile infrastructure
platform by moving all
remaining
environments to
Oracle Cloud

8

Phase 3-4: Adopt &
Upgrade to SaaS

6
4

Phase 1: Create a cost
effective platform for
non-critical Training,
Wave and Proof of
Concept environments

Continue on Revera Cloud
Phase 1
Phase 1 + 2
Phase 1 + 3 + 4
Phase 1 + 2 + 3 + 4

2
The Zero Line in this graph
shows the Base Case
(= status quo) option

0
-2

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
Source: Oracle analysis

Figure 22 Potential financial payback for cloud technologies

This graph shows that on the basis of initial analysis, the move to Oracle cloud technologies pays for
itself in eight to ten years. While the ongoing costs will be lower than hosted and locally managed
systems, there is a significant cost to transition. Moving from Oracle E-Business Suite to cloud is the
equivalent of migrating between major Oracle releases. The financial drivers will therefore not be
the primary drivers for change.
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A phased approach to the cloud can be taken
DHBs can individually or collectively take a phased approach to the cloud as makes sense for each
DHB or cluster of DHBs. We note that different DHBs are at different parts of their systems life-cycle
and therefore will be driven by different issues.
One approach is a four-phase transition plan to move to full cloud services. This approach could be
used for individual DHBs, clusters of DHBs, or for all DHBs.
Phase One: Hybrid cloud IaaS
Hybrid cloud IaaS can be used as a cost-effective platform for non-critical environments. This
provides for reduced demand on the hosted environment as well has enabling a low risk proof-ofconcept. This could be used for non-production environments or for archiving in the case of legacy
systems no longer used on a daily basis.
By way of example, Oracle has advised that a hybrid cloud proof of concept could be implemented in
one to two months for Oracle E-Business Suite.
Phase Two: Full hosting of finance, procurement, and supply chain system on IaaS or PaaS
This phase (for DHBs or clusters of DHBs using Oracle) would involve full hosting of Oracle E-Business
Suite on Oracle Cloud using PaaS. This would increase the ability of the DHBs to respond to changes
in load, reduce the administration effort, and enable new capabilities available through Oracle PaaS
to be used. DHBs would pay for what they used. There would be no requirement for capital to buy
infrastructure (or enter into a finance lease). This option would also be available for DHBs not using
Oracle E-Business Suite.
The sector is currently committed to leasing infrastructure from Revera until January 2022 as part of
the original FPIM commitments. This would be a logical point to consider implementing phase two
cloud for those Oracle E-Business Suite DHBs planning to use this infrastructure. Other DHBs could
clearly choose to implement this cloud phase earlier depending on their own circumstances.
Phase Three: Selective use of SaaS
This phase could operate in parallel with phase two. It would involve the trial of key pieces of
software providing high value to DHBs. This could be planning, budgeting, and forecasting. This
provides a low risk entry into SaaS and could be started anytime.
Phase Four: Full use of SaaS
This would involve moving a DHB or cluster of DHBs completely on to the cloud. This would bring the
benefits of a modern user experience, automatic provision of upgrades, and reduced administration
effort (as this is part of the cloud service).
Opportunities to interface Oracle cloud and Oracle E-Business Suite
Oracle E-Business Suite / Oracle cloud has the capability of what it terms “tier two ERP”. In this
scenario, Oracle E-Business Suite organisations can be linked together with Oracle E-Business Suite
organisations, with all the key master data coming from Oracle cloud. This enables the management
of common data standards, common master data (including catalogue information), and
consolidated analysis and reporting across the Oracle E-Business Suite instances and the Oracle
cloud instances. This is typically used in a transitionary manner in the case when (for example) a
multi-national organisation is making a transition from Oracle E-Business Suite to cloud on a country
by country basis.
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This approach could enable DHBs using Oracle E-Business Suite on the Revera infrastructure to share
data with Oracle cloud DHBs. This provides further nuanced options for the transition to a common
cloud platform for those DHBs using Oracle E-Business Suite.
Potential use to replace existing National Technology Solution
An example “optimistic” timeline for the phases is shown below. This example shows how Oracle
cloud services could be used to replace the National Technology Solution as contemplated by the
original FPIM programme. Currently the sector is committed to leases with Revera until January
2022. This would then be the earliest practical time that a full migration to cloud could occur.

CY2019

CY2020

CY2021

CY2022

CY2023

1. Hybrid IaaS
2. Move system to PaaS
3. Selective SaaS
4. Full SaaS
Jan 2022
Revera contract expires

Figure 23 Potential “optimistic” timeline for replacement of National Technology Solution

No separate cloud-based option has been defined for this business case – cloud will be a potential
part of all options
Cloud technologies will form part of any solution that is used by the sector. IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
provide flexibility to “mix-and-match” with existing technology solutions.
The transition to SaaS is a significant undertaking and is the equivalent of a major upgrade or
transition to a new system. It should not be undertaken lightly, however, point SaaS solutions will be
useful. The drivers for the move to cloud services will be different for different DHBs.
A single cloud-based system is fundamentally no different to a single on-premises system with a
national catalogue (as for option six). An additional cloud-based option has therefore not been
included in this analysis. However, it is expected that cloud options will form part of the future
evolution of the solutions, whether this is for Oracle E-Business Suite or other systems. Any proposal
for move to cloud SaaS would clearly need to be a standalone business case providing value in its
own right.
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6.4

Key financial assumptions for options

6.4.1 Costs included
The following table lists the key costs that have been included.
Table 16 Costs included in the options
Cost

How determined

Oracle licence fee

NZ Health Partnerships owns some
licences, fees determined from current
contracts

Comments

Additional licences will need to be
purchased
Third party software
licence fees

NZ Health Partnerships already owns
some licences, fees determined from
current contracts
Additional licences will need to be
purchased

Ongoing costs of Oracle
Exadata / Exalogic
platforms

From existing contracts

Infrastructure as a Service

From contracts agreed with Revera

Oracle Administration
Team ongoing support

Based on estimated team size

Estimated on basis of salaried
staff

Programme
implementation

Based on estimated programme team size
overlaid against the planned
implementation schedule

Estimated on basis of a mix
between salaried staff and
external resources

DHB implementation

Based on estimated team size

Estimated on basis of mix of
contract and backfilled DHB
subject matter experts

Modelled for small, medium, and large
DHBs

6.4.2 Costs excluded
The following table lists the costs have been excluded from the cost model.
Table 17 Costs not quantified
Cost

Description

Why excluded

Oracle E-Business Suite
upgrades

Oracle E-Business Suite will require
ongoing upgrades – typically once
every five years

DHBs currently fund their own
upgrades

Migration of the privately hosted
Oracle E-Business Suite to cloud based
services

This will be managed as a standalone
business case when cloud services
demonstrate the necessary maturity

Migration to cloud
services

FPIM Business Case
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6.4.3 Benefits included
The following table lists the key benefits that have been accounted for.
Table 18 Financial benefits considered
Financial Benefit

How recognised

Comments

Procurement savings

Procurement savings have been estimated
on the basis of 5% reductions for
$640 million pa for medical devices plus
$102 million pa for other procurement
that could be managed nationally

Based on PHARMAC provided
information and analysis
undertaken by NZ Health
Partnerships

Total of $37.1 million pa
Available in options 4,5,6

6.4.4 Benefits excluded
The following table lists the benefits have been excluded from the cost model.
Table 19 Benefits not quantified
Financial Benefit

How recognised

Comments

Reduction in DHB licence
fees

Reduction in DHB own licence fees in case
of new central system

Will depend on DHB
circumstances and meeting
requirements for archiving (i.e.
DHBs may need to retain their
existing systems and licences for
archive purposes)

Not quantified

Reduction in DHB
upgrade costs

Reduction of system upgrade costs in case
of new central system as system upgrades
will occur once for whole cluster as
opposed to DHB by DHB
Assumed to be cost neutral in worst case
(i.e. cost of central upgrade will be equal
to or less than combined DHB upgrades
required)

Procurement efficiencies

Reduced cost of operating procurement
Benefits from collaborative and local
procurement

Upgrades not costed in business
case as DHBs already need to
budget for upgrade costs – new
upgrade costs will be same or
lower

Expected to take place from EDI
and other initiatives
Not quantified

Qualitative only
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Financial Benefit

How recognised

Comments

Master data
management

Reduced DHB cost of managing master
data

Reduced DHB costs displaced by
increase in central data
management costs
Costs not included in preferred
option costs

System upgrade costs

6.5

Reduced requirement for system
upgrades

Reduced DHB system upgrade
costs as upgrades only occur
centrally

Impact of Quantitative Risk Assessment

The Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) of the key costs and benefits makes no change to the
financial ranking of the options, albeit finding that the base costs are “optimistic” and additional
contingency will be required

6.5.1 Introduction
A Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) was conducted on the cost and benefits model to identify the
likely funding ranges required for the business case and what aspects of the programme will most
impact costs. This section discusses the impact on the preferred option, namely Option 3 Single
system for 10 DHBs.

6.5.2 Process
A series of risk workshops were held with key staff to identify the uncertainty factors driving the
costs and benefits. These workshops were facilitated by Broadleaf Capital International who are
expected in QRA.
The following table summarises the probability curves assigned to the most material factors in the
cost/benefit model as a result of these workshops. The table shows:


the optimistic cost



the most likely cost



the pessimistic cost



the mean cost (“simulated mean) based on the optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic
values.

Note that only factors considered material to the overall costs were considered and modelled.
Table 20 Probability curve parameters for key inputs to cost/benefit model
Factors that can vary

Optimistic

Most likely

Pessimistic

Simulated
Mean

Option 2 Capex Implementation

-5%

5%

20%

7.1%

Licencing shortfall

5%

12.5%

20%

12.5%

Detail build

0%

15%

50%

23.6%

Establish support model, infrastructure and systems

15%

25%

75%

42.3%

CAPITAL
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Factors that can vary

Optimistic

Most likely

Pessimistic

End-to-end testing

20%

33%

80%

Simulated
Mean
47.7%

Business Intelligence report development

5%

10%

15%

10.0%

Other 3rd party & solution providers

0%

100%

200%

100%

SDHB resourcing – duration delay cost

25%

25%

50%

36.1%

Northern DHBs – duration delay cost

0%

0%

25%

11.1%

Central Programme Implementation – duration delay cost

25%

50%

75%

50.0%

Quality Assurance

-20%

0%

20%

0.0%

Capital general – Option 3

-5%

5%

20%

7.1%

Interface catalogue – Option 4

6%

4%

3%

4.4%

New catalogue web service – Option 4

0%

20%

50%

24.3%

National catalogue operational costs

-10%

0%

15%

2.1%

Option 5 resourcing

25%

50%

75%

50.0%

Option 6 resourcing

25%

25%

50%

36.1%

-5%

0%

15%

4.3%

PHARMAC & National Procurement Benefits Option 4

3%

2%

1%

2.0%

PHARMAC & National Procurement Benefits Option 5,6

6%

4%

3%

4.4%

Time lag to achieve full benefits

0%

-50%

-100%

-50.0%

OPERATING
Oracle Administration Team support
BENEFITS

6.5.3 Impact on financial comparison of options
The probabilities for the key inputs were modelled through the cost/benefit spreadsheet to
determine the ranges of funding required over the business case period and the impact on NPV. The
following graph summarises the results.

Comparison of QRA ranges for options
100,000,000
90,000,000
80,000,000
70,000,000
60,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
0
Option 2

Option 3
Calculated

Option 4
50% point

Option 5

Option 6

85% point

Figure 24 QRA impact on capital for options
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The following should be noted:


Option 2 has only had high level cost analysis. We have therefore applied the same level of
uncertainty spread as for Option 3, where most of the financial analysis has taken place. We
believe that this better represents the level of uncertainty in this option.



All the options have optimistic costs in the base estimates. This is shown by the fact that the 50%
costs are higher than the base estimate.



The benefits totals for all options using a national catalogue – options 4, 5 & 6 – have a high
range of uncertainty. This translates into higher risk of realising the benefits. This level of
benefits realisation will need to be reduced.



Capital uncertainty reduces for Options 4 and 5 from Option 3. This is because Option 4 and
Option 5 have less optimistic costings for the national catalogue.

When the ranges are compared, they make little difference to the financial ranking of the options.
While Option 2 looks superficially attractive from a capital perspective, it should be remembered
that it provides a pathway to Option 4, whereas Option 3 provides a pathway to Option 5, a lower
cost option.
The key value for the QRA is in the analysis of the preferred option and the identification of the key
risks. This is described in the Financial Case below.
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6.6

Comparison of options

6.6.1 Summary
The short list options were compared against how well they met the investment objectives and
critical success factors. Their costs and financial benefits were also compared
The following table compares the aspects of the options. It shows the fit against investment
objectives as laid out in the option description above as well as the critical success factors, risk, and
costs and benefits. This comparison is discussed in terms of evaluation against the investment
objectives, critical success factors, risk, and costs and benefits.

6.6.2 Comparison against investment objectives
When considered against the investment objectives only, Option 6 National system and integrated
catalogue will deliver the highest value, but Options 4 and 5 which both use a national catalogue
should also be considered
Each of the options has been ranked against the investment objectives. The implications of the
rankings by investment objective are discussed below.
1. Address risks from end of life systems:
a. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue addresses this requirement the best.
It addresses the risks at all 20 DHBs and ensures that all 20 DHBs are operating an up to
date system.
b. Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national
catalogue both ensure that 10 DHBs covering 73% of the sector by PBF (and 80% of the
procurement spending) have up to date systems. These are the DHBs that have selfidentified their critical issues. However, these two options do not address the risk faced
by the other DHBs outside of the 73%.
c. Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation and Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national
catalogue enable the same 10 DHBs covering 73% of the sector by PBF to address their
critical issues, albeit in a different way, by operating individually or in existing clusters.
2. Savings from procurement:
a. Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue, Option 5 Single system for 10
DHBs plus national catalogue, and Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue,
all provide for a national catalogue, common standards, sector-wider analysis, and
compliance against national contracts. These are the key prerequisites for delivering the
procurement savings.
b. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue may provide improved procurement
effectiveness because of the greater ease in managing the quality of data and the level
of compliance through a single central system. It may be more difficult to manage data
quality and compliance across diverse systems managed by different DHBs as in options
3 and 4. However, this requires further investigation.
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Table 21 Comparison of options ($million)

OPTIONS

1. Status Quo /
shutdown FPIM

2. Clustered risk
mitigation

3. Single system
for 10 DHBs

4. Clustered risk
mitigation +
catalogue

5. Single system
for 10 DHBs +
catalogue

6.National
system &
integrated
catalogue

CRITICAL VALUE
#1 Address risks from end
of life systems
#2 Savings from
procurement

SUPPORTING VALUE
3. Better informed
decision-making
4. Efficient operation
5. Improved supply
management

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Strategic fit and business
needs
Supplier capacity and
capability
DHB capacity and
capability
Achievability

RISK
Implementation risk

n/a

Operational risk
Benefits realisation risk

n/a

[1]

[2]

COSTS & FINANCIAL BENEFITS (EXCLUDING CONTINGENCY)
Cash comparison (10 year)
Capital

Operating
Total

(29.989)

(33.891)

(58.782)

(49.783)

(65.077)

(14.115)

(110.147)

(125.244)

(139.678)

(137.774)

(137.843)

(14.115)

(140.045)

(159.135)

(198.460)

(187.557)

(202.920)

14.000

14.000

223.200

237.200

237.200

(14.115)

(126.045)

(145.135)

24.740

49.643

34.280

(12.950)

(84.953)

(109.639)

(12.783)

4.899

(8.575)

(14.115)

(126.045)

(145.135)

24.740

49.643

34.280

(56.000)

(56.000)

(22.000)

(56.000)

(22.000)

-

(68.115)

(182.045)

(167.135)

(31.240)

27.484

34.280

Benefits

Net
NPV (at 7%)

Cash plus impairment comparison (10 year)
Net cash

Potential impairment
Net impact

Notes
1. Benefits realisation risk medium/high because of difficulties in achieving data consistencies and compliance across disparate systems
2. Benefits realisation risk lower when compared with option 4 as 80% of medical device procurement will be on a single Oracl e FPIM system

Low
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Update to potential impairment as at 31 May 2019
1. An Impairment Advisory Group was formed comprising Canterbury DHB CFO (Wave One),
Counties Manukau DHB CFO (Wave Two), PwC and the NZ Health Partnerships finance team.
Treasury were consulted beforehand, Audit NZ had input into the factors to be considered and
Ministry of Health Finance were observers at a half-day workshop.
2. The Impairment Advisory Group considered the future costs and benefits outlined in the FPIM
Business Case for the preferred Option 3. For the purposes of this NPV assessment, it
considered PHARMAC’s view that no incremental benefits would flow from the $642m annual
medical device spend unless all 20 DHBs were on a single system was too conservative, given
that the proposed 10 FPIM DHBs account for 80% of the Sector spend ($514m). It determined
that it would be reasonable to use 2.5% (half of the incremental 5% procurement benefit
PHARMAC assess from having all 20 DHBs on one system – $12.8 million annual benefit rather
than $32 million). These assumptions were utilised to derive the project life NPV with benefits
of $30.9 million.
3. The work of the Impairment Advisory Group determined a proposed impairment of the Capital
Spend of $36.6 million, which after allowing for current year depreciation charge of
$3.7 million, resulted in a required $32.9 million impairment charge for the 2018/19 financial
year. The carrying value at 30 June 2019 of the FPIM asset after depreciation and impairment
is $27.9 million.
4. Of the $32.9 million impairment this year, $27.8 million (84%) relates to historic expenditure
incurred under HBL.
5. The calculated impairment is validated by the project life NPV with benefits of $30.9 million
being greater than the accounting carrying value $27.9 million, the difference being
depreciation on previously capitalised elements.
6. Life to date capex spend of $79.4 million has therefore been impaired by $38.7 million (49% of
total spend), of which $33.6 million (87% of total impairment) relates to expenditure incurred
under HBL.
7. The NZ Health Partnerships Board approved the methodology and resulting impairment at its
21 May 2019 Board meeting subject to PwC support (received 28 May 2019).
8. Given that the FPIM Business Case preferred recommendation that only ten DHBs are
committed to continuing to develop the FPIM asset, NZ Health Partnerships recommends that
the $32.9 million impairment be allocated in full to those non-participating DHBs ($21.7m) and
the balance ($11.2 million) to the continuing DHBs proportionate to their capital contributions.
9. PwC participated in the Impairment Advisory Group meeting on 8 May 2019 and completed a
review of the summary of the methodology, process and judgments, together with further
considerations for DHBs (refer PwC letter dated 28 May 2019). PwC consider that the Working
Group’s approach has been reasonable, logical and consistent with consideration factors from
previous years. PwC believe that DHBs should recognise their share of the NZ Health
Partnerships impairment and that non-participating DHBs should fully impair the value of the
asset.

3. Better informed decision-making:
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a. The options progressively provide better data to support decision-making as DHBs
become more connected through options 2 to 6.
b. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue will provide the best support for
decision-making as all sector data will be available in real-time in one database for
analysis.
c. Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national catalogue ensures that data covering
10 DHBs and 73% of the country by PBF (and 80% of the procurement spending for the
sector) is available real-time in a single database. Lower levels of data will be available
for sector wide analysis for the remaining 27%.
d. Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue will enable the sharing of
significant amounts of data across the sector, thereby supporting more effective
decision-making. However, it will not provide the breadth and depth of data provided by
Option 5 which has 10 DHBs with 80% of the procurement spending in a single system
and database or Option 6 which has all 20 DHBs on a single system and single database.
4. Efficient operation:
a. The use of a single system across the sector as proposed by Option 6 National system
and integrated catalogue provides the best opportunity to create sector wide
efficiencies through shared services, shared infrastructure such as Electronic Document
Interchange (EDI) with suppliers, and propagation of best practice across all DHBs.
b. Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national
catalogue provide increased efficiencies for the DHBs all on the same system (73% by
PBF). $2 million pa of supply chain savings have been identified for these options.
5. Improved supply management:
a. Options 4, 5, and 6 all provide centralised data and provide similar benefits regarding
supply management. They will all enable global management across all DHBs of supply
issues and the tracking of individual medical devices against events and/or persons.
6. CONCLUSIONS
a. In terms of the investment objectives only, Option 6 National system and integrated
catalogue provides the best value in both the categories of critical value and supporting
value.
b. The options providing for a national catalogue interfaced to existing systems – Option 4
Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs
plus national catalogue – provide a medium/high level of value for the critical value
areas.
c. Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national catalogue where there is a single
system covering 73% of the country by PBF provides better supporting value because of
the level of data quality that can be achieved by having 73% of the country’s data on a
single system and database comprising 80% of the procurement spending.
d. Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation can potentially support high data quality if there are a
small number of large clusters.
e. Options 4, 5, and 6 should therefore all be considered on the basis of the value they can
bring through risk mitigation and savings from procurement through the national
catalogue.
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f.

The implementation of a common system across the sector means that some DHBs may
lose existing functionality. However, this could be addressed through early analysis and
confirmation of requirements.

6.6.3 Comparison against critical success factors
Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national
catalogue have the best fit to the critical success factors
1. Strategic fit and business need
a. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue has the best fit to future strategy. It
enables global changes to be undertaken without the need to address DHB systems
boundaries and complex interfaces between disparate systems.
b. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue provides for consistency across all
DHBs while providing for future flexibility regarding any global changes across the
sector.
2. Supplier capacity and capability
a. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue requires the largest degree of
change and complexity as it affects all DHBs. The scale of this option will inevitably
reduce the number of suppliers who can address the issues. This option also requires
more reliance on a single supplier, most notably Oracle. This could leave some DHBs
with higher implementation and operating risk.
3. DHB capacity and capability
a. The more change that occurs across the sector, the more difficult it will be for DHBs to
manage the level of change.
b. All options require significant change. Moving to a single system (in the case of Option 6
National system and integrated catalogue) requires the greatest level of change.
c. However, DHBs working together to implement a national catalogue, common data
standards, a national data repository, and procurement compliance, also requires
significant change across the sector, especially as they implement changes in
procurement processes for items and services in the national catalogue.
4. Achievability
a. All options are equally technically achievable.
b. Option 6 has the highest implementation risk and will be the most difficult option to
implement.
c. Achieving the benefits from the PHARMAC medical device contracts will require high
levels of data quality and compliance against use of the national catalogue at all DHBs.
5. CONCLUSIONS
a. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue will provide the best strategic fit
through the future flexibility provided by the solution. However, because of the
complexity of the solution, it is ranked lower on the other areas, namely supplier
capacity and capability, DHB capacity and capability, and achievability.
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b. Both Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national catalogue and Option 6 National
system and integrated catalogue should be considered on the basis of their evaluation
against the critical success factors.

6.6.4 Comparison against risk
Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue has the highest implementation risk, but the
lowest risk regarding achieving the benefits; Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national
catalogue and Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation should be considered as they will have a lower
implementation risk
1. Implementation risk
a. This relates to the risk of implementing the solution required for the option.
b. Implementation risk will be highest for those options requiring the greatest technical
and people change. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue has therefore
been rated as having high implementation risk.
c. There is also be increased risk when larger numbers of DHBs need to work together to
implement a system. In these cases, the change management risk is also higher.
d. Options 2, 3, and 4 are all complex implementations. They have therefore been rated as
having medium/high risk.
2. Operational risk
a. This relates to the risk of operating the solution required for the option.
b. With the exception of option 1 Status quo, all options can be made to operate at
acceptable risk.
c. There is an argument that having all DHBS on one system in fact raises the risk. While
this is partially true, the scale that can be achieved allows this risk to be better
mitigated.
d. There is an argument that having all DHBs using a single supplier (e.g. Oracle in the case
of Option 6) creates operational risk and reduces the possibility of innovation. The
counter-factual to this argument is that Oracle has low supplier risk as it is one of the
two biggest market players and that its future solutions have far more access to
innovation due to its market reach and the investment it can make.
3. Benefits realisation risk
a. This relates to the risk of achieving the benefits as estimated for the option.
b. The highest potential benefits realisation risk will be that of Option 4 Clustered risk
mitigation plus national catalogue. This is because it relies upon DHBs working together
to manage a national catalogue, common data standards, a data repository, and
compliance. The distributed nature of the systems and decision-making will make
achieving compliance particularly challenging.
c. Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus catalogue has a lower level of benefits
realisation risk than option 4 because 73% of the country by PBF will be operating on a
single system and database covering 80% of the procurement spend. This will enable
data standards, a data repository, and procurement compliance to be more easily
manage for 80% of the sector’s spending.
d. The benefits realisation risk of Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue
can be reduced depending upon the final configuration chosen by participating DHBs.
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E.g. a small number of large clusters will have a lower benefits realisation risk than a
large number of small clusters or individual DHB systems.
4. CONCLUSIONS
a. Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue has the highest implementation risk,
but the lowest risk regarding achieving the benefits.
b. Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national catalogue should be considered for
investigation regarding achieving the benefits as its implementation risk is lower than
option 6.

6.6.5 Comparison against financial costs and benefits
Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs
plus national catalogue – those implementing the catalogue interfaced to existing systems – and
Option 6 National system with integrated catalogue, have comparable estimated costs, with
options 5 and 6 having lower impairment of the existing FPIM assets
Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation was developed originally as the counter-factual to Option 3 Single
system for 10 DHBs. Option 2 appears to have a lower cost. Some of this can be attributed to the
significantly more analysis that has been undertaken for Option 3. It should also be remembered
that Option 2 provides the pathway to Option 4, which is more expensive that the pathway provided
by Option 3, namely Option 5.
Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue and Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs
plus national catalogue can be directly compared as they address the same critical value drivers.
Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue cannot be directly compared with the other
options on a cost basis s it implements new systems for the remaining10 DHBs not covered in
options 3 and 5.
Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue has the lowest asset impairment as it uses all the
FPIM investment to date.
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6.7

Choosing the best pathway

The following can be concluded from this comparison.
Option 1
Status quo /
shutdown
FPIM

Option 2
Clustered risk
mitigation

Does not address the immediate risk of operational
failure faced by the 10 DHBs using Oracle E-Business
Suite who have self-identified as having high risk.

Reject

Does not provide any procurement savings.
Resolves the risk for the 10 DHBs with immediate
issues.
While it appears attractive cost-wise, these costs are
based on high level estimates only. If it is adopted its
pathway is to a higher cost option when the
catalogue is added, that of Option 4.

Reject on the basis
that no alternative
cluster has been
identified by sector

Resolves the risk for the 10 DHBs with immediate
issues. Moves 80% of sector procurement to single
platform, thereby simplifying data standards and
procurement compliance.
Option 3
Single system
for 10 DHBs

It consolidates the sector along a path towards a
single national system (at some point in the future)
and is aligned to a shared national catalogue.

Implement as
matter of urgency

The National Technology Solution has already been
designed, peer reviewed by PwC Australia, and the
hardware is already in place.
Option 4
Clustered risk
mitigation plus
national
catalogue

Provides a means for Option 2 to have a national
catalogue and common chart of accounts and so
provide savings in procurement.
It may be more challenging to implement and
achieve the benefits than Option 5 Single system for
10 DHBs plus national catalogue.
Provides the most promising solution to achieving
the PHARMAC level savings without implementing a
single national system.

Option 5
Single system
for 10 DHBs
plus national
catalogue
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The national catalogue, data standards, data
repository, and compliance can be implemented in
parallel with Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs.
It enables the sector to build off the cluster of 73%
by PBF / 80% of procurement spending on a single
Oracle E-Business Suite instance without requiring
other DHBs to change their preferred systems.

Reject on the basis
that no alternative
cluster has been
identified by sector

Implement Option
3 and in parallel
start design of
shared national
catalogue and chart
of accounts
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At this stage Option 6 appears to have the strongest
case financially.
Option 6
National
system and
integrated
catalogue

6.8

However, it has a high implementation risk, higher
risk of cost escalation, requires the short-term
replacement of systems at seven DHBs, and will
require the largest level of change management in
DHBs.

Preserve pathway
to this state

It should be preserved as a future pathway if
possible, to keep the path open to future
consolidation of systems across the sector and is
most likely to be a cloud solution.

Conclusions

On the basis of the analysis and conclusions, the following is recommended:

HealthBIS
infrastructure

1

FPIM Oracle infrastructure

Interim shared service (OAT)

Implement FPIM Oracle on
shared infrastructure to
the 10 at risk DHBs …

Confirm FPIM Oracle Shared Service operating model
Migrate Wave One DHBs
Implement FPIM Oracle to remaining at risk DHBs

Business as usual Shared Service

Implement accredited
catalogue maintenance model

2

… In parallel with FPIM Oracle implementation
conduct high level design of shared catalogue, proof
of concept, and business case for next steps ….

High level
design

Confirm Procurement Service operating model and compliance framework
Business Case approved
Interim Master Catalogue

Proof of concept

Build new National Product and
Services Catalogue

Integrate with financial management and procurement systems

Interim Data Hub and Analytical Capability

New Data Hub and
Analytical Capability

Business as usual
Procurement Service

Figure 25 Decision-making plan

4. Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs should start as soon as possible to mitigate the systems risk
of 10 DHBs using Oracle E-Business Suite. This addresses immediate risks from end of life
systems and preserves all future options.
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[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed an early release of some funding from DHBs to continue
the infrastructure build pending a final decision by Cabinet.]
5. A 6-month high level design should be conducted on a shared national catalogue to determine
how it should be implemented and how the PHARMAC level benefits could be achieved,
including data quality, reporting, and compliance of DHB procurement against PHARMAC's
"schedule" which forms part of the national shared catalogue.
a. The scope of the high-level design will include technology (interfacing to multiple
different systems), data standards (to address low levels of current data quality), data
analysis and reporting, common Chart of Accounts, significant data cleansing, changes in
procurement processes, operating model, and governance
b. It will also include working with PHARMAC to ensure that their benefits realisation
model provides incentives for DHBs to support it.
[Note that Joint Ministers have agreed that this work can commence as proposed, funded by
DHBs.]
6. Implementation of the catalogue would start from late 2019 once analysis had been completed
and agreement gained to move forward.

See 9. Management case for details on plan for implementation of preferred option.
See APPENDIX E: Shared national catalogue high level design project brief for description of the highlevel design work.
See 8. Financial case for details on costing and cost allocation to DHBs.
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7.

Commercial case

7.1

Introduction

This commercial case describes how the components of the preferred option will be procured. It
describes:


The overall procurement strategy



The commercial components that must be procured



Individual procurement plans for each of these components.

It covers the procurement required for Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs and the procurement
required for the national shared catalogue investigation.
Note that it does not describe why the overall option is best value for money – this is covered in the
Economic Case.
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7.2

High-level procurement strategy

Procurement will occur through leveraging existing arrangements, existing internal resource
(DHBs, NZ Health Partnerships, and associated entities), or project level procurement

7.2.1 Background
The NOS programme was operating up until Cabinet requested a “pause”. This means that most
commercial contracts are already in place for the provision of the infrastructure and services
required. Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs is the continuation of the programme for 10 DHBs. It
therefore relies upon existing contracts for:


Infrastructure as a Service – Revera



Infrastructure build – Oracle.

The programme relies upon the use of expert staff already in place in DHBs. In many cases, staff are
seconded and then backfilled by temporary contract staff. Skilled staff are also available from
healthAlliance, an organisation owned by the northern DHBs.
This current situation along with the requirements for the programme drives the following
commercial strategy:
1. Leverage existing commercial arrangements where these are in place and appropriate
2. Use existing internal resources where these skills are required, and the staff are available
3. Programme level procurement for additional services and products required
The following should be noted:


No additional National Technology Solution hardware is required. This has already purchased
and under lease.



Any future Infrastructure as a Service contracts can be covered under All of Government
contracts.
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7.2.2 Services and products required
We have identified the products and services to be procured and developed a high-level approach
to their procurement
The following diagram summarises the commercial components that must be procured. How these
components will be procured are described in the following sections.
VENDORS

SHARED SERVICES

Governance
and
Management

DHBs
DHBs
DHBs
GOVERNANCE

Programme implementation
services

DHB implementation
services

Implementation
Oracle implementation
services

Data management & analysis

Data management

Systems administration

Ongoing
management
of
systems and
benefits

Security &
performance
testing

Application
support
services

Application support
Oracle Administration Team

ERP application software
(Oracle EBS)

Local software / interfaces

Infrastructure and hosting
services

Infrastructure

Figure 26 Commercial components

The following areas are excluded from this Commercial Case:


DHB ongoing management – (DHB benefits management, system administration, application
support, local software / interfaces, infrastructure). Individual DHBs will manage the
procurement of the services required for their continued operation in conjunction with the
services provided by NZ Health Partnerships and the suppliers.



NZ Health Partnerships ongoing management – (data management and analysis, national
procurement, Oracle administration team) – these functions will be delivered as business as
usual fully staffed positions. (Further detail is provided in the Management Case).

The procurement of the key supplier and DHB implementation services are described in the
following sections.
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7.2.3 High-level procurement strategy
The following diagram summarises the high-level procurement strategy. This comprises:


Leveraging existing procurement arrangements



Internal resourcing



Programme level procurement.

Leverage existing
procurement
arrangements

Internal sourcing

Programme level
procurement

Applies mainly to
hardware, software, and
licencing

Applies mainly to project
and programme
resourcing identified as
existing capability within
DHBs, NZHP, or hA

Specialised resources –
PMs, data analysts,
change leads, test leads,
etc

Centralised solution
delivery – Oracle SoA, BI

Provides contextual IP
resulting in effective
delivery

Could involve resourcing
as well as outcome
based contracts

Central team support for
each rollout project

Facilitates retention of
IP post programme
delivery

Opportunity for cluster
of DHBs to collaborate
and achieve
consolidated spend
related benefits

Reduces / eliminates
procurement lead times
and facilitates timely
delivery

Figure 27 Procurement strategies

Leverage Existing procurement arrangements
A significant component of the proposed option leverages the existing FPIM solution (Oracle
application and infrastructure) in terms of design, software, hardware and licenses. With this in
mind, this business case proposes to:


Leverage existing procurement arrangements for key aspects such as licensing, hardware,
software and centralised program delivery resources



Continue with agreements already in place with key suppliers such as Oracle and Revera.

This approach significantly reduces procurement lead cycles and relies on the fact that these existing
arrangements have gone through extensive planning and negotiations to get a beneficial deal for the
sector. This is particularly relevant for the delivery of the centrally managed programme tasks and
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delivery of the core central infrastructure. The centralised resourcing for supporting DHB rollouts will
also benefit from this procurement approach.
Internal resourcing
This procurement strategy applies predominantly to the people that will need to be onboarded at
each DHB to support the rollout of the solution for their business. Key resourcing that will be
covered under this procurement approach includes:


Business SMEs across supply chain, procurement and finance (process and change experts)



Data SMEs to assist with data cleanse, reconciliation and validation



Oracle technical and functional resources from existing providers to support areas of work
including data extraction, integration of DHB specific 3rd party systems.

Programme level procurement
This procurement strategy is relevant to procurement of specialist resources and structuring pieces
of work to be done to integrate existing DHB specific 3rd party systems with the central Oracle
application.
In most cases, the procurement strategy would be governed by the individual DHB procurement
approvals process under defined delegated financial authority.
In the case of DHB specific 3rd party systems integration, there will be existing relationships,
procurement arrangements and contracts with the respective suppliers. The project level
procurement will leverage this to deliver their project objectives.
In certain cases, involving specialised resources, there may be an opportunity to seek leverage scale
(project managers, training / change professionals, test leads etc.) by identifying and approaching
specialised suppliers with a good track record of delivering similar initiatives in the past for other
public sector or corporate sector clients.
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7.3

Programme implementation services

7.3.1 Requirements
Programme implementation services are required to implement the FPIM solution. This consists of
programme management, project management, data cleansing, data migration, change
management, training services, and technical services.
The experience and capability of the individuals who constitute the programme team, are critical to
the success of the programme. The team will have the right level of technical skill, subject matter
expertise and DHB experience.
There are several distinct areas which need to be catered for:


Completion of the infrastructure build



Completion of those system components which were not implemented with Wave One, e.g.
Oracle Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)



Migration of the Wave One DHBs to the National Technology Solution



Implement Wave Two DHBs on to National Technology Solution.

Note that a resource management plan addressing these areas is currently being developed.

7.3.2 Procurement strategy
The procurement strategy for the implementation services will be tailored to meet the distinct areas
which the programme needs to deliver.
It is essential that the programme team charged with the completion of the FPIM product as well as
the migration and implementation activities includes team members who come from within DHBs.
In addition, the existing FPIM programme team has some specific skills and IP which should be
retained on the programme.
Additional resources are likely to be required and sourced externally to the health sector.
We have invested considerable time and effort with Oracle and Revera, to complete the design and
preparation work for the National Technology Solution. Both Oracle and Revera have significant
intellectual property with respect to the Oracle Exadata and associated infrastructure technology in
general, and the FPIM design in particular. The programme will leverage this intellectual property
and their commitment to the programme, with a view to completing the infrastructure build.
The programme team will be comprised of:


Existing FPIM team members



Functional and technical capability from the Northern region service provider
(healthAlliance)



Capability from within the DHBs



New capability which will be brought in externally



Oracle and Revera, for specific national infrastructure build activity.
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7.3.3 Procurement plan
The procurement plan will confirm the implementation delivery model. The options that have been
considered are (in line with the overall procurement strategy):


Build an insourced (health sector internal) programme team (i.e. “Internal resourcing”)



Work with a specialised niche delivery firm who would build the programme team and bring
together the various technical, system and management components (tier three systems
integrator) to deliver to agreed outcomes (i.e. “Programme level procurement”)



Work with a large and established tier two systems integrator. A tier two system integrator
would be expected to have substantial in-house Oracle E-Business Suite capability, as well as
the ability to source additional resources as necessary (i.e. “Programme level procurement”)



A mix of the above.

FPIM governance will approve the implementation delivery model, at which point, the procurement
plan can be confirmed.
Because of the immediate requirement for DHBs to mitigate their risk, programme management
would continue with existing staff until external procurement was finalised and the new team
established.
The following procurement plan is indicative and will be initiated in early 2019.
Table 22 Provisional programme and implementation services procurement milestones41
Procurement Milestone

Indicative Date

Pre-procurement

July 2019

Agree implementation delivery model

July 2019

Approve delivery model
Tender
Evaluation
Post-evaluation

August 2019
September 2019
October 2019
November 2019

An Evaluation committee will be formed from project and DHB staff with relevant expertise who will
evaluate and recommended a preferred supplier to the FPIM Programme Governance boards.

7.3.4 Type of contract
The contract will be for variable price services with IP being retained by NZ Health Partnerships. The
contract will seek to share risk with the provider, potentially with a shared risk, shared reward
approach.
Variations to contract will be in writing and signed by both parties. Variations involving an increase
in price must only be made within the limit of the financial delegated authority.

41

These dates are provisional only. They rely upon the timing of final approvals by Cabinet to “un-pause” the
programme. The dates for the procurement activities will inevitably be staggered with some procurement
activities starting on the proviso of Cabinet approval.
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7.3.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will rest with the GM Procurement, New Zealand Health Partnerships. This person will
develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with the successful supplier.
Day to day management of the contract and direction of the supplier will be undertaken by the
Senior Responsible Owner.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed annually as per the NZ Health Partnerships
Procurement Strategy.

7.3.6 Accountancy treatment
The costs will be treated as part of the FPIM Programme capital and hence reside on the balance
sheet of NZ Health Partnerships once capitalised.

7.3.7 Payment mechanisms
Wherever possible, payments will be linked to delivery milestones agreed with the supplier.
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7.4

ERP application software

7.4.1 Requirements
To support the DHB business functions of the programme, namely finance, procurement, and supply
chain, a software application is required that has the breadth and depth of functionality to meet the
business requirements.

7.4.2 Procurement strategy
In 2012 under Health Benefits Ltd (HBL), the decision to use Oracle as the software provider was
approved by the HBL Board as 12 of the 20 DHBs were already utilising Oracle eBusiness suite with a
considerable investment in licenses. It was determined that it would have been cost prohibitive to
go to market for a new software supplier given the existing investment in the sector.
Under HBL, additional licenses were procured in 2013 to support the wider functionality and
increased numbers of DHBs that the National Oracle Solution supports, and it is these licenses that
have been deployed as Wave One of the NOS went live in July 2018.
Subsequent to the above contract, there is now an All of Government contract agreement with
Oracle (Software Framework Agreement – SFA) to which New Zealand Health Partnerships is a
participating agency on behalf of the DHBs

7.4.3 Procurement plan
To support the additional DHBs on the National Technology Solution additional database licenses will
be required to be purchased in 2019. These database licenses will be purchased under the Oracle
Software Framework Agreement.

7.4.4 Type of contract
The Oracle contracts fall under two types:
1. Perpetual Software License Agreement – The original contract purchased Application,
Middleware and Operating System licenses that are either processor or user based. All are
perpetual Licenses (no end term)
2. Annual Support Licenses – The above software licenses incur an annual software support license
costs and is governed by the above Software Framework agreement re annual increases.

7.4.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to GM Procurement, New Zealand Health Partnerships on the signing of the
contract.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed annually as per the NZ Health Partnerships
Procurement Strategy.

7.4.6 Accountancy treatment
The Perpetual Software Licenses are assets, have been capitalised and as such are on the balance
sheet of NZ Health Partnerships.

7.4.7 Payment mechanisms
The Annual Support licenses costs are operating costs and as such paid annually in advance.
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7.5

Oracle implementation services

7.5.1 Requirements
The FPIM system comprises Oracle E-Business application software which requires deploying onto
hardware that is deployed in a Revera Data Centre as per the Revera infrastructure and hosting
agreements.

7.5.2 Procurement strategy
In 2016, Oracle were selected to configure and build the application environments due to the
specialist nature of the implementation services required.

7.5.3 Procurement plan
Implementation services are covered under the Oracle Software Framework Agreement.

7.5.4 Type of contract
The implementation services follow the terms and conditions of the Software Framework
agreements.

7.5.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to GM Procurement, New Zealand Health Partnerships on the signing of the
contract. This person will develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with
the successful supplier.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed monthly as per the NZ Health Partnerships FPIM
Programme Governance.

7.5.6 Accountancy treatment
The costs will be treated as part of the FPIM Programme capital and hence reside on the balance
sheet of the NZ Health Partnerships once capitalised

7.5.7 Payment mechanisms
The Implementation services are capex and will be paid based upon milestone achievements.
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7.6

Security and performance testing services

7.6.1 Requirements
To meet NZ Information Security Manual (NZISM) certification, the National Oracle Technology
Solution needs to undertake Security and Performance Testing prior to commissioning.

7.6.2 Procurement strategy
A Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued to the market for the for Security and Performance
Testing services. All of Government panels will be used where possible. The scope of the services
(professional services, tools, templates and analysis) will be:
1. Test Approach and planning
2. Test Script creation
3. Test Script execution
4. Security Test Report (results)
5. Performance & Load Testing Report (results)
6. Provision of suitable test tools

7.6.3 Procurement plan
The following procurement plan will be initiated in early 2019 as the services will be required by May
2019.
Table 23 Provisional security and performance testing services procurement milestones 42
Procurement Milestone
Pre-procurement
Tender
Evaluation
Post-evaluation

Indicative Date
July 2019
August 2019
September 2019
October 2019

An Evaluation committee will be formed by project and DHB staff with relevant expertise who will
evaluate and recommended a preferred supplier to the FPIM Programme Governance boards.

7.6.4 Type of contract
The contract will be for fixed price services with IP being retained by NZ Health Partnerships.
Variations to contract will be in writing and signed by both parties. Variations involving an increase
in price must only be made within the limit of the financial delegated authority.

42

These dates are provisional only. They rely upon the timing of final approvals by Cabinet to “un-pause” the
programme. The dates for the procurement activities will inevitably be staggered with some procurement
activities starting on the proviso of Cabinet approval.
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7.6.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to GM Procurement, New Zealand Health Partnerships on the signing of the
contract. This person will develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with
the successful supplier.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed annually as per the NZ Health Partnerships
Procurement Strategy.

7.6.6 Accountancy treatment
The costs will be treated as part of the FPIM Programme capital and hence reside on the balance
sheet of the NZ Health Partnerships once capitalised.

7.6.7 Payment mechanisms
Costs will be negotiated as part of the contract negotiations based upon milestone acceptance.
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7.7

Application support services

7.7.1 Requirements
The National Oracle Technology Solution comprises of Oracle Application Software which once
deployed onto hardware that is deployed in a Revera Data Centre requires application support
services to meet the availability requirements of the DHBs

7.7.2 Procurement strategy
NZ Health Partnerships require a single supplier to manage the Oracle Exadata / Exalogic systems
including operating system, database and application support. Oracle Advanced Customer Services
(ACS) will provide the support until the FPIM Programme has been completed (estimated to be
2022)
Oracle Advanced Customer Services will provide the following services:


Oracle Exadata / Exalogic management



Oracle Database Administration services



Oracle Applications Database services



Support Services delivered on the Exadata / Exalogic system



Project Services to support DHB Implementations.

Due to the Infrastructure Refresh being required no later than Jan 2022, if All of Government
contracts for the service are not in place, an RFP will be issued 12 months prior to the planned
completion of the FPIM Programme to procure Application Support Services.

7.7.3 Procurement plan
Based upon the completion dates of the FPIM Programme, a procurement plan will be put in place
no later than May 2021 to go to market, as the infrastructure will require a technology refresh post
the end of the agreement term.
Table 24 Application support services procurement milestones 43
Procurement Milestone

Indicative Date

Pre-procurement

May 2021

Tender

Sep 2021

Evaluation

Oct 2021

Post-evaluation

Jan 2022

7.7.4 Type of contract
The Application Support services will utilise the terms and conditions of the Oracle Software
Framework Agreement.

43

These dates are provisional only. They rely upon the timing of final approvals by Cabinet to “un-pause” the
programme. The dates for the procurement activities will inevitably be staggered with some procurement
activities starting on the proviso of Cabinet approval.
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7.7.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to the manager of the Oracle Administration Team on the signing of the
contract. This person will develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with
the successful supplier.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed monthly as per the NZ Health Partnerships FPIM
Programme Governance.

7.7.6 Accountancy treatment
As there are no assets purchased, the delivery of the services is not on the balance sheet of the
organisation but are monthly operating costs.

7.7.7 Payment mechanisms
The Application Support Service costs are operating costs and are paid on a quarterly basis.
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7.8

Infrastructure and hosting services

7.8.1 Requirements
The FPIM system comprises Oracle E-Business application software which requires hosting on
approved Oracle Infrastructure in a Tier 3 Data Centre. This also covers security, network
connectivity and disaster recovery facilities.

7.8.2 Procurement strategy
In October 2016 a Request for Proposal for All of Government (AOG) services covering the following
services was issued to the AOG panel service providers


Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)



Telecommunications as a Service (TaaS)



Information Technology Management Services (ITMS).

Revera was subsequently selected as the preferred supplier and Participating Agency Agreements
were signed in January 2017 for a 5-year term.

7.8.3 Procurement plan
As the above agreements expire on 31 January 2022 a procurement plan will be put in place no later
than June 2020 to go to market as the infrastructure will require a technology refresh post the end
of the agreement term.
Table 25 Infrastructure and hosting services procurement milestones
Procurement Milestone

Indicative Date

Pre-procurement

May 2020

Tender

Sep 2020

Evaluation

Oct 2020

Post-evaluation

Jan 2021

7.8.4 Type of contract
The Revera contracts are DIA approved. Contract length is 5 years.
As per the PAA, variations to the contracts are in writing and signed by both parties. Variations
involving an increase in price must only be made within the limit of the financial delegated authority.
As discussed above the strategy for exiting the contract at the end of its term is to issue an RFP by no
later than June 2020.
The contract terms and conditions are as per DIA PAA.
Variations to contract will be in writing and signed by both parties. Variations involving an increase
in price must only be made within the limit of the financial delegated authority.
The current strategy for exiting the contract at the end of its term is to issue an RFP by no later than
June 2020. If these services are covered by All of Government contracts, this will not be necessary.
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7.8.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to GM Procurement, New Zealand Health Partnerships on the signing of the
contract. This person will develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with
the successful supplier.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed annually as per the NZ Health Partnerships
Procurement Strategy.

7.8.6 Accountancy treatment
As there are no assets purchased, the delivery of the services is not on the balance sheet of the
organisation but consists of monthly operating costs as per the PAA schedules.

7.8.7 Payment mechanisms
Costs are paid monthly.
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7.9

DHB implementation services

7.9.1 Requirements
District Health Boards will migrate onto FPIM to support their Finance, Supply Chain and
Procurement business requirements. In order to migrate onto the solution, the solution must be
configured to support the business functions.

7.9.2 Procurement strategy
As NZ Health Partnerships is the responsible owner of the FPIM financial asset for the DHBs, DHBs
will need to engage NZ Health Partnerships to configure the solution and assist them to migrate onto
FPIM.
DHBs will also need to contract their own local resources to manage their responsibilities for the
implementation.

7.9.3 Type of contract
A contract will be negotiated between NZ Health Partnerships and the migrating DHB for NZ Health
Partnerships to provide implementation services.

7.9.4 Contract management
DHBs will manage the contracts for their implementation under their own contract management
policies and processes.

7.9.5 Accountancy treatment
As there are no assets purchased, the delivery of the services is not on the balance sheet of the
organisation but there are monthly operating costs.

7.9.6 Payment mechanisms
It is likely that DHB implementation services will be paid monthly.
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7.10

Catalogue high level design services

7.10.1 Overview of work
A project has been scoped to develop the next level of detail required to develop and operate a
national shared catalogue beyond that already developed in the business case. It will therefore need
to take account of:


How the master catalogue will be configured and managed on the shared Oracle system
proposed for use by 10 DHBs.



How the catalogue details will be distributed to the other DHBs.



How compliance against the medical device contracts negotiated by PHARMAC and National
Procurement contracts will be managed at DHB level.



How the reporting will occur, including DHB transactional data to be collected, the mechanisms
for collecting this data, mapping to the national shared catalogue and how the central reporting
repository will operate.



How the catalogue will operate and be managed.



How the governance and benefits realisation will operate.

Because of the need to engage with different DHBs operating different systems, a multi-disciplinary
working group of DHB staff representing the diversity of DHB situations will be convened. This will
cover the expertise required to cover the varying systems and approaches taken in the sector. It will
need to cover the varying needs of the DHBs using TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, or Oracle.

7.10.2 Requirements
This business case recommends a design of how a national shared catalogue could be built and
operated to achieve the sector procurement benefits contemplated by PHARMAC. It requires the
procurement of points advisory services, namely:


Project lead



Architect



Business analyst.

Other services will be provided directly by NZ Health partnerships or DHB staff.
There may also be a need to procure vendor specific staff (e.g. from TechnologyOne or Oracle).
Note that a draft Terms of Reference for this work is included as APPENDIX E: Shared national
catalogue high level design project brief.

7.10.3 Procurement strategy
Individuals will be directly contracted for the roles. Where a consulting firm is used to provide the
services, the appropriate panels will be used.

7.10.4 Type of contract
The standard NZ Health Partnerships services contract will be used for resources procured centrally.
DHB resources will be provided directly by DHBs. Where required, DHBs may need to contract their
own resources. They will use their own procurement processes.
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7.10.5 Contract management
The NZ Health Partnerships PMO will manage the contracts with the resource provided centrally.
Supplier performance will be reviewed monthly as per the NZ Health Partnerships FPIM Programme
Governance.
Any procurement of resources managed directly by DHBs will be manged by DHBs. They will also
manage the contracts for these resources.

7.10.6 Accountancy treatment
These services will comprise operating expenditure only.

7.10.7 Payment mechanisms
Payment will be made on the submission of invoices.
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7.11

Other services

7.11.1 Requirements
Several smaller services are required to support FPIM. These services are:


Supply Chain Scanner Software Support



Application Wizard Support



Service Management Software (purchased as Software as a Service)



IT governance expertise for the FPIM Governance Board – an expert in IT governance is
proposed to be part of the FPIM Governance Board.

7.11.2 Procurement strategy
The procurement of the Service Management Software may require an RFP process. This will need to
be confirmed.

7.11.3 Procurement plan
Depending on the size of the purchase, and whether the services are covered by All of Government
contracts, the FPIM Programme will get three quotes from appropriately skilled suppliers who can
provide the services required. A preferred supplier will be recommended to the FPIM Programme
Governance Board and NZ Health Partnerships will contract the supplier directly.

7.11.4 Type of contract
The Application Support services will utilise the terms and conditions of the Oracle Software
Framework Agreement.

7.11.5 Contract management
The responsibility for managing delivery under the contract as well as supplier relationship
management will pass to the manager of the Oracle Administration Team on the signing of the
contract. This person will develop a contract and relationship management plan in consultation with
the successful supplier.
The supplier’s performance will be reviewed monthly as per the NZ Health Partnerships FPIM
Programme Governance.

7.11.6 Accountancy treatment
These services will require some capital purchases for software licences.

7.11.7 Payment mechanisms
The Support Service costs are operating costs and as such paid monthly or at a period agreed with
the supplier.
One-off capital expenditure may also be required.
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8.

Financial case

We have identified the funding requirements of the preferred option – Option 3 Single system for 10
DHBs – and can demonstrate that it is affordable

8.1

Introduction

This section summarises the costs and benefits coming out of the preferred option and how it will be
funded. It outlines:


The costs and how they have been treated in the options analysis



The benefits and how they have been treated in the options analysis



How the funding of the preferred option has been managed



The impact of the quantitative risk assessment on the assessed funding requirements.

It should be noted that the cost model has been constructed for comparative purposes
and assumes that work can start in the 2018/19 financial year. Because the FPIM
programme is currently under a Cabinet-directed “pause”, actual spending and benefits
for the preferred option will be delayed. Impact on budgets for DHBs for the preferred
option of this delay will be determined outside of this business case.
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8.2

Costs

8.2.1 Cost treatment
The following assumptions have been made:


All costs exclude GST.



Costs have been accounted for from FY2018 to FY2032.



Previous operating expenditure on the NOS programme has not been accounted for.



No account is made for cost increases because of Consumer Price Index.

8.2.2 Costing approach
The implementation of the preferred option – Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs – is split into two
tranches.
The first tranche is focused on completing the remaining build on the National Technology Solution
and migrating the Wave One DHBs, along with delivery of deferred functionality such as analysis and
reporting.
Table 26 Tranche One – Complete build of National Technology Solution and migrate Wave One DHBS
ID

Project Title

Description

Project 1

National Technology
Solution
Infrastructure Build

infrastructure; test security, high availability, disaster recovery and
performance; and commission for go live: Oracle Build, Revera Build,
End to End testing.

Project 2

Migrate Wave One to
National Technology
Solution

Deliver technical migration of Wave One from the existing Oracle Data
Appliance Technology to the National Technology Solution
Infrastructure and complete build of final project environments. Migrate
and test Wave One DHBs.

Project 3

Delivery of Deferred
functionality to
complete FPIM
application

On National Technology Solution, complete outstanding design,
development and testing of national integration solution.
On National Technology Solution, implement national EDI for suppliers
that already have this capability as at as at 1 July 2019 with Wave One
and Wave Two DHBs. Subsequent supplier on-boarding will be subject
to individual business cases.
Analyse the requirements for BI reporting for Wave One DHBs and
develop a solution for future implementation.

Project 4

Operationalise
Support Model and
Finalise Rollout Wave
Framework

FPIM Business Case

Operationalise the functional and technical support model to support
DHBs on, or on-boarding to, FPIM. Essentially this will involve expanding
the existing support function and including its scope to support the
National Technology Solution and associated systems. From a rollout
wave delivery perspective, this project will also finalise the rollout wave
framework, phases, methodology, deliverables, entry and exit criteria,
templates, roles / responsibilities and post go live transition to business
as usual.
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The second tranche covers rollout of FPIM to the remaining six DHBs with at-risk supply chain,
procurement and finance systems.
Table 27 Tranche Two – move remaining DHBs to FPIM
ID

Project Title

Description

Project 5

Rollout Wave Two

Rollout of FPIM solution on National Technology Solution to

Project 6

Rollout Wave Three

Rollout of FPIM solution on National Technology Solution to

Project 7

Rollout Wave Four

Rollout of FPIM solution on National Technology Solution to

The following table lists the categories of costs to deliver the preferred option for each of the
projects in the two tranches.
Table 28 Cost categories to deliver preferred option
Programme / Project

Capex – General

Capex – Resourcing

Opex –
General

Opex – Resourcing

TRANCHE ONE – Complete build of National Technology Solution and migrate Wave One DHBS


Project 1
National Technology
Solution build

Design + Build –
Vendor Contracts





Project
Management
Testing
Deployment



IaaS
Support
Oracle
Licensing
Support
Third Party
Application
Support
NA



Oracle
Administration
Team Costs



Support
Resourcing





Oracle
Licensing
Support
Third Party
Application
Support

Change
Management
Communications
Training Delivery
Support
Resourcing



NA








Project 2
Migrate Wave One to
National Technology
Solution







Project 3
Delivery of Deferred
functionality to
complete FPIM
application

Design + Build –
Vendor Contracts



Design + Build +
Testing + Deployment
Support– Vendor
Contracts (Build
covers reports build
as well)
Integration Design +
Build – Vendor
Contracts









Project 4
Operationalise Support
Model and Finalise
Rollout Wave
Framework
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NA





Project
Management
Testing
Deployment



Project
Management
Business Analysis
and Requirements
Gathering
Testing
Data Migration
(Business
Warehouse)
Training – Content
Preparation
Business Analysis
Support Model
Operationalisation
Project
Management







NA
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Programme / Project

Capex – General

Capex – Resourcing

Opex –
General

Opex – Resourcing

TRANCHE TWO – Move remaining DHBs to FPIM


Solution Design +
Build + Testing
Support– Vendor
Contracts
Integration Design +
Build – Vendor
Contracts

Project 5
Rollout Wave Two
Project 6
Rollout Wave Three



Project 7
Rollout Wave Four









Project
Management
Business analysis
Business Subject
Matter Experts
Data Migration
Testing
Training Content
Preparation
Deployment





IaaS
Support
Oracle
Licensing
Support
Third Party
Application
Support






Change
Management
Communications
Training Delivery
Support
Resourcing

8.2.3 Costs included
The following table lists the key costs that have been accounted for.
Table 29 Costs included in the preferred option
Cost

How determined

Oracle licence fee

NZ Health Partnerships owns some
licences, fees determined from contract

Comments

Additional licences will need to be
purchased
Third party software
licence fees

NZ Health Partnerships already owns
some licences, fees determined from
contracts
Additional licences will need to be
purchased

Ongoing costs of Oracle
Exadata / Exalogic
platforms

From existing contracts

Infrastructure as a service

From contracts agreed with Revera

Oracle Administration
Team ongoing support

Based on estimated team size

Estimated on basis of salaried
staff

Programme
implementation

Based on estimated programme team size
overlaid against the planned
implementation schedule

Estimated on basis of a mix
between salaried staff and
external resources.

DHB implementation

Based on estimated team size

Estimated on basis of mix of
contract and backfilled DHB
subject matter experts

Modelled for small, medium, and large
DHBs
Depreciation on prior
years capital

FPIM Business Case
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8.2.4 Costs excluded
The following table lists the costs have been excluded from the cost model.
Table 30 Costs not quantified
Cost

Description

Why excluded

Oracle E-Business Suite
upgrades

Oracle E-Business Suite will require
ongoing upgrades – typically once
every five years

DHBs currently fund their own
upgrades

Migration to cloud
services

Migration of the privately hosted
Oracle E-Business Suite to cloud based
services

This will be managed as a standalone
business case when cloud services
demonstrate the necessary maturity

Existing end user
support costs

Costs for existing first level end-user
support

These costs remain – the preferred
option provides for technical
support (via the Oracle
Administration Team)

Under preferred option additional
costs for Oracle upgrade will be
more than offset by existing upgrade
costs

8.2.5 Estimation
There have been two distinct approaches taken towards arriving at the financial costs:
1. Using the cost estimates already developed for components that are proposed to be delivered
by the central solution delivery and enablement team. The assumption here is that the cost
estimates received from the Wave One programme are derived using a bottom-up estimation.
This approach is applicable for:

2.



Project 1: National Technology Solution build



Project 2: Migrate Wave One to National Technology Solution



Project 3: Delivery of Deferred functionality to complete FPIM application



Project 4: Operationalise Support Model and Finalise Rollout Wave Framework



Project 5, 6, 7: Implementation (Rollout) of FPIM for Northern Region DHBs, Taranaki, and
Southern.

Use of industry benchmarks and good practice. This is a combination of historical information
and analogous estimations through experienced judgement.
The approach followed was:
 Gather the Auckland DHB rollout costs for their implementation on the Northern Region
Oracle application. Compare and adjust against the NOS aspects.
 Adjust for other DHBs in comparison to ADHB on parameters such as relative complexity.
 Validate with relevant stakeholders and leads to provide assurance of coverage against the
following cost components:


Fit gap analysis and additional design / build



Testing (solution validation using DHB specific data)
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Data migration



Data quality enhancement (profiling, cleansing, reporting)



Deployment + post go live enhanced support



Change management + communications management +training



Integration changes to local DHB 3rd party systems



Project management, coordination and independent quality assurance

The categorisation of costs as capex or opex is determined under individual organisational policy.
A summary of the estimated costs is shown in the following table.
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Table 31 Total costs for preferred option – Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs – excluding contingency
2018 – 19

2019 – 20

2020 – 21

2021 – 22

2022 – 23

2023 – 24

2024 – 25

7 Years

10 Years

Third Party Support Fees

0.148

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

0.353

2.264

3.322

Application support

5.548

5.548

5.548

5.548

5.548

4.833

4.833

37.406

51.905

DHB implementation

0.002

1.557

1.064

2.623

2.623

Central Programme implementation

0.308

0.137

0.445

0.445

Quality Assurance

0.525

0.375

0.900

0.900

12.544

15.136

14.322

90.257

125.244

Core Build

9.694

4.775

14.468

14.468

DHB implementation

0.010

5.048

1.392

6.450

6.450

Central Programme implementation

0.023

7.401

3.448

10.872

10.872

9.727

17.224

4.840

31.791

22.270

32.360

19.162

12.553

12.378

11.663

11.663

122.047

(22.270)

(32.360)

(19.162)

(10.553)

(10.378)

(9.663)

(9.663)

(114.047)

Benefits

Total Benefit
Costs
Operating
IaaS Hosting & Support
Oracle Infrastructure
Oracle Licensing

Total Operating Costs

12.553

12.378

11.663

11.663

Capital

Hardware Refresh

Total Capital

Total Cash Out

Net Cash
Indicative impairment
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(145.135)

8.2.6 Costing assumptions
The following key assumptions have been regarding the estimated costs:


The proposed governance and resourcing structure as well as the programme delivery plan are
the basis of the costing.



The central support team – Oracle Administration Team – is operational in business as usual
mode and has clear transition to business as usual criteria outlined for DHB implementations at
least 3-4 months prior to Wave 2 rollout.



For Northern Region, a combination of internal DHB resources and external contractors have
been considered for project resourcing. A detailed cost model is available to evidence the
breakdown.



For Southern DHB, the DHB has assumed that they will second their BAU internal resources to
the project and backfill their BAU roles.



Internal resources have been costed using healthAlliance rate cards.



The rollout waves tranche (Project 5,6, and 7) are planned to be completed within 18 months
and delivered in 3 rollouts.



A Rollout Wave enabling team for data migration, testing and training is established as per the
proposed programme delivery structure to enable consistent delivery of rollouts.



Third party DHB system integration costs are estimated by the respective technology teams who
are considered experts in this area.



The National Technology Solution is ready for the rollouts to commence by July 2019.



Within Northern region, there is allowance within the cost model for the impact of FTE increase
on account of running a split shared service for the duration of the rollout wave tranche.




Data cleansing related costs are outside of these estimates and will have to be factored in by the
DHBs.



Note that the costs included for Oracle BI (reporting) include only analysis for what is required.
Implementation has not been explicitly included. The scope and requirements for BI reporting
will need to be revalidated to take into account feedback from Wave One DHBs. Once
requirements are confirmed, the cost to implement BI will be able to be better estimated.
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8.3

Benefits

8.3.1 Treatment
Benefits have been treated as follows:


Cost avoidance benefits regarding reduced unit procurement costs have been treated as a
financial benefit.



Cost avoidance benefits have been estimated based on current estimated expenditure for
categories. They have not been adjusted for CPI.

Note that we have assumed no cost avoidance savings on medical device or other procurement for
Option 3. These will only become available when the national catalogue, data standards, data
repository, and compliance at point of procurement are implemented (e.g. in Options 5 or 6).

8.3.2 Benefits included
The following table lists the key benefits that have been accounted for.

8.3.3 Benefits excluded
The following table lists the benefits have been excluded from the cost model.
Table 33 Benefits not quantified
Financial Benefit

How recognised

Comments

Reduction in DHB licence
fees

Reduction in DHB licence fees in case of
new central system
Not quantified

Will depend on DHB
circumstances and meeting
requirements for archiving

Reduction of system upgrade costs in case
of new central system. System upgrades
will occur once as opposed to DHB by DHB

Upgrades not costed in business
case as DHBs already need to
budget for upgrade costs

Reduction in DHB
upgrade costs

Assumed to be cost neutral in worst case
(i.e. cost of central upgrade will be equal
to or less than combined DHB upgrades
required)
Procurement efficiencies

Reduced cost of operating procurement
Qualitative only

Master data
management

Reduced DHB cost of managing master
data

Expected to take place from EDI.
Not quantified
Reduced DHB costs displaced by
increase in central data
management costs
Costs not included in preferred
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Financial Benefit

How recognised

Comments
option costs.

System upgrade costs

Reduced requirement for system
upgrades

Reduced DHB system upgrade
costs as upgrades only occur
centrally

PHARMAC projected
costs

Qualitative only

Preferred option provides only
73% of the sector with a
common catalogue. While this
comprises 80% of the
procurement spending, we have
assumed that this is not enough
to enable the PHARMAC level
benefits to be achieved from
across the sector.
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8.4

Funding

8.4.1 Funding for preferred option – Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs
The overall funding for the preferred option is proposed to be provided by the participating DHBs.
The following table shows the basis of the cost split between DHBs.
Table 34 Funding split for projects
Project

Costs Split

TRANCHE ONE – Complete build of National Technology Solution and migrate Wave One DHBS
Project 1: National Technology Solution Build

All 10 DHBs

Project 2: Migrate Wave One to National Technology
Solution

Wave One DHBs only

Project 3: Delivery of Deferred functionality to
complete FPIM application

All 10 DHBs

Project 4: Operationalise Support Model and Finalise
Rollout Wave Framework

All 10 DHBs

TRANCHE TWO – Move remaining DHBs to FPIM
Project 5,6,7: Implement DHBs

Northern Region DHBs, Taranaki, and Southern
DHB

Based on the table below, using the 2018/19 PBF revenue net of IDF inflows and outflows, the costs
for each DHB have been estimated out as follows. Note that this excludes depreciation (as this is a
non-cash expense).
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Table 35 Allocation of cost to DHBs for preferred option 7 Year – EXCLUDING CONTINGENCY
DHB

West Coast

Core Build

Wave 1
Migration

Northern &
Southern
Implement
+ General
costs

Central
Programme
implement

Total CAPEX

DHB
implement
– Northern
& Southern

Central
Programme
implement
– Northern
Region

QA

Application
Support
(7 Years)

Ongoing
Opex
(7 Years)

Total OPEX

TOTAL
(OPEX +
CAPEX)

$145,109

$43,457

$121,029

$309,594

$4,948

$10,019

$416,403

$509,993

$941,363

$1,250,957

$1,715,830

$513,854

$1,431,097

$3,660,780

$58,509

$118,467

$4,923,735

$6,030,368

$11,131,079

$14,791,859

$896,086

$268,358

$747,386

$1,911,830

$30,556

$61,869

$2,571,404

$3,149,340

$5,813,169

$7,725,000

Canterbury

$2,028,366

$607,451

$1,691,769

$4,327,586

$69,167

$140,045

$5,820,586

$7,128,791

$13,158,589

$17,486,175

Auckland

$2,653,915

$1,448,509

$2,213,512

$6,315,937

$686,730

$90,498

$183,235

$7,615,660

$9,327,317

$17,903,440

$24,219,377

Counties
Manukau
Waitemata

$1,664,580

$1,198,477

$1,388,352

$4,251,410

$507,717

$56,762

$114,928

$4,776,670

$5,850,250

$11,306,328

$15,557,737

$1,655,517

$1,089,216

$1,380,793

$4,125,526

$504,049

$56,453

$114,302

$4,750,662

$5,818,397

$11,243,863

$15,369,389

Northland

$708,425

$872,579

$590,865

$2,171,869

$345,632

$24,157

$48,912

$2,032,891

$2,489,794

$4,941,387

$7,113,256

Taranaki

$418,187

$791,591

$348,791

$1,558,570

$297,085

$14,260

$28,873

$1,200,028

$1,469,740

$3,009,986

$4,568,556

Southern

$1,149,278

$1,049,608

$958,561

$3,157,447

$282,072

$39,190

$79,350

$3,297,960

$4,039,193

$7,737,765

$10,895,212

Waikato
Bay of Plenty

Tairawhiti

$33,742

$33,742

$33,742

$107,225

$107,225

$107,225

Hutt

$95,824

$95,824

$95,824

Lakes

$69,297

$69,297

$69,297

$117,522

$117,522

$117,522

$92,440

$92,440

$92,440

$37,289

$37,289

$37,289

$2,211,676

$2,211,676

$2,211,676

Wairarapa

$258,746

$258,746

$258,746

Whanganui

$46,095

$46,095

$46,095

$48,883,039

$90,256,825

$122,047,373

Hawkes Bay

MidCentral
Nelson
Marlborough
South
Canterbury
Capital & Coast

TOTAL
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$37,406,000

Table 36 Allocation of cost to DHBs for preferred option – 7 Year – INCLUDING CONTINGENCY
DHB

Total Capex

29% Capex
Contingency

Total
Including
Contingency

$309,594

$89,782

$399,376

$941,363

$141,204

$1,082,567

$1,481,943

Waikato

$3,660,780

$1,061,626

$4,722,407

$11,131,079

$1,669,662

$12,800,741

$17,523,147

Bay of Plenty

$1,911,830

$554,431

$2,466,261

$5,813,169

$871,975

$6,685,145

$9,151,406

Canterbury

$4,327,586

$1,255,000

$5,582,586

$13,158,589

$1,973,788

$15,132,377

$20,714,963

Auckland

$6,315,937

$1,831,622

$8,147,558

$17,903,440

$2,685,516

$20,588,956

$28,736,515

Counties
Manukau

$4,251,410

$1,232,909

$5,484,318

$11,306,328

$1,695,949

$13,002,277

$18,486,595

Waitemata

$4,125,526

$1,196,402

$5,321,928

$11,243,863

$1,686,580

$12,930,443

$18,252,371

Northland

$2,171,869

$629,842

$2,801,711

$4,941,387

$741,208

$5,682,595

$8,484,306

Taranaki

$1,558,570

$451,985

$2,010,555

$3,009,986

$451,498

$3,461,484

$5,472,039

Southern

$3,157,447

$915,660

$4,073,106

$7,737,765

$1,160,665

$8,898,430

$12,971,536

Tairawhiti

$0

$0

$0

$33,742

$0

$33,742

$33,742

Hawkes Bay

$0

$0

$0

$107,225

$0

$107,225

$107,225

Hutt

$0

$0

$0

$95,824

$0

$95,824

$95,824

Lakes

$0

$0

$0

$69,297

$0

$69,297

$69,297

MidCentral

$0

$0

$0

$117,522

$0

$117,522

$117,522

$0

$0

$0

$92,440

$0

$92,440

$92,440

$0

$0

$0

$37,289

$0

$37,289

$37,289

Capital & Coast

$0

$0

$0

$2,211,676

$300,126

$2,511,802

$2,511,802

Wairarapa

$0

$0

$0

$258,746

$34,977

$293,723

$293,723

West Coast

Nelson
Marlborough
South
Canterbury

Whanganui

TOTAL

Total Opex

15% Opex
Contingency

Total
Including
Contingency

Grand Total

$0

$0

$0

$46,095

$0

$46,095

$46,095

$31,790,548

$9,219,259

$41,009,807

$90,256,825

$13,413,148

$103,669,973

$144,679,781

The following should be noted:




The ongoing opex is made up of Oracle license support, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) costs,
application support, and lease costs for the Oracle Exadata infrastructure.
The Oracle Exadata infrastructure costs are capital expenditure that were funded via a lease
rather than seeking capital funding from DHBs in the 2016-17 year.
Wave One, Northern Region, Taranaki & Southern, being part of the programme will continue to
pay for the lease costs as part of IaaS opex.

Of the 10 DHBs not continuing with the programme, four have been charged these costs in 2018-19
as part of the deferral wash-up (but have not yet paid). The remaining six DHBs will be charged in full
in July 2019. This is the most administratively effective way for DHBs and NZ Health Partnerships to
finalise the capital programme commitments.
The Capital and Coast and Wairarapa seven operating costs include Oracle licences.
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8.4.2 Funding for national shared catalogue high level design
The funding for the design of the national shared catalogue will be shared across all DHBs using the
PBF revenue net of IDF inflows and outflows. This is shown in the following table.
Table 37 Allocation of costs for investigation of national shared catalogue
DHB

PBF

High level design funding

Auckland

14.93%

89,561

Bay of Plenty

5.04%

30,240

Canterbury

11.41%

68,451

Capital & Coast

6.78%

40,693

Counties Manukau

9.36%

56,174

Hawkes Bay

3.38%

20,309

Hutt

3.02%

18,113

Lakes

2.25%

13,490

MidCentral

3.75%

22,492

Nelson Marlborough

3.01%

18,063

Northland

3.98%

23,907

South Canterbury

1.16%

6,953

Southern

6.46%

38,784

Tairawhiti

1.09%

6,522

Taranaki

2.35%

14,112

Waikato

9.65%

57,904

Wairarapa

0.79%

4,742

Waitemata

9.31%

55,868

West Coast

0.82%

4,897

Whanganui

1.45%

8,724

100.00%

$600,000
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8.5

Potential impairment

[Note that this section on potential impairment has been updated since the business case was
provided to DHBs for approval. The update is provided at the end of this section.]

8.5.1 Overview
Each DHB’s investment in the FPIM programme is represented as a nominal value of shares in NZ
Health Partnerships held by each DHB in proportion to the proposed benefits that each would
receive from implementation of the business case, plus the value of the intangible asset
representing the rights to access the FPIM programme.
NZ Health Partnerships is the owner of the FPIM asset on behalf of the DHBs and so is responsible
for assessing what impairment, if any, of the asset is required each year. Each DHB is responsible for
assessing the value of its investment in NZ Health Partnerships and making appropriate adjustment.
NZ Health Partnerships has assumed that the approved CCR capital of $12 million will be called up
and spent.
The following table shows indicative DHB splits based on 2016-2017 PBF% (net of IDF). NZ Health
Partnerships has already impaired $5.773 million as at 30 June 2018. It is up to the DHBs to decide
how much they will each impair.
Table 38 Indicative DHB splits

DHB

A

B

C

A+B+C

Capital
invested to
Date

Full capital
call

Total

13,296,313

12,420,000

1,688,736

NZ Health
Partnerships
already
impaired
-812,423

Bay of Plenty

3,021,000

598,139

-287,755

3,331,384

Canterbury

5,936,000

1,375,746

-661,848

6,649,897

Capital & Coast

6,468,000

814,570

-391,876

6,890,694

Counties Manukau

5,779,000

1,124,022

-540,748

6,362,274

Hawkes Bay

2,504,000

414,262

-199,295

2,718,968

Hutt

1,927,000

370,216

-178,105

2,119,111

Lakes

1,469,000

267,726

-128,799

1,607,928

MidCentral

2,990,000

460,617

-221,595

3,229,022

Nelson
Marlborough
Northland

2,255,000

362,311

-174,302

2,443,009

2,249,000

463,454

-222,960

2,489,494

734,000

146,151

-70,311

809,840

4,469,000

789,765

-379,943

4,878,822

836,000

132,247

-63,622

904,625

Taranaki

1,418,000

287,433

-138,279

1,567,154

Waikato

Auckland

South Canterbury
Southern
Tairawhiti

6,948,000

1,153,762

-555,056

7,546,706

Wairarapa

541,000

98,766

-47,515

592,251

Waitemata

4,819,000

1,171,583

-563,629

5,426,954

West Coast

567,000

102,408

-49,267

620,141

Whanganui

983,000

178,087

-85,674

1,075,412

68,333,000

12,000,000

-5,773,000

74,560,000

TOTAL
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Indicative impairments for each option are as follows:

8.5.2 Option 1 Status quo / shutdown FPIM
The total investment as per the above table is $80.33 million ($68.33 + $12 million). NZ Health
Partnerships has impaired $5.773 million and will further impair $56 million (total on non-Wave 1
DHBs) of the total $80 million.
The Wave One DHBs and Hutt Valley DHB who took a copy of the original solution PLUS any of the
DHBS have a right under the Shareholders Agreement to take a copy of the solution for their own
use. The DHBs may choose to retain the value of their investment in the Oracle solution. Their value
is summarised in the following table.
Table 39 Wave One capital value
A
DHB

Bay of Plenty

Capital
invested to
Date
3,021,000

B

C

A+B+C

Full capital
call

Total

598,139

NZ Health
Partnerships
already impaired
-287,755

3,331,384

Canterbury

5,936,000

1,375,746

-661,848

6,649,897

Waikato

6,948,000

1,153,762

-555,056

7,546,706

West Coast
TOTAL

567,000

102,408

-49,267

620,141

16,472,000

3,230,055

-1,553,926

18,148,128

The total value of $74.6 million would be impaired by $56 million so that the $18 million above
remained.

8.5.3 Option 2 Clustered risk mitigation
This is similar to Option 1. It is up to the DHBs to determine how much they impair as it will depend
upon the current value they have in their books that represents their shareholding in NZ Health
Partnerships. NZ Health Partnerships may impair up to $56 million which is the sum of non-Wave 1
DHBs in the above table.
Wave One DHBs may also choose to impair a portion of their carrying cost of $18.1 million if they
believe they will not achieve the benefits that they originally forecast. E.g. If the Wave One DHBs
impaired 50% of their carrying cost this would increase the impairment from $56 million to $65
million.

8.5.4 Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs
The DHBs that implement the solution will retain the value of their investment and NZ Health
Partnerships may impair up to $22 million which is sum total of DHB investment from the table
above, that are not in Option 3.
It has been assumed that the 10 Oracle DHBs will continue to hold their investment at cost even
though no additional procurement benefits are shown under this option (PHARMAC maintains that
the incremental benefit of 5% can only be achieved if all DHBs are using and complying with a
national catalogue). The 10 DHBs may judge that the risk mitigation benefits justify the further
investment. They may also consider that they will gain some procurement benefits from having 80%
of the sector expenditure occurring through one unified system. Their value is summarised in the
following table.
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Table 40 Option 3 DHBs capital value
A
DHB

Auckland

Capital
invested to
Date
12,420,000

B

C

A+B+C

Full capital
call

Total

1,688,736

NZ Health
Partnerships
already impaired
-812,423

13,296,313

Bay of Plenty

3,021,000

598,139

-287,755

3,331,384

Canterbury

5,936,000

1,375,746

-661,848

6,649,897

Counties Manukau

5,779,000

1,124,022

-540,748

6,362,274

Northland

2,249,000

463,454

-222,960

2,489,494

Southern

4,469,000

789,765

-379,943

4,878,822

Taranaki

1,418,000

287,433

-138,279

1,567,154

Waikato

6,948,000

1,153,762

-555,056

7,546,706

Waitemata

4,819,000

1,171,583

-563,629

5,426,954

567,000

102,408

-49,267

620,141

47,626,000

8,755,048

-4,211,908

52,169,139

West Coast
TOTAL

The total value of $74.6 million would be impaired by $22 million so that the $52 million above
remained.

8.5.5 Option 4 Clustered risk mitigation plus national catalogue
This is similar to Option 1. It is up to the DHBs to determine how much they impair as it will depend
upon the current value they have in their books that represents their shareholding in NZ Health
Partnerships. NZ Health Partnerships may impair up to $56 million as for Option 2.

8.5.6 Option 5 Single system for 10 DHBs plus national catalogue
This option assumes that a number of DHBs in Option 3 will have implemented the solution. These
DHBs will retain the value of their investment. Similar to Option 3, NZ Health Partnerships may
impair up to $22 million of the remaining value of the asset.

8.5.7 Option 6 National system and integrated catalogue
There will be no further impairment in this option for any DHBs as further investment in the National
solution will build upon previous investment listed in the above table.
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Update to potential impairment as at 31 May 2019
1. An Impairment Advisory Group was formed comprising Canterbury DHB CFO (Wave One),
Counties Manukau DHB CFO (Wave Two), PwC and the NZ Health Partnerships finance team.
Treasury were consulted beforehand, Audit NZ had input into the factors to be considered and
Ministry of Health Finance were observers at a half-day workshop.
2. The Impairment Advisory Group considered the future costs and benefits outlined in the FPIM
Business Case for the preferred Option 3. For the purposes of this NPV assessment, it
considered PHARMAC’s view that no incremental benefits would flow from the $642m annual
medical device spend unless all 20 DHBs were on a single system was too conservative, given
that the proposed 10 FPIM DHBs account for 80% of the Sector spend ($514m). It determined
that it would be reasonable to use 2.5% (half of the incremental 5% procurement benefit
PHARMAC assess from having all 20 DHBs on one system – $12.8 million annual benefit rather
than $32 million). These assumptions were utilised to derive the project life NPV with benefits
of $30.9 million.
3. The work of the Impairment Advisory Group determined a proposed impairment of the Capital
Spend of $36.6 million, which after allowing for current year depreciation charge of
$3.7 million, resulted in a required $32.9 million impairment charge for the 2018/19 financial
year. The carrying value at 30 June 2019 of the FPIM asset after depreciation and impairment
is $27.9 million.
4. Of the $32.9 million impairment this year, $27.8 million (84%) relates to historic expenditure
incurred under HBL.
5. The calculated impairment is validated by the project life NPV with benefits of $30.9 million
being greater than the accounting carrying value $27.9 million, the difference being
depreciation on previously capitalised elements.
6. Life to date capex spend of $79.4 million has therefore been impaired by $38.7 million (49% of
total spend), of which $33.6 million (87% of total impairment) relates to expenditure incurred
under HBL.
7. The NZ Health Partnerships Board approved the methodology and resulting impairment at its
21 May 2019 Board meeting subject to PwC support (received 28 May 2019).
8. Given that the FPIM Business Case preferred recommendation that only ten DHBs are
committed to continuing to develop the FPIM asset, NZ Health Partnerships recommends that
the $32.9 million impairment be allocated in full to those non-participating DHBs ($21.7m) and
the balance ($11.2 million) to the continuing DHBs proportionate to their capital contributions.
9. PwC participated in the Impairment Advisory Group meeting on 8 May 2019 and completed a
review of the summary of the methodology, process and judgments, together with further
considerations for DHBs (refer PwC letter dated 28 May 2019). PwC consider that the Working
Group’s approach has been reasonable, logical and consistent with consideration factors from
previous years. PwC believe that DHBs should recognise their share of the NZ Health
Partnerships impairment and that non-participating DHBs should fully impair the value of the
asset.
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8.6

Impact of Quantitative Risk Assessment on preferred option costs

8.6.1 Introduction
A Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) was conducted on the cost and benefits model to identify the
likely funding ranges required for the business case and what aspects of the programme will most
impact costs. This section discusses the impact on the preferred option, namely Option 3 Single
system for 10 DHBs.
The QRA process is described above in section 0
Impact of Quantitative Risk Assessment.
The probabilities for the key inputs were modelled through the cost/benefit spreadsheet to
determine the ranges of funding required over the business case period and the impact on NPV.

8.6.2 Impact on capital
The following table summarises the impact of uncertainty on capital for Option 3.
Table 41 Impact of uncertainty on capital costs and NPV
Factor
Capital (10 years)
% difference from base

Base estimate
$33.891

Mean
$41.758

85th percentile
$43.726

23.2%

29.0%

For capital, the mean (i.e. expected cost) is 23% above the based estimates as shown in the cost
model. This indicates that the estimates in the cost model are optimistic and therefore additional
contingency is required.
The difference from the base varies from 28% to 30% from the 80th to 90th percentile. It is good
practice to ensure that there is contingency available to at least the 85th percentile for capital. This
indicates that 29% contingency should be added to the capital sums. The project team should focus
on achieving the outcomes at the base estimate level (i.e. as per the cost model), with the
Governance Board and Programme Board managing the allocation of the additional contingency.
The ranking of the uncertainties driving the capital costs is illustrated in the following diagram.
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Total Capital - 10 Years (Option 3)
Rank Order Regression
Central Programme Implementation - duration delay cost
Detail build - Core Build
Project 11 - support model - Core Build

Other 3rd party & solution providers - Core Build
End-to-end testing - Core Build
Northern DHBs - duration delay cost
Licencing shortfall - Core Build
Capital general - Option 3

Relative significance

Figure 28 Ranking of the uncertainties driving capital costs

The three main impacts are from the following:


Central Programme Implementation – duration delay cost – this relates to the impact on capital
costs of extended implementation times on the central programme costs.



Detailed build – this relates to uncertainties relating to the building of the infrastructure.



Project 11 – support model – this relates to the uncertainties regarding setting up the full
support model and all the infrastructure required to support it.

These aspects of the programme (and the others noted in the diagram) will need careful
management to ensure that costs do not escalate.

8.6.3 Impact on operating
Only one cost was considered material to the operating costs, namely, the support team (Oracle
Administration Team) support costs. At the pessimistic level, it was considered that this cost could
be 15% higher than the estimate.
The Oracle Administration Team costs are approximately 40% of the seven-year operating costs. If
the pessimistic level of Oracle Administration Team costs was incurred, an additional 6% in operating
costs would be required. It would therefore be prudent to allow 15% contingency in operating costs,
with the Governance Board and Programme/Services Board managing the allocation of the
additional contingency.
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8.6.4 Impact on NPV
The following table summarises the impact of uncertainty on NPV. This takes into account the
uncertainties in both capital and operating (albeit only one operating item – Oracle Administration
Team support costs – had uncertainty applied).
Table 42 Impact of uncertainty on capital costs and NPV
Factor
NPV (10 years)

Base estimate
(109.639)

% difference from base

Mean
(118.259)

85th percentile
(121.733)

-7.9%

-11.0

When all modelled impacts are taken into account, there is a minor variation in the seven-year NPV
– i.e. up to a maximum of 11%.
The ranking of the uncertainties driving the seven-year NPV is illustrated in the following diagram.
NPV - 10 yr (Option 3)
Rank Order Regression
OAT support
Central Programme Implementation - duration delay cost
Detail build - Core Build

Project 11 - support model - Core Build
Other 3rd party & solution providers - Core Build

- duration delay cost
End-to-end testing - Core Build

Relative significance

Figure 29 Ranking of the uncertainties driving NPV

As can be seen variations in the Oracle Administration Team support costs will have the biggest
impact on the seven-year NPV. This is because Oracle Administration Team costs are approximately
40% of ongoing operating costs and therefore any variation in these costs has an impact on the
discounted seven-year cost.
It will therefore be critical that the ongoing Oracle Administration Team support costs (and the value
delivered) are carefully managed.
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9.

Management case

This management case describes how the programme will manage the delivery of the preferred
option; it demonstrates that the proposal is achievable and details the arrangements needed to
both ensure successful delivery and to manage project risks

9.1

Introduction

The programmes will deliver a standardised, sector-designed, consistent common Oracle system for
the 10 DHBs facing immediate stability and sustainability issues. The programme will deploy a
common Oracle R12 Enterprise Business Solution (E-Business Suite) that will enable the DHBs to
operate under a shared service arrangement (NOTE: the actual entity responsible for managing the
shared service will be determined once the business case is approved), and enable individual DHBs
to undertake their financial, procurement, and supply chain activities. The solution will also support
a national procurement catalogue, common master data across all DHBs, and provide purchase data
to a data hub with analytical capability to enable the key benefits to be realised.
The management case consists of the following sections:


The transition approach for moving the DHBs to the central infrastructure



Resourcing, organisation and governance



Programme and project management



Monitoring and reporting



Risk and issue management



Change management



The operating model



Benefits realisation



Quality assurance.
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9.2

What will be different this time?

The FPIM programme has been in train for seven years – what will be different this time?
Following unanimous DHB approval of the Change Control Report in 2017, the four Wave One DHBs
went live on FPIM on 2 July 2018 as planned. This notwithstanding, the programme has a long and
challenging history and irrespective of the reason, DHBs are once again being asked to approve a
Business Case to meet their finance, procurement, and supply chain needs.
Through the consultation process some DHB stakeholders have asked ‘What is or will be different
this time?’ This section responds to that question and in doing so provides important context. It also
directs the reader to specific sections in the business case that address the issues in more detail.
1. The programme is taking a fundamentally different approach to achieving the required benefits
– we are no longer asking all DHBs to migrate to a single system (but are retaining that as a
possible future outcome)
Since the inception of FPSC in 2011/12, the programme has always promoted a single national
system as the central proposal.
This time we started from a “clean sheet of paper”. We have gone back to first principles and in
workshops with DHB representatives, looked at the fundamental problems we are trying to solve,
the benefits of solving them and the options available to do so. As a result, the recommendations
contained in this Business Case represent a fundamental change in approach from the past.
This business case recommends a phased approach that will enable those DHBs with end of life
systems to mitigate their risk, in parallel with work to fully consider how a shared national catalogue
would deliver the clean data and purchasing compliance required to achieve procurement benefits.
While noting that further investigative work is required, the recommended pathway is a
“distributed” model in which the non-Oracle DHBs would remain on their current systems should
they choose to do so, with a shared national catalogue and common chart of accounts being used
nationally – regardless of whether DHBs are on the FPIM system and infrastructure or not.
(The pathway and options are laid out in the Economic Case. The conclusions from the Economic
Case are described in section 6.8 Conclusions.)
2. The governance has been significantly strengthened with an overarching FPIM Governance
Board chaired by the DG of Health and with appropriate representation and expertise
The programme governance structure has been changed with a FPIM Governance Board rather than
the NZ Health Partnerships’ Board having ultimate oversight and decision-making authority. The
FPIM Governance Board provides greater central leadership, is Chaired by the Director General of
Health, and includes the Chair of PHARMAC, a DHB Chair, and independent DHB IT Governance
expert. It is in the process of identifying an appropriate procurement and supply chain expert. The
Board has explicitly retained the ability to commission independent quality assurance on an aspect
of the programme as it sees fit.
The FPIM Governance Board will ensure overall alignment of both the programme and service with
health sector policy and priorities and to the objectives of all organisations involved. It will set
strategic direction and be the decision-making body for material changes outside of the agreed
business as usual parameters.
3. FPIM is already operational for four DHBs and the outstanding issues are being resolved – we
are not starting from scratch
An important difference between now and previous business cases and change cases, is that FPIM is
now live and supporting four DHBs which together account for 27% of the sector by PBF.
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The system itself is stable and functioning as expected. There is a range of technical and process
enhancements that are being worked through via an integrated service enhancement plan. This
includes moving from the interim support model (provided by the former programme team) to a
permanent business as usual model, as well as meeting DHBs’ needs around reporting which was descoped prior to go-live.
4. Developing the target shared service model for FPIM is already underway
As indicated above, the plan to transition to the permanent support model is already in train.
Recruitment for senior positions is underway and all processes are being mapped to assist with the
handover to new team members. It is envisaged that some current Oracle Administration Team
members will continue in the team which will help retain important intellectual property.
The bulk of the team will likely – although this is to be confirmed - be established in Auckland. As per
the original design, some team members may be located within specific DHBs and/or DHB regions.
(The target operating model is described in the Management Case in section 9.13 Operational
support model.)
5. This business case includes DHB implementation costs and change planning requirements
In response to DHB direction that they would manage their own implementations, neither 2015
revised Business Case, nor the 2017 Change Control Report, included DHB implementation costs nor
any central change support function.
One of Cabinet and the Ministry of Health’s core requirements for this Business Case is explicit
inclusion of implementation and change management costs for DHBs and PHARMAC. The inclusion
of these requirements and the accompanying resource plans provides a more transparent and
holistic view of the cost benefits model.
(Details of the scope of costs included can be found in the Financial Case in section 8.2 Costs.)
6. A benefits realisation plan supported by the strengthened governance has been developed
As above, neither the 2015 revised Business Case, nor the 2017 Change Control Report included
Benefits Realisation planning and management. Again, one of Cabinet and the Ministry of Health’s
core requirements for this Business Case is explicit consideration of Benefits Realisation.
(The benefits realisation plan and governance is described in the Management Case in section 9.14
Benefits realisation.)
7. There are reduced risks and interdependencies in the proposed approach
The revised approach, implementing multiple interfaces to create a single national shared
procurement catalogue, removes the requirement for all DHBs to migrate to a single system. This in
turn frees up DHBs to prioritise their system upgrades in line with their needs. DHBs do not need to
migrate in a set sequence, which could potentially clash with changing business imperatives. Equally,
with the single system approach, a delay in the migration of a preceding DHB could impact the
timing of subsequent DHB migrations, causing a ripple effect and the need for a DHB to re-plan other
initiatives. This reduces the number of dependencies for a DHB, increases flexibility and reduces risk.
It should be noted however, that the proposed national shared catalogue – which requires further
investigative work – may have a higher degree of benefits realisation risk.
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8. We are recommending an appropriate funding contingency informed by a Quantitative Risk
Assessment – 29% capital and 15% operating
The programme was reset (from FPSC to NOS) in April 2015 and the scope was confirmed in the
programme’s November 2015 Stage Gate.
At the time of the reset, the sector inherited an $88 million programme, most of which had been
spent by the now defunct HBL, leaving $10.8 million to deliver a national finance and supply chain
system.
The stage gate report also estimated that the programme could be completed within the original
budget, but with no financial or time contingency. This was not a realistic proposition for a
programme of this complexity and scope.
The 2017 Change Control Report did apply a 15% contingency to Capex. Given the history of the
programme and the recommendations of an independent Quantitative Risk Assessment a 29%
contingency has been recommended for capital costs and a 15% contingency for operating costs.
(The results of the Quantitative Risk Assessment and how it has been applied to contingency is
summarised in the Financial Case in section 8.6 Impact of Quantitative Risk Assessment on preferred
option.)
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9.3

Transition Approach

The Wave One implementation and consultation with the 10 DHBs has been used to develop a
robust transition approach based around two tranches – Tranche One – Complete the FPIM
solution/migrate Wave One DHBs; Tranche Two – Transition DHBs to FPIM
The following overall approach will be taken to moving the 10 DHBs to a common solution:


The FPIM solution will be completed



The 10 DHBs will be transitioned in structured rollout waves, making best use of lessons learnt
from Wave One.

The proposed investment can be logically split into the following tranches:
Tranche One – Complete the FPIM solution/migrate Wave One DHBs
Complete the full design and build of the FPIM solution, including moving the Wave One DHBs to the
full solution. This includes:
1. Complete the build of the National Technology Solution to provide the infrastructure that all
DHBs will share as they use FPIM
2. Complete the implementation of Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) and the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) to enable more effective use of FPIM
3. Migrate the existing Wave One DHBs to the National Technology Solution (Bay of Plenty,
Canterbury, Waikato, West Coast) in parallel with the BI and SOA implementation
4. Operationalise the support model on the National Technology Solution and finalise the
rollout wave framework, phases, methodology, deliverables, entry and exit criteria,
templates, roles / responsibilities and post go live transition to business as usual operation.
Tranche Two – Transition DHBs to FPIM
Migrate the remaining DHBs in successive rollout waves. The rollout waves will be prioritised for the
six DHBs (Northern Region, Taranaki, and Southern DHB) to address the risk profile with these DHBs’
current supply chain, procurement and finance systems.

9.3.1 Tranche One – Complete the FPIM solution/migrate Wave One DHBs
The first tranche involves the following key projects.
Table 43 Tranche One projects
ID

Project Title

Description

Project 1

National Technology
Solution Build

infrastructure; test security, high availability, disaster
recovery and performance, and commission for go live,
Oracle Build, Revera Build, End to End testing.

Project 2

Migrate Wave One to
National Technology
Solution

Deliver technical migration of Wave One from the existing
Oracle Data Appliance Technology to the National Technology
Solution and complete build of final project environments.
Migrate and test Wave One DHBs.
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ID

Project Title

Description

Project 3

Delivery of Deferred
functionality to complete
FPIM application

On National Technology Solution, complete outstanding
design, development and testing of national integration
solution.
On National Technology Solution, implement national EDI for
suppliers that already have this capability as at as at 1 July
2019 with Wave One and Wave Two DHBs. Subsequent
supplier on-boarding will be subject to individual business
cases.
Analyse the requirements for BI reporting, and supply
chain/warehousing functionality for Wave One DHBs and
develop a solution for future implementation.

Project 4

Operationalise Support
Model and Finalise Rollout
Wave Framework

Operationalise the functional and technical support model to
support DHBs on, or on-boarding to, FPIM. Essentially this will
involve refining the existing support function and including its
scope to support the National Technology Solution and
associated systems. From a rollout wave delivery perspective,
this project will also finalise the rollout wave framework,
phases, methodology, deliverables, entry and exit criteria,
templates, roles / responsibilities and post go live transition
to business as usual.

9.3.2 Tranche Two – Transition DHBs to FPIM
One of the overarching principles of the business case is to ensure that risks across the supply chain
and operations are managed through the delivery. As such this means, that within a single rollout,
there cannot be more than one DHB within the same metropolitan area going live at the same time.
For the purposes of the Tranche Two DHBs being transitioned to FPIM, this means there will be
three rollout waves as follows.
Table 44 Tranche Two projects
ID

Project Title

Description

Project 5

Rollout Wave Two

Rollout of FPIM solution National Technology Solution to

Project 6

Rollout Wave Three

Rollout of FPIM solution on National Technology Solution to

Project 7

Rollout Wave Four

Rollout of FPIM solution on National Technology

Key points to note regarding the transition of DHBs in rollout waves are:
1. A common fit gap,44 a common design, a common build and a common test phase will be run for
the six DHBs (Northern Region, Taranaki, and Southern DHB) to eliminate the need for three

44

“Fit gap” is a process to take the FPIM solution as a baseline and work through with DHB and healthAlliance
subject matter experts to understand the areas of difference with respect to current functionality or
processes used at the DHBs. This identifies gaps that need to be addressed to enable effective functioning of
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separate fit gaps and other resourcing constraints at healthAlliance by virtue of them being a
shared services organisation to four Northern Region DHBs.
2. Each wave will implement multiple DHBs and supporting entities in a standard process.
Experience gained in Wave One indicates that it takes between 9-12 months to transition a DHB,
including DHB planning, preparation, and change activities. The provisional plan assumes that
each of the five waves will take 52 weeks. This is therefore a conservative approach.
3. These windows will be based upon the length of time required to ensure migrated DHBs are
stable before transitioning new DHBs to:
a. ensure the migration has not introduced any additional risks to existing DHBs on the
solution
b. allow the increased support calls that follows a migration to reduce to business as usual
levels
c. allow for any lessons learnt to be applied to the next implementation grouping.
4. The approach proposes that each of these implementation windows will be at least 12 weeks
apart, with three rollout waves required to complete transition of the Northern Region and
Southern DHBs.
5. Agreement to the proposed nominated wave will be governed by the FPIM Programme
governance. It will consider (among other things) DHB capability, risk, and impact to existing
onboarded DHBs.
6. The FPIM programme team will be responsible for completion of Tranche One and defining and
finalising a rollout wave framework that covers phases, timeline, approach, entry and exit gates,
measurement approach, deliverables including fit into various phases, roles / responsibilities,
and templates for the deliverables. The intention is to have a consistent delivery methodology
and a DHB readiness assessment approach to ensure a successful and aligned delivery. The FPIM
programme team also holds responsibility for socialisation and alignment of this framework with
the incoming DHBs prior to the rollout wave commencing.
7. The FPIM central programme implementation team will coordinate each wave implementation
until completion.
8. The FPIM programme team will produce a robust framework to enable a DHB transition from
post Go Live support into business as usual support by the shared service function (currently the
Oracle Administration Team). This framework will be socialised and aligned with the incoming
DHB at least two months prior to Go Live or before the end of month seven of the rollout wave
commencing.
9. In a typical wave, a DHB is expected to go live in nine months and transition to business as usual
is expected to be performed between month 11 and 12. Agreement to the proposed nominated
wave, along with mobilisation of the rollout wave teams are pre-requisites for commencement
of the wave.

the DHBs. Solutions to address the gaps could include enhancement of the FPIM solution, change
management at the DHB, data cleansing, training, and/or staffing changes.
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9.3.3 Data migration
Each incoming DHB will agree what data it will migrate across from its legacy system. It will need to
collect, cleanse, map and load the data to agreed National Standards which will be provided and
audited by the Oracle Administration Team.
During the Scoping Phase, an agreement will need to be reached with the Oracle Administration
Team Project team and DHB on the final list of supported migrated data. This is expected to include
(but not be limited to):




Master data items:
o

Items, Bill of Materials (local)

o

Price Schedules (local)

o

Suppliers (local)

o

Cost Centres

o

Users, locations, approval hierarchies etc

o

Customers (local)

Transactions
o

Assets

o

Open Projects

o

Inventory Balances

o

GL Balances (five years)

Where possible, DHBs will close out open accounts payable, invoices, and purchase orders and
hence have a manual process to manage this for any remaining open transactions at cutover.
Reconciliation and validation of the migrated data is a DHB responsibility and they will need to factor
in appropriate resourcing and effort for this.
Due to the wide variety of data structures, formats, and requirements, it is not practical to develop a
national repository to retain legacy data to support a DHB’s requirement under the Electronic
Transactions Act 2002 (ETA). It will be the responsibility of the DHB to define its management of
legacy data to meet its obligations under the Act.

9.3.4 Testing
System testing and System integration testing
FPIM is already live with Wave One DHBs. It is therefore a working, tested system. A DHB will not
need to conduct systems testing and system integration testing for the FPIM applications but will
need to conduct systems / systems integration testing for any DHB specific interfaces that it has
developed.
Similarly, if a DHB develops any local reports, these will be required to undergo systems acceptance
testing prior to user acceptance testing. It is proposed that for the rollout waves, a common testing
phase will be scheduled to cover this on the back of a common fit gap, common design and build
phase.
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Data and Process validation testing
A DHB will be responsible for planning data and process validation testing by planning and executing
end to end scenarios for processes within the test environments using data that is migrated from
their legacy systems.
This is key as the FPIM system is a working system and the focus during the rollout waves is on
ensuring the migrated data works with the FPIM processes and any gaps are addressed through
change management, communications and data cleansing / enrichment.
The central team will help with guidance to the incoming DHB on testing framework, generic
scenarios, scripts and plans.
The FPIM programme will support the DHB during this testing and will be responsible for resolving
any issues relating to the Oracle R12 functional modules, Oracle Integration Services (SOA) and
Business Intelligence (BI) reports based upon agreed issue severity level definitions. In addition, the
FPIM team will also be responsible for setting up appropriate testing environments and loading data
provided by the DHB team into the environment prior to commencement of testing.
A DHB will be responsible for resolving any issues with its integrations to local system and any local
reports it has developed.
User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
A DHB will be responsible for the planning and execution of User Acceptance Testing (UAT) within
the DHB. The FPIM programme will provide the DHB with test scripts and the DHB will modify
accordingly for any local variation in business process.
The FPIM programme will support the DHB during the user testing and will be responsible for
resolving any issues relating to the Oracle R12 functional modules, Oracle Integration Services (SOA)
and Business Intelligence (BI) reports based upon agreed issue severity level definitions.
A DHB will be responsible for resolving any issues with its integrations to local system and any local
reports it has developed.
The DHB and the FPIM programme in consultation with the Oracle Administration Team must agree,
based on pre-defined entry and exit criteria when UAT has been passed and the DHB can initiate its
“go-live” activities.
The overall data testing phase is proposed to run for six weeks.
Post production support
The FPIM programme will support the Oracle Administration Team in providing post production
support once a wave has gone live. The post production support will be monitored by pre-defined
exit to business as usual criteria covering key aspects to be fulfilled prior to transition of a DHB into
business as usual. As soon as these criteria are fulfilled, the DHB will be transitioned to business as
usual.
There will be a formal handover of operational support to the Oracle Administration Team once each
DHB is operating on a business as usual basis.
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9.3.5 Project plan and milestones
A timeline has been developed based on the proposed approach. This has the following key
assumptions:


The start date for initiation for Rollout Wave Two is July 2020.



Three rollout waves will be required to transition the Northern Region, Taranaki, and Southern
DHBs into the FPIM solution.



A common fit gap, followed by common build (configuration and interfaces) and common core
testing will be carried out for all six DHBs in Wave Two, Three, and Four. The fit gaps would be
run in two parallel tracks (one for Northern region DHBs serviced by healthAlliance and the
second for Taranaki DHB and Southern DHB).

The overall programme timelines are proposed to be as follows:
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Note that the plan has been developed on the basis of a 1 July start date after a Cabinet
agreement to “un-pause”. Because of the pressure that this puts on DHBs needing to
address their systems risk, actions are underway outside the business case to accelerate
some of this work. These dates should therefore be considered provisional only.

Q3
2019

Q4
2019

Q1
2020

Project 1 – Standing up of National
Technology Solution

Jul 2019

Q2
2020

Project 2 – Wave 1 Migration

Mar 2020

Oct 2019

Project 3 – SoA + BI Implementation

Mar 2020

Nov 2019

Fit
Gap

Nov 2019

Q4
2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Jan 2020

Oct 2019

Project 4 – Support Model
and Rollout Framework

Q3
2020

Dec 2019

Design

Rollout Waves - Build

Mar 2020

Rollout Waves Test

Jun 2020
Sep 2020

Jan 2020

Dec 2020
Dec 2020

Apr 2020
Jul 2020

Mar 2021
Mar 2021

Jun 2021

Figure 30 Provisional programme plan

Each rollout Wave is proposed to be run within a 12-month timeframe as follows:

Figure 31 Provisional rollout wave schedule
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9.3.6 Key Programme Milestones
Key programme milestones across the duration of the initiative are summarised in the following
table.
Table 45 Provisional programme milestones
Key Project Milestone

Approximate Date

Project 1 Complete

1 January 2020

Project 2 Commences

1 October 2019

Project 2 Complete

30 March 2020

Project 3 Commences

1 October 2019

Project 3 Complete

30 March 2020

Project 4 Commences

1 July 2019

Project 4 Complete

30 November 2019

Rollout Waves Fit-Gap Commences

1 October 2019

Rollout Waves Fit Gap Complete

30 October 2019

Rollout Waves Design Commences

23 October 2019

Rollout Waves Design Complete

30 December 2019

Rollout Waves Build Commences

1 December 2019

Rollout Waves Build Complete

31 March 2020

Rollout Waves Testing Commences

1 April 2020

Rollout Waves Testing Complete

20 September 2020

Rollout Wave Two – Project 5 Commences

1 January 2020

Rollout Wave Two – Project 5 – Go Live

6 September 2020

Rollout Wave Two – Project 5 Complete

30 December 2020

Rollout Wave Three – Project 6 Commences

1 April 2020

Rollout Wave Three – Project 6 – Go Live

1 December 2020

Rollout Wave Three – Project 6 Complete

31 March 2021

Rollout Wave Four – Project 7 Commences

1 July 2020

Rollout Wave Four – Project 7 – Go Live

5 March 2021

Rollout Wave Four – Project 7 Complete

30 June 2021
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9.4

High level design of the catalogue

In parallel with the FPIM programme, work will start on the high-level design of the shared
national catalogue

9.4.1 Introduction
The high-level design of the catalogue and how it will operate will occur in parallel with the
implementation of the preferred option.
The objectives of the shared national catalogue high-level design are:


To develop a high-level design of the shared national catalogue including the catalogue and
provision of data, development of data standards, enhanced data repository, procurement
compliance



To identify how the national shared catalogue will be developed and operate, including
confirming a distributed model whereby accredited individuals in Wave One DHBs are able to
add and maintain data in the catalogue



To refine how the national shared catalogue will support the benefits as contemplated by
PHARMAC for medical devices



To update the costs for the development and operation of the national shared catalogue and the
financial benefits and timing



To confirm the governance and benefits realisation



To update the business case recommendations as required.

9.4.2 Scope
The scope of the shared national catalogue high level design is summarised in the following table.
Table 46 Scope of high-level design
Area

Included

Excluded

Overall



High level design for the shared
national catalogue including the
catalogue and provision of data,
development of data standards,
enhanced data repository,
procurement compliance





How national shared catalogue will
be developed and managed



How national shared catalogue will
support the medical device benefits
as contemplated by PHARMAC

Other procurement areas
outside medical devices and
NZ Health Partnerships
identified national
procurement, although the
design and standards must
allow for other contracts and
pricing to be included in the
future.





Updated costs for development and
operation of national shared
catalogue



A shared purchasing and
payment support service is
not envisaged as an
immediate requirement, but
it is considered in the
development pathway.

Updated business case
recommendations and next steps
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Area

Included

Excluded

High level systems design



How national shared catalogue using
largest Oracle cluster on single
system will be established using
existing FPIM



Build / operation of national
catalogue hosted on any
other systems



How systems to distribute catalogue
items to DHBs will be built – to
TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, Oracle
DHBs



How DHB transitional data gathering
and reporting infrastructure will be
built



Management of the catalogue
(loading, updating, removing,
notifications, etc) under a distributed
model of accredited updaters and
maintainers with central oversight
and audit



Management of the data standards
(gaining agreement from DHBs,
managing compliance, managing
changes)



Managing compliance at DHB level



Reporting, including DHB
transactional data mapped to the
catalogue



Support, maintenance, change
control



Central requirements



DHB requirements



Overall governance



Development costs



DHB operating costs



Central operating costs



Updated recommendations and costs
for next stage



Full redeveloped business
case



Next steps

Design of operations

Achieving the benefits

Costs

Updating business case
recommendations

9.4.3 Approach
The project will develop the next level of detail required to develop and operate a national shared
catalogue beyond that already developed in the business case. It will therefore need to take account
of:


How the master catalogue will be configured and managed on the shared Oracle system
proposed for use by 10 DHBs. This will include how new items are added, existing items are
updated, and how obsolete items are retired. It will also consider use of standards as part of the
catalogue (e.g.GS1).
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How the catalogue details will be distributed to the other DHBs. It will therefore need to take
account of the updating of catalogue items on TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, and Oracle systems.
This will include the technical approaches and how the respective data will be updated.



How compliance against the medical device contracts negotiated by PHARMAC and National
Procurement contracts will be managed at DHB level. This will need to cover how this will occur
in the various systems.



How the reporting will occur, including DHB transactional data to be collected, the mechanisms
for collecting this data, mapping to the national shared catalogue and how the central reporting
repository will operate.



How the catalogue will operate and be managed.



How the governance and benefits realisation will operate.

Because of the need to engage with different DHBs operating different systems, a multi-disciplinary
working group of DHB staff representing the diversity of DHB situations will be convened. This will
cover the expertise required to cover the varying systems and approaches taken in the sector. It will
need to cover the varying needs of the DHBs using TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, or Oracle.
A series of workshops will be held to consider the key aspects of the catalogue and its operation.
These workshops will include the working group and other key stakeholders in the wider sector. The
working group will take the output of each workshop, refine it, and develop the next level of detail
to ensure that it will achieve the benefits in a cost-effective manner.
In parallel with the workshops the costing will be updated, and the final report updated and refined.
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9.4.4 Timing
The following diagram summarises how the timing of the high-level catalogue design will intersect
with the implementation of Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs.

HealthBIS
infrastructure

1

FPIM Oracle infrastructure

Interim shared service (OAT)

Implement FPIM Oracle on
shared infrastructure to
the 10 at risk DHBs …

Confirm FPIM Oracle Shared Service operating model
Migrate Wave One DHBs
Implement FPIM Oracle to remaining at risk DHBs

Business as usual Shared Service

Implement accredited
catalogue maintenance model

2

… In parallel with FPIM Oracle implementation
conduct high level design of shared catalogue, proof
of concept, and business case for next steps ….

High level
design

Confirm Procurement Service operating model and compliance framework
Business Case approved
Interim Master Catalogue

Proof of concept

Build new National Product and
Services Catalogue

Integrate with financial management and procurement systems

Interim Data Hub and Analytical Capability

New Data Hub and
Analytical Capability

Business as usual
Procurement Service

Figure 32 Timing of development of high-level design of catalogue

Further detail can be found in APPENDIX E: Shared national catalogue high level design project brief.
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9.5

Programme governance

A robust approach to governance has been developed to help ensure success for a complex
programme
[Note that the programme governance has been updated since the business case was submitted to
the DHBs – there is now no longer a separate Programme Board and Implementation Steering
Committee. Note also that the Ministry of Health is leading the programme, and the Senior
Responsible Owner is the Deputy Director-General Data and Digital. Leadership of the programme
will transition back to the sector in the future. DHBs will be consulted on this and appropriate reportbacks made to Cabinet and the sector. While the Ministry is leading the programme, the monitoring
role will be undertaken by Treasury.]
Governance for the programme needs to balance the requirements of individual DHBs with the
overall goals of the programme while recognising each DHB’s ability to manage their own costs and
quality of transition. The governance structure has been designed to remove duplication and provide
clear lines of reporting, responsibility and ownership.
The structure is also intended to ensure leadership of the programme is collaborative and sector led
through the inclusion of DHB senior executives in key roles.

FPIM Oracle Implementation
Steering Committee

Monitor

SRO

GOVERNANCE

FPIM Governance Board

DHB National Catalogue
Design Authority

FPIM Customer
Group

Advisory Groups /
SMEs
FPIM
General Manager

Implementation
Programme Manager

Project 4,5 and 6 Rollout Wave 2,3 and 4

OAT Project Delivery

DHB Implementation
Team
Project 2 – Wave One
Migration to FPIM Oracle
Infrastructure

Project 3 - Deferred
functionality - FPIM Oracle
Solution

Project 4 - Operationalise
Support Model and Finalise
Rollout Wave Framework

Business SMEs
Training Coordinator
Testing Coordinator
Change Lead

OAT BaU Support

High Level Catalogue
Design Project Team

MANAGEMENT

Project 1 – FPIM Oracle
Infrastructure Build

Service Manager

Rollout Wave – Enabling
Team
Data Migration
Change Management
Training
Testing

Figure 33 Proposed governance and management structure
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The governance bodies are described in the following table.
Table 47 Governance bodies and roles
Group / Person

Role

Membership

FPIM Governance
Board

•

Investment decision, defining direction and
ensuring overall alignment of programme to
organisation strategies
Decision makers for material changes
outside of the agreed programme
parameters
Not involved any day to day programme
activities including design decisions
Programme benefits realisation
Independent quality assurance

•
•
•
•

Drives the programme forward and delivers
outcomes and benefits
Decision makers for escalations that fit
within the programme agreed boundaries
Responsible to provide each tranche with
the framework to operate within –
deliverables, milestones, acceptance criteria,
gates
Responsible to ensure the projects and
rollout waves operate within the framework
provided by the Governance Board
Decision-makers for escalations and change
requests that fit within the project agreed
boundaries
Approves wave gates prior to Governance
Board approval

•
•

Responsible to provide leadership for the
high-level design of the national product and
master catalogues
Reviews/approves/declines any change
requests to the central design
Responsible to ensure that the on-going
solution design meets National requirements
and will achieve the medical devices and
other procurement benefits

•
•
•

DHB CFOs (4X)
DHB CIO (2X)
Independent Technical
Advice

•

•
•
•
Implementation
Steering Committee

•
•
•

•

•

•
Catalogue Design
Authority

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

DG Health (chair)
Chair PHARMAC
A DHB chair
External IT governance
expert
Procurement/supply
chain expert
Senior Responsible
Owner observer
Ministry secretariat
Independent Chair
Deputy Director General:
Data and Digital –
Ministry
CE PHARMAC
Treasury observer
MBIE observer
DHB CEs
Independent
IT/Programme advisor
Ministry monitor

Programme General
Manager

•

Reports to the Senior Responsible Owner

Implementation
Programme Manager

•

Responsible for directing overall programme
of work to achieve outcomes
Reports to the Programme General Manager

•

Appropriate expertise

•

Appropriate expertise

•

Responsible for DHB operational support
services
Responsible for the Data Hub and Catalogue
(currently)
Reports to the Programme General Manager

•

Responsible for further development of the

•

Appropriate expertise

•
Service Manager

•
•

High Level Design
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Group / Person

Role

project team
•

•

•

FPIM Business Case

Membership

standards and design for the National
Product Catalogue and the Master Catalogue
Responsible for the integration of or
interface with the Master Catalogue into the
FPIM Oracle solution, and other suppliers of
financial and procurement systems (i.e.
Technology One)
Responsible for the designing the
development pathway for the Data Hub and
Analytical Capability
Reports to the Senior Responsible Owner
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9.6

Resourcing

A bottom up resourcing plan has been developed to support the overall cost model and
programme plan

9.6.1 Introduction
This section summarises the roles for:


The central programme team, including the resources to manage the transition of the Wave One
DHBs



The DHB programme teams for the Northern DHBs and Taranaki



The DHB programme team for Southern DHB.

Full details on the resourcing timetable and FTE level for the roles can be found in the costing model.
Each role table indicates which role will be internally provided by existing staff from DHBs or DHB
related organisations, and which will be externally contracted. External staff have been costed at
external rates while internal staff have been costed at internal rates that reflect the cost for staff
backfilling.

9.6.2 Central programme team
The following table summarises the key roles for the central programme team.
Table 48 Central programme team roles
Role
Programme General Manager
Implementation Programme Manager
Service Manager
Project Coordinator
Project Accountant
Business Analyst – Rollout
Business Analyst – Rollout
Business Analyst – Rollout
Business Analyst – Rollout
Data Migration Analyst – 1 – Rollout
Data Migration Analyst – 2 – Rollout
Data Migration Developer – 1 – Rollout
Data Migration Developer – 2 – Rollout
Data Migration Analyst 3 – Rollout
Data Migration Developer – 3 – Rollout
Test Manager – Rollout
Test Specialist – Rollout
Test Specialist – Rollout
Training Lead – Rollout
Trainer 1 – Rollout
Trainer 2 – Rollout
Data Lead – Programme
Change Manager – Rollout
Change Manager – Rollout
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Category
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
BA
BA
BA
BA
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Testing
Testing
Testing
Training
Training
Training
Data Migration
Change Management
Change Management

Int / Ext
Internal
External
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
External
Internal
External
External
External
Internal
External
External
External
Internal
Internal
Internal
External
Internal
External
External
External
External
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9.6.3 Northern DHBs and Taranaki DHB programme team
The following table summarises the key roles for the central programme team.
Table 49 Northern DHBs and Taranaki DHB programme team roles
Role
DHB Project Lead 1 – ADHB
DHB Project Lead 2 – CMHDHB
DHB Lead 3 – WDHB
DHB Lead 4 – NDHB
DHB Lead 5 – TDHB
Business SME – Procurement – ADHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – ADHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 2 – ADHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – ADHB
Business SME – Procurement – WDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – WDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 2 – CMHDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – WDHB
Business SME – Procurement – CMHDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 -CMWDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – CMHDHB
Business SME – Procurement – NDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – NDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – NDHB
Business SME – Procurement – TDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – TDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – TDHB
Oracle Functional – Finance
Oracle Functional – Supply Chain
Oracle Functional – Procurement
Oracle Developer
Oracle Developer
Solution Architect
Enterprise Architect
Bus Data Lead – ADHB
Bus Data Lead – WDHB
Bus Data Lead – CMHDHB
Bus Data Lead – NDHB
Bus Data Lead – TDHB
Test Coordinator – ADHB
Test Coordinator – WDHB
Test Coordinator – CMHDHB
Test Coordinator – NDHB
Test Coordinator – TDHB
Training Coordinator – ADHB
Training Coordinator – WDHB
Training Coordinator – TDHB
Training Coordinator – NDHB
Training Coordinator – CMHDHB
Business SME – Procurement – ADHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – ADHB
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Category
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Local healthAlliance
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Data Migration
Testing
Testing
Testing
Testing
Testing
Training
Training
Training
Training
Testing
Business SME
Business SME

Int / Ext
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
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Role
Business SME – Supply Chain 2 – ADHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – ADHB
Business SME – Procurement – WDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – WDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 2 – CMHDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – WDHB
Business SME – Procurement – CMDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – CMDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – CMDHB
Business SME – Procurement – NDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – NDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – NDHB
Business SME – Procurement – TDHB
Business SME – Supply Chain 1 – TDHB
Business SME – Finance 1 – TDHB
Comms Lead – ADHB
Comms Lead – WDHB
Comms Lead – CMDHB
Comms Lead – NDHB
Comms Lead – TDHB
Change Lead – ADHB
Change Lead – WDHB
Change Lead – CMDHB
Change Lead – NDHB
Change Lead – TDHB
Training Coordinator – ADHB
Training Coordinator – WDHB
Training Coordinator – TDHB
Training Coordinator – NDHB
Training Coordinator – CMDHB
Data Quality Analyst – Rollout – Profiling
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Category
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Business SME
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Change Management
Change Management
Change Management
Change Management
Change Management
Training
Training
Training
Training
Testing
Data Quality

Int / Ext
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
External
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9.6.4 Southern DHB programme team
The following table summarises the key roles for the Southern DHB transition team.
Table 50 Southern DHB team roles
Role
DHB Lead 3 – SDHB
Business Analyst – 1
Business Analyst – 2
Business SME – 1
Business SME – 2
Bus Data Lead – SDHB
Test Analyst 1
Test Analyst 2
Test Coordinator – SDHB
Training Coordinator – SDHB
Business SME 1
Business SME 2
Comms Lead – SDHB
Change Lead – SDHB
Training Coordinator – SDHB
Data Quality Resource 1
Data Quality Resource 2

Category
Project Management
BA
BA
Business SME
Business SME
Data Migration
Testing
Testing
Testing
Testing
Business SME
Business SME
Communications
Change Management
Testing
Data Quality
Data Quality

Int / Ext
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal

9.6.5 Catalogue operation high level design
The following table summarises the key roles for the development of the high-level design for the
development and operation of the national catalogue.
Table 51 Catalogue high level design roles
Resource

Source

Lead

External

Architect

External

Business analyst

External

Working group

DHBs

Cost and benefits analyst

External

Project support

Ministry

Communications support

Ministry
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9.7

Programme management

The programme will be managed according to a defined set of standards and processes

9.7.1 Introduction
This section summarises how the programme will be governed, managed, and controlled.

9.7.2 Applicable standard
Managing Successful Programmes (MSP) will be used as the guidance for programme approach and
artefacts.

9.7.3 Programme management plan
A Programme Management Plan (PMP) will form the basis of the management of the Programme,
stating the objectives, benefits, budget, resources, schedule, programme controls, and the basis for
assessing the overall success. Plans and registers will provide the lower levels of detail to support the
implementation of the direction contained in the PMP. Once baselined, any changes to the PMP
must be agreed by the FPIM Governance Board in a Change Request. All changes will be reflected in
the PMP.

9.7.4 Stakeholder engagement and communications
There will be a Stakeholder Engagement and Communications Plan for the Programme and per
individual Project in the Programme.

9.7.5 Integrated programme schedule
There will be an overall Programme Schedule showing the key milestones, projects, timeframes and
interdependencies.

9.7.6 Resource and cost forecasting
A resource management plan will be identified and aligned to the resource management strategy to
manage the allocation of resources to the projects within the Programme, resources used by the
projects and forecasts to completion. The Resource and Cost Forecast will include:


A list of all resources, projected usage by reporting period at a project level



History of expenditure to date



Tracking against approved budget



Reconciliation to change requests



Forecast of cost until the end of the project.

Programme costs will be managed through Oracle Project Accounting. Purchase Orders will be raised
for all programme commitments and monthly financial reports will be provided to the FPIM
Governance Board and the Implementation Steering Committee, including:


Actual versus Budget



Estimates to complete



Total to complete



Variances.
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9.7.7 Change control
The NZ Health Partnerships Change control guide outlines the change control process. The process
will apply to any baselined artefact or product and any change within the programme (or individual
project) that if approved will have a material impact upon benefit realisation, objectives as outlined
in the business case, time, budget or scope (negative or positive). The delegated authorities
approved by the FPIM Governance Board will be applied to ensure change management
requirements are controlled at the identified levels.
The purpose of the change control process is to provide Programme Governance with a control
mechanism to support on-going changes to the programme.
The change control process does not guarantee additional project funding, contingency release or
the rebase-lining of milestones, costs, quality and benefits. However, the process will create an audit
trail of factors affecting the project throughout its life cycle, ensuring appropriate steps are taken to
assess and control the impact of each change. The key points are as follows:


An effective change control process is underpinned by the concept of signed-off authorisation of
project documentation. Signed-off documents are the ‘baseline’ against which Change Controls
are assessed



All Change Controls require authorisation. The appropriate level of authorisation will vary
depending on the nature and scale of the proposed change



Material changes to the project include changes to scope, milestones, costs, benefits, and
resource requirements as defined and agreed



All proposed changes need to be examined initially at project level against the base-lined agreed
Business Case, and then a Change Control must be formally submitted to the Programme
General Manager and the Programme Office



Change Control is not a retrospective process. It must be used to assess and agree changes to
project baselines prior to the change being implemented.

9.7.8 Programme issues management
The NZ Health Partnerships Issue Management guide outlines the issue management process that
will apply to the FPIM programme (this also covers project issue management).
All issues escalated to a programme level will be outlined in an issue report.
An Issues Register will be maintained for the Programme which will be an aggregate view of the
issues identified at project level with a flag for those that have been escalated to the Programme
level. The issues escalated will be those that are causing a deviation from the approved Programme
Management Plan. The Issues Register will be updated every week by individual projects and
reviewed fortnightly at a programme level at the FPIM Governance Board.

9.7.9 Programme risk management
The NZ Health Partnerships Risk Management guide outlines the risk management process that will
apply to the FPIM programme (this also covers project risk management).
A Risk Register will be maintained for the Programme which will be an aggregate view of the risks
identified at project level with a flag for those that have been escalated to the Programme level. The
risks escalated will be those that have a potential of causing a deviation from the approved
Programme Management Plan (PMP). An initial programme risk assessment process will be
undertaken as part of development of the Programme Management Plan. The NZ Health
Partnerships Risk Management Framework will be used to assess programme risks. Projects will also
FPIM Business Case
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use this framework to assess project level risks. The Risk Register will be updated every week at a
project level and reviewed fortnightly from a programme level at the FPIM Governance Board. The
Implementation Steering Committee will be responsible for identifying and managing risk mitigation
plans for Programme risks. Regular risk workshops will be held to ensure that appropriate risk
management is in place to minimise risk impact.

9.7.10 Programme assurance management
A fit-for-purpose assurance plan will be developed to cover the programme and the ICT operational
environment. This will include any Independent Quality Assurance (IQA) reviews that will be
undertaken. Key Assurance activities will include:


Regular risk register reviews



Project retrospectives including lessons learned



Governance Board, and Implementation Steering Committee level review of status updates



Scheduled and ad hoc IQAs including technical quality assurance activities



Treasury Gateway reviews as per the gateway schedules.

The programme assurance plan will use the GCDO guidance and template.

9.7.11 Programme action and decision register
A register will be kept of all FPIM Governance Board and Implementation Steering Committee
actions and decisions. This will be managed and updated as part of the agenda and minutes
processes for the FPIM Governance Board and Implementation Steering Committee.

9.7.12 Programme reports
A Programme dashboard will be produced by the Programme Management Office on a fortnightly
basis for the Implementation Steering Committee and on a monthly basis for the FPIM Governance
Board to inform the governance forums on the status of the Programme. The Programme dashboard
will contain the following:


Overall summary of programme status including programme Health RAG status



Summary of Project Status including significant achievements for the period, planned for next
period



RAG status on each project, reporting on progress, supported by metrics and comments as
required



Summary of progress in achieving Milestones



Finance Summary including budget, actuals, estimate to complete, total to complete and
variances



Contingency drawdown



Programme high impacting Issues and resolution plans



Programme extreme / high rated risks and mitigation plans



Change requests identifying Resource, Time, Cost impact and status



Decision Register.
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9.7.13 Programme tolerances
The Delegated Authorities approved by the FPIM Governance Board outlines all decision making and
tolerances.
Any variances to plan around scope, cost/resource, time, and quality will be flagged through the
fortnightly status reporting as soon as they are known. Risk escalations will also be noted when
these have occurred. There will be tolerances defined for scope, cost, resource, time, and quality.

9.7.14 Lessons learned register
The Programme General Manager will create and maintain a repository of any lessons learned
during the Programme that can be usefully applied to other projects or programmes.
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9.8

Project management

Each project in the programme will be managed according to a defined set of standards and
processes

9.8.1 Introduction
Projects within the overall programme will be managed using a standard set of guidelines and
templates. (These are currently in common use in the NZ Health Partnerships Programme
Management Office.) These are summarised below.

9.8.2 Applicable standard
PRINCE2 will be used as the guidance for project management approach and artefacts.

9.8.3 Project initiation documents
A Project Initiation Document (PID) will form the basis of the management of projects. The PID will
state the objectives, approach, benefits, budget, resources, schedule, project controls and the basis
for assessing the overall success. Plans and registers will provide the lower levels of detail to support
the implementation of the direction contained in the PID. Once approved by the Senior Responsible
Owner, the PID will provide the baseline for the project. Any changes to the PID must be agreed by
the Implementation Steering Committee, and depending upon the level of change, as defined in the
delegated authorities, by the FPIM Governance Board.

9.8.4 Project schedule
There will be a project plan showing the tasks schedule and key resources assigned for each project.
Key milestones for each project will be reflected in the Integrated Programme plan.

9.8.5 Project resource and cost forecast
The resource and cost plan will be used to manage the resources assigned to the project and the
costs incurred to date and planned to be incurred. The Resource and Cost Plan will include:


A list of all resources, cost rates, projected usage by reporting period



History of expenditure to date



Tracking against approved budget



Reconciliation to change requests



Forecast of cost until the end of the project



Total costs for project and any variances.

9.8.6 Change control
The NZ Health Partnerships Change control guide outlines the change control process. The process
will apply to any baselined artefact or product and any change within the programme (or individual
project) that if approved will have a material impact upon benefit realisation, objectives as outlined
in the business case, time, budget or scope (negative or positive). The delegated authorities
approved by the FPIM Governance Board will be applied to ensure change management
requirements are controlled at the identified levels.
The purpose of the change control process is to provide Programme Governance with a control
mechanism to support on-going changes to the programme.
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The change control process does not guarantee additional project funding, contingency release or
the rebase-lining of milestones, costs, quality and benefits. However, the process will create an audit
trail of factors affecting the project throughout its life cycle, ensuring appropriate steps are taken to
assess and control the impact of each change. The key points are as follows:


An effective change control process is underpinned by the concept of signed-off authorisation of
project documentation. Signed-off documents are the ‘baseline’ against which Change Controls
are assessed



All Change Controls require authorisation. The appropriate level of authorisation will vary
depending on the nature and scale of the proposed change



Material changes to the project include changes to scope, milestones, costs, benefits, and
resource requirements as defined and agreed



All proposed changes need to be examined initially at project level against the base-lined agreed
Business Case, and then a Change Control must be formally submitted to the Programme
General Manager and the Programme Office



Change Control is not a retrospective process. It must be used to assess and agree changes to
project baselines prior to the change being implemented.

9.8.7 Project issues management
An Issues Register will be maintained for every Project in the common Programme issues register.
Escalated Issues will be flagged within the register to be raised at the programme level to the
Programme General Manager.

9.8.8 Project risk management
A Risk Register will be maintained for every Project within the common Programme risk register. This
log will contain information about every risk, analysis, appropriate mitigation plans, and status. This
register will follow the standard NZ Health Partnerships risk processes and be reviewed on a weekly
basis within the project. Escalated Risks will be flagged within the register to be raised at the
programme level to the Programme General Manager.

9.8.9 Project action and decision register
A register will be kept of all project decisions. This will be managed and updated as part of the
agenda and minutes processes for the Implementation Steering Committee.

9.8.10 Project reports
Project Highlight Reports will be delivered by the Project Managers / Project Leads to the
Programme General Manager on a weekly basis (these will be loaded to the programme documents
repository). These will inform the programme reporting managed by the Programme General
Manager as outlined in the programme management section above. Other reports will only be
produced on an exception basis. The highlight report will contain the following:


Overall summary of project’s status



Progress against milestones



Status on each work-stream, supported by comments as required



Summary of work that is planned in next two weeks for each work-stream
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RAG reporting on scope, schedule, budget, risk, quality, and resourcing, supported by metrics
and comments as required



Current risk register snapshot



Current issues register snapshot



Change requests.
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9.9

Monitoring and reporting

The monitoring and reporting processes will ensure that information flows to where it is needed
for rapid evaluation and response
Programme and project reporting will summarise the current status, key issues and advancements
relating to each project and the programme. Each Project Manager will create the weekly highlight
report. The Programme Management Office will produce a Programme Status Report for review by
the Programme General Manager. The Senior Responsible Owner is responsible for approving the
final Programme Status Report.
The reports will focus upon issues and changes that have arisen during the reporting period. The
Programme Management Office will be responsible for managing the reporting process and coordinating the report submission timetable.
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9.10

Risk and issue management

A robust risk and issue management process will be incorporated into the programme

9.10.1 Introduction
NZ Health Partnerships has a risk management framework which provides the processes and
templates for management of programme risk.

Business
Risks

Business Level

Escalation

Programme Level

Programme
Risks

Escalation

Project Level

Project
Risks

Agree
Treatment
/Response

Business
Issues

Escalation

Action/Direction

Agree
Treatment
/Response

Action/Direction

Review: Governance Board
Report: Programme
General Manager

Programme
Issues

Review: Implementation
Steering Committee
Report: Programme
General Manager

Escalation

Agree
Treatment
/Response

Project
Issues

Review: Programme
General Manager
Report: Project Manager

Figure 34 Risk management process

9.10.2 Overall structure of reporting and management
Reporting, monitoring and management of risks and issues will be in accordance with the
Monitoring and Reporting arrangement detailed above.


Anyone who identifies a risk will record it in the Risk Register.



The Project Manager will assign responsibility for management of the risk and will be responsible
for tracking of the risk until it no longer exists (is resolved or has become an issue).



Reporting of open risks will be included in the project highlight report.



Any risks categorised as Extreme, or High requiring FPIM Governance Board oversight will be
reported in the project highlight report and reviewed by the Programme General Manager and /
or the Implementation Programme Manager as applicable, who will advise the PMO of the
requirement to include in the next FPIM Governance Board meeting pack or the FPIM
Implementation steering committee as applicable.



The FPIM Programme Board and / or the Implementation steering committee will review and
agree on the risks that need to be included in the FPIM Programme risk register. They will also
provide advice on mitigations and action plans to manage the risks.



Key Risks will be noted and discussed each month at the FPIM Governance Board.



Risks will be evaluated at the planning stage of each phase of the project and then monitored on
an on-going basis throughout the life of the project.
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Anyone who identifies a potential issue will advise the Project Manager to log it in the
appropriate issues management tool.



The Project Manager will assign responsibility for the resolution of the issue, set a target
resolution date, and will be responsible for the subsequent tracking of the issue until it is
resolved.



If it is not possible for the issue to be resolved within the project team, the Project Manager will
escalate it to the Programme General Manager AND / OR the Implementation Programme
Manager for review.



Reporting of key outstanding issues will be included in the project highlight reports.



The Programme General Manager AND / OR the Implementation Programme Manager will
identify those that need to be discussed at Implementation Steering Committee meetings.

9.10.3 Key risks for preferred option
The following table summarises the key risks for the preferred option.
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Table 52 Key risks for Option 3 Single system for 10 DHBs
Risk
ID
1

Risk Name

Risk Description

Impact if RISK materialises

Risk
Impact

Risk
Likelihood

Risk
Rating

IF
Some of the 10
DHBs included
in the preferred
option decide to
leave the cluster

THEN
1) There are fewer DHBs
sharing the FPIM
Oracle instance and
the National
Technology Solution

RESULTING IN
1) The costs for the remaining DHBs on
FPIM increase, both implementation
and ongoing
2) Any national shared catalogue
environment that is developed
becomes more complex
3) Procurement benefits become
harder to achieve because of the
increased environment complexity

Moderate

Likely

High

Untreated
Risk
Impact
Major

Untreated
Risk
Likelihood
Almost
Certain

Untreated
Risk Rating

Mitigation

Extreme

1) Ministry of Health contacts
DHB CEs to encourage them
to stay in the cluster of 10
2) The FPIM Governance Board
contacts DHB CEs to
encourage them to stay in the
cluster of 10
3) The Minister of Health
contacts DHB CEs to
encourage them to stay in the
cluster of 10
4) The Minister of Health
contacts DHB CEs to directs
them to stay in the cluster of
10

2

3

IF
Timely decision
making is not
achieved to
enable the
National
infrastructure
build to be
completed by
Sep 2019

THEN
2) The Programme will
not be able to secure
key Oracle resource
3) The identified date
for Oct 2019 for Wave
1 DHBs to migrate will
not be achieved.
4) The schedule for
rollout waves will not
be achieved

IF
The Programme
Governance
structure to
support BC
approval and

THEN
1) The Programme may
not have appropriate
direction
2) The ability for the
Programme to make
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RESULTING IN
4) Possible system failure with DHBs
unable to fulfil medical device
procurement with the potential of
impacting clinical procedures
5) On-going regrettable spend on
remedial activities for existing
systems.
6) Timelines for rollout waves will be
extended resulting in an increase in
resource requirement and costs
7) Loss of key resources with existing IP
RESULTING IN
1) Increase in timelines due to
turnaround of key decision making
2) Increase in costs due to increased
timelines
3) Issues are not managed effectively

Moderate

Likely

High

Major

Almost
Certain

Extreme

1)

Detailed project plan to
include key milestones and
critical path

2) Ensure contingency is built
into timelines and cost.
3) Maintain a close relationship
with the head of Oracle New
Zealand

Major

Unlikely

High

Major
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Possible

Extreme

1) Maintain high engagement
with DHBs for input to the BC
2) Align BC to customer
requirements
3) Ensure Governance is
representative of Programme

Risk
ID

Risk Name

Risk Description

Programme
delivery does
not operate
effectively

key decisions will be
impacted
3) The Programme may
have restrictions in
addressing key issues
and challenges
THEN
1) All key milestones will
be impacted
2) DHB commitment to
the Programme may
be lost
3) Will not be able to
secure key
Programme resource
THEN
1) The start dates
identified in the plan
will not be achieved
2) Activities may take
longer than estimated
to deliver

4

IF
The approval
timelines
identified for
DHB and
Cabinet sign off
on the BC are
not met

5

IF
There is
inadequate
suitable project
resource
available to
meet
programme
requirements
IF
DHBs are not
able to
complete data
cleansing and
consolidation
activities within
timeframes and
to required
standards.

6

THEN
1) The start dates
identified in the plan
will not be achieved
2) Activities may take
longer that estimated
to deliver
.
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Impact if RISK materialises

Risk
Impact

Risk
Likelihood

Risk
Rating

Untreated
Risk
Impact

Untreated
Risk
Likelihood

Untreated
Risk Rating

and in a timely manner

Mitigation

participation during phasing

RESULTING IN
1) FPIM BC not signed off
2) Increased timelines
3) Inability to meet deadlines
4) Increased costs
5) Loss of key resource with IP

Moderate

Likely

High

Major

Possible

Extreme

1) Maintain high engagement
with DHBs
2) On-going relationship
management with vendors

RESULTING IN
1) Increased timelines
2) Increased costs

Moderate

Likely

High

Major

Possible

Extreme

1) Developing and managing a
detailed resource
management plan
2) Initial discussions with
consultancy agencies

RESULTING IN
3) Increased timelines
4) Increased costs

Major

Possible

High

Major

Likely

Extreme

1) Finalise a rollout wave
delivery framework and
methodology covering phases,
key deliverables, templates,
entry and exit criteria as well
as roles and responsibilities to
transition a DHB.
2) Work closely with DHB
implementation to ensure
readiness according to
criteria.
1) Enable a consistent
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Risk
ID

7

8

9

Risk Name

Risk Description

IF
The FPIM
solution does
not meet DHB
Requirements

Impact if RISK materialises

Risk
Impact

Risk
Likelihood

Risk
Rating

Untreated
Risk
Impact

Untreated
Risk
Likelihood

Untreated
Risk Rating

THEN
1) the detailed design
will require re-work
to complete
2) key requirements
may not be included
in the build
IF
THEN
DHBs are not
1) The start dates
ready to go live
identified in the plan
in line with the
will not be achieved
rolling transition 2) Activities may take
plan.
longer than estimated
to deliver

RESULTING IN
1) delays to key milestones, delay in
the build project,
2) compromise on functionality
3) increased cost, scope, time

Major

Possible

High

Major

Likely

Extreme

RESULTING IN
1) Increased timelines
2) Increased costs

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

Major

Likely

Extreme

IF
Change is not
managed
effectively in
the DHBs.

RESULTING IN
1) Operational issues caused by
process gaps
2) Customer loss of confidence in
programme

Moderate

Unlikely

Moderate

Moderate

Possible

High

THEN
1) DHBS will not be fully
informed on the
impact of changes
2) DHBs will not be
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Mitigation

measurement of data
readiness with regular
checkpoints through the
rollout waves to help capture
issues early and work to
resolve.
1) Complete a Fit Gap analysis
2) Detailed integrated plan for
the service model

1) Finalise a rollout wave
delivery framework and
methodology covering phases,
key deliverables, templates,
entry and exit criteria as well
as roles and responsibilities to
transition a DHB.
2) Work closely with DHB
implementation to ensure
readiness activities including
organisational change
management are being
completed as per framework.
3) Establish key check points to
review progress and readiness
against entry and exit criteria
to pick issues early and work
to resolve with DHBs
1) Finalise a rollout wave
delivery framework and
methodology covering phases,
key deliverables, templates,
entry and exit criteria as well

Risk
ID

10

Risk Name

IF
Other projects /
programmes /
priorities impact
delivery of the
programme due
to resourcing
and priority
conflicts.

Risk Description

Impact if RISK materialises

adequate prepared
for process change in
the new environment
3) DHBs will not be
adequately training
on the new
functionality

3)
4)

THEN
1) Planned delivery
dates and key
milestones for the
programme will not
be achievable
2) Activities will take
longer that estimated
to deliver.

RESULTING IN
1) Increased timelines
2) Increased costs.

Risk
Impact

Risk
Likelihood

Risk
Rating

Untreated
Risk
Impact

Untreated
Risk
Likelihood

Untreated
Risk Rating

Mitigation

Increased timelines
Increased costs.
2)

3)

Major

Unlikely

Moderate

Major

Likely

Extreme

1)

2)

3)

4)
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as roles and responsibilities to
transition a DHB.
Work closely with DHB
implementation to ensure
readiness according to
criteria.
Enable a consistent
measurement of change
readiness with regular
checkpoints through the
rollout waves to help capture
issues early and work to
resolve.
Secure executive buy-in for
the programme and have an
effective stakeholder
engagement plan to ensure
this programme is prioritised
among the organisations.
Raise key challenges in time
and work through with
relevant business
stakeholders
Reinforce the risk mitigation
drivers for this programme to
ensure that it gains the
priority with the 10 DHBS who
will use FPIM.
Reinforce the potential
savings that will come from a
rapid implementation of a
national shared catalogue to
help keep DHBs focused on
the benefits.

9.11

Change management

Change management will be critical to the success of the DHB implementations – it has been built
into the resourcing plan and approach to transition

9.11.1 Introduction
Effective change management will be critical to achieving user acceptance of the new systems and
ways of working as well as achieving the benefits. Change management will be built into the
programme from the beginning. The FPIM programme change manager will lead a team to support
the DHBs in achieving the changes and benefits that they need to achieve.
This section summarises how this will work in the FPIM programme in terms of:


Roles and responsibilities



Principles of operation.

Note that an early deliverable for the programme will be a comprehensive change strategy.

9.11.2 Roles and responsibilities
The FPIM programme will have a change manager, training manager, business analysts and master
trainers. They will be responsible for facilitating the DHBs to effect the changes that they will need to
effectively use the systems and gain the benefits in this business case. They will provide the key
conduit for the DHBs for the wider expertise in the FPIM programme to ensure that DHBs can have
smooth implementations and gain the benefits contemplated in this business case.
Table 53 Change management roles and responsibilities
FPIM programme team

DHB



Develop stakeholder management plan for
whole programme



Develop stakeholder management plan for DHB





Develop communications plan for DHB

Develop communications plan for whole
programme



Assist DHBs to develop their stakeholder
management and communication plans



Advise re the key policy changes that will be
needed to gain benefits (e.g. “no purchase
order no payment”)



Develop local policy changes, communicate, and
implement



Provide standard training
adaptation by DHBs



Localise training





Provide standards business process material
for adaptation by the DHBs

Localise standard operating procedures or
business process material





Train users

Train DHB trainers (where required)



Provide post-Implementation Support





Advise on how DHBs can gain the benefits

Support users to use the system and gain the
benefits



Provide guidance on monitoring
measuring change adoption



Monitor change adoption and remediate as
necessary
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9.11.3 Principles of operation
John Kotter has identified eight steps for change.45 How these will be used in the programme are
summarised in the following table.
Table 54 Change management principles
Kotter’s eight steps

How they will be applied

1.

Increase urgency



2.

Create a guiding
team

This business case will be used to support the change imperative needed among DHBs
to embrace FPIM and drive its benefits



The FPIM programme will work with the DHBs to develop common strategic
approaches to achieving change and buy-in



Each DHB will work with the FPIM programme to identify the key people who will need
to support the change



Each DHB will develop its own change management plan using advice and sample
artefacts from the FPIM programme. These plans will be supported by evidence and
lessons learned from the wave one implementations



Each DHB will have its own change champions to recruit staff to the vision and lead the
change



Standard processes to assess engagement and readiness will be established to
measure staff engagement and inform ongoing engagement activities



The FPIM programme will develop vision artefacts that can be used to show DHB staff
how the new environment will look and why this is worth doing



Each DHB will develop its own vision for the Finance and Procurement systems based
on the standard FPIM footprint



The FPIM programme will support the DHBs and share learnings across DHBs



The FPIM programme will support DHBs in developing communications that will work
effectively (e.g. simple and heartfelt, not complex and technocratic, speaking to what
people are feeling)



Each DHB will communicate to its staff and work at gaining the buy-in to the changes



The DHBs will work together, supported by the FPIM programme team to achieve this



DHB leads will “walk the talk”



The FPIM programme will identify best practice across DHBs and share them



The FPIM programme will work with DHBs to determine how best to empower
employees under the new system and policy settings



This will include (e.g.) recognition/rewards, feedback, making changes in job
descriptions to reflect new realities, identifying key change makers and supporting
them



The FPIM programme will provide a means to share individual DHB good practice with
the other DHBs

3.

4.

5.

45

Develop a vision

Communicate for
buy-in

Empower
employees for
broad-based
action

See John P. Kotter, Leading Change (Harvard Business School Press: Boston, MA, 1996), and John P. Kotter &
Dan S. Cohen, The heart of change: real-life stories of how people change their organisations (Harvard
Business School Press: Boston, MA, 2002).
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Kotter’s eight steps

How they will be applied

6.



The FPIM programme will have a standard set of short-term wins that a DHB can
achieve from the new systems; these will be based on lessons learned and experience
from wave one



Each DHB will take this list and develop its own approach to achieving short term wins
in its own organisation



These short-term wins will be clear gains that will enable buy-in



The FPIM programme will collect learnings regarding short term wins and share these
with the other DHBs



The FPIM programme will provide a means to share individual DHB good practice with
the other DHBs so that DHBs can work together to consolidate existing change and
generate more change achieving benefits



The FPIM programme will continue to share learnings after a DHB has gone live, as new
lessons are learned from new DHBs taking up FPIM



DHBs will build the changes into new employee induction



Benefits realisation will include continued communication and support of policy and
process changes

7.

8.

Create short term
wins

Don’t let up

Make change stick
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9.12

Stakeholder engagement and communications

The programme will be collaborative, with the focus on specific stakeholders shifting as different
projects and “waves of DHBs” progress under the programme schedule.

9.12.1 Overall approach
The overall approach will aim to keep all stakeholders informed on progress and opportunities to
engage in the programme. The table below shows how we will engage with and communicate with
stakeholders.
Table 55 Stakeholder communications

Stakeholders

Representation on programme and
Programme governance groups
Programme updates: monthly via
email
DHB Chair and C-suite forums:
monthly and quarterly meetings
NZ Health Partnerships six-weekly
sector wide updates via email
NZ Health Partnerships post-Board
meeting communications: six-weekly
emails
NZ Health Partnerships quarterly
report and accompanying DHB Board
ready cover paper
Individual face-to-face meetings,
telephone calls and emails, as
required (structured Government
Relations Plan)

9.12.2 Targeted approach
As the programme moves through different stages it will focus on different clusters of DHBs.
Governance representation will adjust as the focus moves from building the National Technology
Solution, through to the different implementation waves. The emphasis of the communication and
engagement will adjust accordingly with targeted communication more focussed on the 10-high-risk
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Revera

Oracle

GCDO

Vendors

MBIE

CIOs

CFOs

CEs

PHARMAC

DHBs
Chairs

Ministry of
Health

Activity
Channel
Frequency

Other
government
agencies
Treasury

Health sector

DHBs initially, while the emphasis for the other 10 will be on the work to look at the interfaced
catalogue.
Table 56 Approach through different phases
Tranche

Stakeholder Group

Approach

1. Risk mitigation:
infrastructure build
and migration of highrisk DHBs onto
platform
(Option 3 Single
system for 10 DHBs)

The 10 DHB included in Option 3:

Engagement and communications through
representation on Governance Board and
Implementation Steering Committee.

Auckland
Bay of Plenty
Canterbury
Counties Manukau
Northland
Southern
Taranaki
Waikato
Waitemata
West Coast

2. Shared National
catalogue
(Option 5 Single
system for 10 DHBs
plus national
catalogue)

The remaining 10 DHBs:
Capital & Coast

Separate stakeholder engagement and
communications plans will be developed for
DHB waves and other individual projects in
the programme.
The Change Management Plan will include
targeted communication for relevant DHB
finance, procurement, and supply chain
teams.
The programme team will also work alongside
DHBs comms teams and assist them to
develop complementary local stakeholder
engagement and communication plans.

Hawkes Bay
Hauora Tairawhiti
Hutt Valley
Lakes
Marlborough
MidCentral
Nelson
South Canterbury
Wairarapa
Whanganui
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9.13

Operational support model

We have defined an operating model for the ongoing operation of FPIM that addresses
governance, services, users, systems & services management
[Note that this operating model has been updated since the business case was submitted to DHBs for
their approval. It is still being developed and should be considered as work in progress. Several
options has been identified and will be considered by the Governance Board by September 2019.]

9.13.1 Introduction
Once a DHB has moved to using FPIM, it will need to be supported on a business as usual basis. This
section outlines how business as usual operations are envisioned. This will be subject to refinement
as the programme progresses.
This section describes the proposed operating model to support FPIM and the national shared
catalogue infrastructure.

9.13.2 Overall approach to support
This business case recommends a shared service model for the support of the common systems that
are proposed, including the FPIM Oracle solution. This approach has been taken for the following
reasons.
Scenarios that rely on one DHB to own and support a system and provide services to other DHBs
have not worked well in the sector. Typically, the requirements of the DHB owning and operating the
system have taken priority over the requirements of the other DHBs. These other DHBs have
therefore not been able to rely upon the “neutral” provision of service.
The shared service models that have worked best are those where a single organisation at arm’s
length from the DHBs involved has been able to provide a service that does not favour one DHB over
another. healthAlliance, Central TAS are examples of this kind of organisation.
The operation of Option 3 will require an organisation that is can represent all 10 DHBs who will be
using the system, without favouring one DHB or one group of DHBs. The implementation of a
national catalogue and national benefits realisation will require am organisation that can represent
the interests of all 20 DHBs. This latter case will require a truly national organisation representing all
DHBs.
This business case therefore proposes that a national organisation representing the interests of all
DHBs, and not favouring on DHB or group of DHBs over others, will deliver the support.
The support the shared service entity will provide, includes:


The management of all contracts for the operation of the finance, procurement, and supply
chain system



Management to agreed service level agreements with all users



The facilitation of the governance of the service



The facilitation of the strategy and future direction of the systems and service



Customer support for tier two and three support



Manage suppliers and 3rd party contracts, e.g. Oracle and Revera



Monitoring and reporting against SLAs



Release management
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Training and change management support



Support of benefits realisation (see next section)

For the avoidance of doubt, there will also be a DHB Procurement Service established as part of the
high-level catalogue design work. That function will be responsible for:


Catalogue management, publication and oversight



Accrediting specific DHB staff to maintain, add and retire suppliers, items and contracts in the
catalogue, and provide centralised monitoring and auditing



Chart of Accounts management, publication and oversight



PHARMAC national procurement (medical devices)



Other procurement contracts



Procurement optimisation



Identify cost savings opportunities



Compliance support



Enhancements to the standards through HISO



Data management and analysis



Support of benefits realisation (see next section)



The management of third parties, e.g. Oracle



Systems and service management

The Oracle Administration Team will be key to the successful operation of the FPIM service to the 10
DHBs. A similar function will also support and enable the successful operation of a national shared
catalogue that all DHBs use.
The Oracle Administration Team will manage the business as usual operation of FPIM and the
delivery of its services. It will be a shared service provider of the FPIM technology to the sector. It
will perform the following key functions:


Facilitate development and approval of FPIM Strategy and FPIM Annual Plan



Deliver the Strategic and Annual Plan for FPIM in partnership with DHBs



Advise, review and report on delivery of the strategic and annual plan to the Governance Board



Advise, review and report on adherence to FPIM Principles to the Governance Board



Maintain the integrity and quality of the FPIM



Operate the processes that protect the integrity of the FPIM



Commission new projects that deliver new functionality



Manage and resolve break/fix issues within agreed service levels



Approve and prioritise minor enhancements within the funded budget envelope



Review major enhancements and projects and provide recommendations to the Advisory Groups
and the FPIM Authority



Manage release of changes into the various environments.
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The first line of support for users will come from DHB’s own support arrangements. This may be DHB
staff or contracted staff or organisations. If the local support cannot resolve issues or meet the
service request, this will be passed to the Oracle Administration Team.
Note that the Oracle Administration Team has already been established to support the Wave One
DHBs using FPIM. It will be extended to support all 10 DHBs as Option 3 is implemented.

9.13.3 Resourcing
The resource requirements for the Oracle Administration Team are summarised in the following
table. (These have been costed in this business case.)
Table 57 Oracle Administration Team resourcing
Role

Activities

Resourcing

MANAGEMENT
Oracle Administration Team
Manager

Direct and manage the Oracle Administration Team, lead
engagement with sector

1.0

Administration

Provide administrative support for Oracle Administration Team

1.0

Systems Administration and
Error Management

Manage workflow, user security and access, alerts monitoring

2.0

Finance and Supply Chain
Functional Support

Functional support, training, master data maintenance, BAU
and minor projects

6.0

Reporting

Standards framework, shared reports development, SQL scripts

1.0

Integration and Minor
developments

SOA support, scanner support, interface support, EDI support,
FPIM customisations support, minor developments

2.0

Release Management

Manage master data and control framework, Oracle service
request management, manage application and database patch
requirements and functional impact, coordinate DR and
incident resolution

1.0

Relationship Management

Manage DHB relations, manage service provider relations

1.0

Common Services
Management

Manage common services framework, resource testing, Quality
Assurance

3.0

Management and
Administration

Manage alliance agreement, manage FPIM administration
services

1.0

For example: new suppliers, new interfaces, new functionality
and/or modules, upgrades

2.0

BUSINESS AS USUAL

SOLUTION INTEGRITY

PROJECTS
Project Resources (depending
on project)

TOTAL
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The Oracle Administration Team will use outsourced Technology services to ensure that it can
provide the necessary after-hours coverage and retain the deep expertise needed to provide 365 x
24 hours support to users of FPIM.
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9.13.4 Target state operating model
The
target operating
model –
is summarised
in the diagram below.
Operating
model
target state

Local service
• Tier One support
• Training delivery
• Implementation

•
Oracle
73.3%

•
•
•

Shared Service
Run and operate shared
Oracle instance
Tier Two and Three support
Training support
Release management

Sector Governance

Ministry of Health, DHBs, PHARMAC, Governance
expertise, Procurement/Supply chain expertise, IQA

DHB Procurement Service
• Benefits management
• Data management
• Analytical capability
• Catalogue standards
• Compliance regime
• innovation

Oracle

6.8%
Oracle
3.8%
National Product Catalogue

JDE
5.2%
Suppliers and items

Tech1
3.4%

Local service
• All support
• Training delivery
• Implementation

PHARMAC
Medical Device contracts

DHB Master Catalogue

Tech1
3.0%

National Procurement
contracts

Tech1
2.3%

All of Government
contracts

Data Hub

Tech1
1.1%
SunSys
1.2%

• All DHBs use the
master catalogue
• Contribute to and
use the data hub

• Contribute to the
catalogue
• Use the data hub

Figure 35 Operating model governance transition
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Local / Regional DHBs
contracts

9.14

Benefits realisation

Benefits realisation will be governed by the benefits realisation governance body who will direct
NZ Health Partnerships to monitor and manage the benefits – this will scale from the initial DHBs
participating in the single Oracle FPIM instance through to the implementation of a national
shared catalogue
[Note that this has been updated since the business case was submitted to DHBs for approval.
References to NZ Health Partnerships have been changed to a shared services organisation where
ongoing delivery is involved.]

9.14.1 Introduction
Once FPIM is implemented, the benefits contemplated in this business case will need to be realised.
This will require an ongoing management and governance regime.
This section describes how the post-implementation realisation of benefits will occur. It describes:


The overall benefits map describing how the preferred solution will drive the benefits



The approach to managing and governing the benefits



The individual benefits and potential measures



How implementation will occur.

9.14.2 Benefits governance and management
The following diagram shows how the benefits management will operate. The solution components
need to be managed to achieve the benefits.
Note that the references to Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board assume that while
the FPIM programme is operating, this role will be taken by the Implementation Steering
Committee. Once the FPIM programme is complete, the role will transfer to a Services Board of
some kind.
1. The Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will oversee the governance and
management of the benefits. This group will include senior representation from the Ministry of
Health, NZ Health Partnerships National Procurement, and PHARMAC, a key partner in ensuring
that the benefits are realised. The Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will
operate closely with the NZ Health Partnerships Board.
2. The Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will be accountable to the Chief
Executives of the DHBs represented in the preferred solution and will formally report every
quarter. The Board will consult with the represented DHBs on its proposed initiatives and
benefits management.
3. The Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will be supported by advisory
committees consisting of DHB representatives with the requisite expertise. It is expected that
there will be advisory committees for data standards, procurement, supply chain, and finance.
These advisory committees will support the Board on key design and policy issues.
4. NZ Health Partnerships will be the key organisation to monitor and manage benefits under
direction from the Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board. The key parts of the
shared services organisation that will contribute are:
o

National procurement
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o

Data governance

o

Data management and analysis

o

Oracle Administration Team.

5. The shared services organisation will gather and analyse key diagnostic data via the data
management and analysis team, supported by the Oracle Administration Team. It will produce
the key KPI reports and dashboards for the Implementation Steering Committee / Services
Board. It is expected that reporting will occur quarterly. The shared services organisation will
also advise the Board of issues relating to benefits management and how these could be
resolved.
6. The Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will consider the reports from the
shared services organisation in conjunction with the advisory committees. It will then direct NZ
Health Partnerships to act – applying feedback and control. The shared services organisation will
manage the national catalogue, data standards, consolidated reporting database, and
compliance regime on the direction of the Board.
7. If major initiatives are required, the Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board will
commission projects. If these projects cannot be undertaken under the shared services
organisation business-as-usual arrangements, additional funding will be sought from DHBs or
other sources.
8. These projects will be managed under formal governance reporting to the Implementation
Steering Committee / Services Board.
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Benefits

GATHER AND ANALYSE DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

Monitoring /
Management

Governance

Shared
services
organisation

1. Sustainable
operation at
acceptable risk

Consolidated system
(72.5%)

Governance
Board

National
Procurement

2. Increased
procurement
effectiveness

National
procurement
catalogue

REPORT
Data
Management
and Analysis

Accurate data

DIRECT

1. Better informed
decision-making

Common data
standards

ADVISE

ACCOUNTABLE

Implementation
Steering
Committee
/Services Board

RESPOND

Oracle
Administration
Team

Consolidated analysis
and reporting
database (data hub)

5. Efficient operation

Project
Advisory
Committee
3. Improved supply
management

Compliance regime

Shared services organisation manages the compliance regime, national procurement
catalogue, and common data standards on the direction of the Joint Procurement Authority

APPLY FEEDBACK & CONTROL

Figure 36 Benefits realisation for preferred option
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Advisory
Committee
Advisory
Committee
Advisory
Committee
Advisory
Committee

CEs of represented
DHBs

Shared services organisation
gathers the data required and
monitors the key measures
across the sector

Intermediate impacts

Represented DHBs
Other DHBs

Solution
components

9.14.3 Resourcing for monitoring/management
In addition to the Oracle Administration Team, there will be national procurement and data
management and analysis staff to effect the Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board’s
direction. The proposed resourcing is summarised in the following table. (This has been costed in
this business case.)
Table 58 Resourcing for monitoring and managing benefits
Role

Activities

National procurement

Monitor the effectiveness and value of procurement across
DHBs

Resourci
ng
2.0

Develop and manage improvement plans for procurement
related benefits
Data management & analysis

Manage the common data standards across all DHBs

3.0

Monitor the quality of data
Monitor the usage of the national catalogue and off-catalogue
expenditure
Undertake analysis and reporting as required to support
realising benefits

9.14.4 Benefits
The key individual benefits and how they will be managed are summarised in the following table.
Please note that these are provisional only. A refined set of KPIs will be developed as part of the
implementation.
Table 59 Provisional benefits and measures
Benefit Area 1: Sustainable operation at acceptable risk
Investment Objective

1: Sustainable operation at acceptable risk

Benefit Description

Reduced risk and increased flexibility

Candidate measures



Number of IT related risks on corporate risk registers at medium or above
for each participating DHB



Number of systems and platforms no longer eligible for premium support
from suppliers



Time to recover systems from primary systems failure



Availability of systems

KPI 1.1

Delivery risk profile

KPI Description

The level of outstanding sustainability issues

Measure

In the annual audit, the level of future proofing / sustainability related issues
identified as “high” or above priority. This will include all issues regarding endof-life technology components, ability to implement change in a timely manner,
staff capability, and process documentation.

Baseline Value & Source

Baseline not established
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Target Value

0 issues

Target Timeframe

0 by 2022 for all DHBs having risks addressed through preferred option.

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation is responsible for gathering data.
Participating DHBs are individually responsible for achieving the benefit.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board oversees the achievement
of the benefits across all DHBs.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Annual

Source Data

DHB corporate risk registers

Benefit Area 2: Procurement value
Investment Objective

2: Increased procurement effectiveness

Benefit Description

Increased procurement value for national contracted good and services as
achieved by participating DHBs

Candidate measures



Standard cost tracking against items to determine the purchase price
variance



Comparison of the forecast volume and volume related costs versus the
actual



Reduction in average age of stock



Reductions in write-offs of stock



Reductions in working capital



Reductions in freight cost per item



Improved national catalogue utilisation and reduced off-catalogue spending



Reduced duplication of catalogue items



Reduced average category costs



Reduced on-cost for an inventory item or delivery of an ordered item to
where it is required



Reduction in purchase order discrepancies



Reduction in cost to process procurement document

KPI 2.1

Reduction of purchase price from standard cost.

KPI Description

Average measured reduction of product cost against pre-negotiation price,
including supplier rebates.
NOTE: This KPI relies upon all DHBs purchasing medical devices against the
national catalogue and achieving the level of compliance required.

Measure

% average reduction of actual product cost.

Baseline Value & Source

2% [PHARMAC]

Target Value

7% Max [PHARMAC target]
NOTE: Target assumes that all DHBs can achieve level of compliance required by
PHARMAC. Will need to be reduced if all DHBs cannot move to compliant use of
national catalogue for medical devices.

Target Timeframe

Target value from 2022

KPI Responsibility

PHARMAC is responsible for negotiating contracts for medical devices
(approximately $640 million pa).
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The shared services organisation is responsible for negotiating national
contracts for other goods and services under direction of Implementation
Steering Committee / Services Board.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board owns benefit.
KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Monthly

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships] (as upgraded by implementation of
national shared catalogue)

Benefit Area 3: Data quality
Investment Objective

3: Better informed decision-making

Benefit Description

Improved data quality supports better informed decision-making

Candidate measures



Increase in proportion of data fields that can be matched across
participating DHBs against the national procurement catalogue



Increase of proportion of national procurement spend that can be mapped
to a product category



Reduced missing key data fields in core data tables

KPI 3.1

National procurement spending mapped

KPI Description

Proportion of national procurement spending that can be matched to a defined
product category.

Measure

% of procurement transactions that can be completely successfully matched to
a category with no data errors.

Baseline Value & Source

25% [NZ Health Partnerships]

Target Value

99%

Target Timeframe

99% from 2022

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation gathers data and reports.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board owns benefit.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Monthly

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships] (as upgraded by implementation of
national shared catalogue)

Benefit Area 4: Efficient operation
Investment Objective

4: Efficient operation

Benefit Description

Increased efficiency of finance, procurement, and supply chain

Candidate measures



KPI 4.1

Inventory item on-cost

KPI Description

Average additional cost per item to receive goods (including freight cost) and
deliver to place of usage.

Measure

On-cost per category of for each DHB.
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Baseline Value & Source

TBD

Target Value

TBD by DHB.

Target Timeframe

TBD

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation is responsible for gathering data.
DHBs are individually responsible for achieving the benefit.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board oversees the achievement
of the benefits across all DHBs.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Annual

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships] (as upgraded by implementation of
national shared catalogue)
Calculated after allocation of overhead by each DHB.

KPI 4.2

Procurement-to-payment transaction cost

KPI Description

Average labour processing cost for procurement transactions from order
through receipt through payment.

Measure

Average cost per procurement-to-payment transaction for participating DHBs

Baseline Value & Source

TBD

Target Value

< $5 across participating DHBs [TBC]

Target Timeframe

2023

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation is responsible for gathering data.
Participating DHBs are individually responsible for achieving the benefit.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board oversees the achievement
of the benefits across all DHBs.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Annual

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships].
Calculated after allocation of overhead by each DHB.

Benefit Area 5: Supply management
Investment Objective

5: Improved supply management

Benefit Description

Reduced supply risk through improved product tracking and supply chain risk
management for participating DHBs

Candidate measures



Increased proportion of medical device information stored against clinical
systems (sourced from finance, procurement, and supply chain systems)



Reduced time to identify patients who have received a specific product
across all DHBs (relies upon clinical systems scanned data sourced from
finance, procurement, and supply chain systems)



Reduced time to identify alternate supplies of products or services in the
case of a supplier failure

KPI 5.1

Tracked medical devices

KPI Description

The overall proportion of medical devices purchased by DHBs that includes
cross-reference data to usage against an event or person. This enables recalls to
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be managed, thereby reducing clinical risk.
Measure

% of medical devices requiring tracking cross-referenced to event and/or
person.

Baseline Value & Source

10% [based on baseline estimate from Wave One FPIM]

Target Value

99%

Target Timeframe

99% from 2022

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation is responsible for gathering data.
DHBs are individually responsible for achieving the benefit.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board oversees the achievement
of the benefits across all DHBs.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Monthly

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships].

KPI 5.2

Supply chain visibility

KPI Description

The overall proportion of national contracted medical devices that can be
matched for each participating DHB.

Measure

% of medical devices matched to national catalogue

Baseline Value & Source

10% [based on baseline estimate from Wave One FPIM]

Target Value

99%

Target Timeframe

99% from 2022

KPI Responsibility

The shared services organisation is responsible for gathering data.
DHBs are individually responsible for achieving the benefit.
Implementation Steering Committee / Services Board oversees the achievement
of the benefits across all DHBs.

KPI Reporting &
Frequency

Monthly

Source Data

National data hub [NZ Health Partnerships].
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9.14.5 Implementation
The following diagram summarises how implementation will occur.

• Confirm accountabilities
• Conduct initial data
analysis
• Confirm measures
• Confirm baselines

2. ESTABLISH
• Set up structures
• Agree terms of
reference

1. DESIGN

• Monitor and manage
• Govern realisation
• Report to stakeholders

3. REALISE

Figure 37 Benefits realisation implementation

While the programme is still operating, accountabilities will be confirmed, initial data analysis will be
conducted to refine the potential measures, and a final set of measures will be confirmed.
At the end of the programme the benefits realisation regime will be established. This will include
setting up the structures, processes, and policies required. The terms of reference for the Benefits
Realisation management accountabilities of the Implementation Steering Committee / Services
Board will be agreed.
Once the benefits realisation regime is established it will then operate on a quarterly reporting basis.
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9.15

Quality assurance

Comprehensive Quality Assurance processes have been incorporated into the programme plan and
processes

9.15.1 Overview
Quality assurance will be managed in accordance with the assurance plan. The overarching objective
of the assurance plan is to provide the Senior Responsible Owner, Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance Board, the NZ Health Partnerships Board, and key stakeholders, with
the confidence that the FPIM programme is well managed and will deliver the agreed outcomes, to
specification, to time and within budget.
The FPIM programme will adopt an integrated assurance approach as follows:



Day-to-day project management processes and controls based on the PRINCE2 methodology
consistently applied, including quality control of project deliverables



Internal governance and oversight, including clear and signed off terms of reference for all
governance groups:



o

FPIM Governance Board

o

Services Board

o

Implementation Steering Committee

External review, including:
o

Treasury Gateway reviews — at least three

o

At least five independent quality assurance reviews, including:


Programme health checks



Functional review



Technical reviews, as required.

9.15.2 Plan summary
The table below outlines the high-level plan for assurance activities.
Table 60 Quality assurance plan plan-on-a-page
Assurance Activity

Purpose

Audience

Programme risk reviews

Review and update programme level
risks. This includes adding new risks,
reviewing status of existing risks and
recalibrating, noting that some risks may
have become issues.

Programme General Manager,
Implementation Steering
Committee, Senior Responsible
Owner, FPIM Governance Board.

Project risk reviews

Review and update the risks associated
with the programme’s subprojects.
Consider if any project risks need to be
treated at a programme level.

Project Managers, Programme
General Manager, Senior
Responsible Owner, and
Catalogue Design Authority.

Programme monthly
Status reports

Report on the programme's status, in
particular with respect to budget,
timeline and risks.

Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance
Board.
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Assurance Activity

Purpose

Project highlight reports

Report on each project’s status,
including, budget, timeline, issues, risks,
scope change requests.

Project Managers, Programme
General Manager, Programme
Management Office, and Senior
Responsible Owner.

Catalogue Design
Authority meetings

Primary governance group that will
consider any change requests relating to
FPIM and to provide expert advice on
scope change requests and design.
Included in the Catalogue Design
Authority is an external technical expert
advisor who provides a level of on-going
independent quality review for the
Catalogue Design Authority.

Programme General Manager,
Senior Responsible Owner, FPIM
Governance Board.

Implementation
Steering Committee
meetings

Provide the necessary governance and
support the Senior Responsible Owner‘s
decisions, to enable the programme to
deliver outcomes aligned to programme
goals and objectives.

Catalogue Design Authority joint
chairs, Programme General
Manager, Senior Responsible
Owner, Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance
Board.

Provide advice, guidance,
recommendations, and support, to
ensure programme success

Audience

Ensure appropriate sector and business
owner input, ownership and alignment,
particularly in relation to programme
delivery.
FPIM Governance Board
meetings

Engage the FPIM Executive Sponsoring
Group (20 DHBs) to gain a common or
collective view, drive associated
business change and to gain the
commitment required to ensure
programme success.

Implementation Steering
Committee, Senior Responsible
Owner.

Provide executive level governance of
programme scope (time, cost,
outcomes).
Remove obstacles to programme
delivery, support the Senior Responsible
Owner and ensure the programme is
appropriately supported.
Assist in managing and mitigating
significant programme issues and risks.
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Assurance Activity
Implementation
Steering Committee
Meetings

Purpose
Responsible to ensure that each tranche
operates with the framework provided
by the Implementation Steering
Committee

Audience
Senior Responsible Owner,
Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance
Board.

Drives the tranche forward to ensure it
delivers the agreed outcomes and
benefits
Approve Tranche gates prior to
Implementation Steering Committee
approval
Decision makers for escalations and
change requests that fit within the
tranches agreed boundaries
Independent Quality
Assurance (IQA) reviews

A review which is independent from the
programme. Assurance will enable
informed decision-making and provide
transparency.
It will sharpen focus on the pivotal
characteristics that drive success for the
programme.

Programme General Manager,
Senior Responsible Owner,
Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance
Board.

Provide an evidence-based assessment,
unencumbered by internal politics or
influences
Treasury Gateway
Reviews

At specific milestones, provides
assurance that the programme can
move to the next stage. The gateway
reviews will add a second level of
assurance, increase confidence in
aligning the programme with
Government strategic objectives, and
increases confidence in delivery of the
required programme to time and
budget.

Programme General Manager,
Senior Responsible Owner,
Implementation Steering
Committee, FPIM Governance
Board.

A Targeted Investment Review will be
used to ensure that the programme is
appropriately established.
Technical Quality
Assurance (TQA)

FPIM Business Case

Provide independent technical
assurance that the FPIM National
Technology Solution is fit for purpose.

Programme General Manager,
Catalogue Design Authority,
Implementation Steering
Committee, Senior Responsible
Owner, FPIM Governance Board.
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APPENDIX A: Draft Investment Logic Map
The following diagram shows the draft Investment Logic Map (ILM) that was used as the starting
point to inform the Strategic Case.

Figure 38 Draft Investment Logic Map diagram
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APPENDIX B: Lessons learned and how addressed
This appendix shows how the lessons learned report findings have been applied in this business case
An independent consultant conducted interviews with key stakeholders involved in the implementation of Wave One and compiled a lessons learned
report. This appendix provides a summary of the key points responding to the lessons learned with a cross-reference of how they relate to the lessons
learned report. A fuller report is available if required that reconciles the responses to the lessons learned report.
Table 61 Summary of responses to lessons learned
Area
Central programme
team

The overall Programme General Manager role will be separate from DHBs and separate from individual DHB implementation teams.
Central FPIM programme management will be outsourced to ensure expertise available as well as providing a measure of risk sharing.
The central implementation team will focus on ensuring the needs of all DHBs will be met as transitions occur. Its focus will be on ensuring
that business outcomes are met, not purely on completing a technology transition. This will include such things as ensuring documentation is
completed when it is needed and that all required knowledge transfer takes place. It will work closely with the DHB teams, enabling them to
fulfil their accountabilities.
The central team will include the necessary sector expertise. Staff will be seconded from the sector to support the core team where
required.

DHB implementation
teams

DHB resources have been estimated based on feedback from Wave One implementation and estimates for Northern DHBs and Southern
DHB carried out as part of the development of the Risk Mitigation Business Case.
DHB projects will be planned in conjunction with the central programme to ensure that all lessons learned are applied. This will include an
early focus on data cleansing and mapping. The central programme team will help ensure that each DHB has the level of resource and
expertise it needs and that these staff receive early guidance and training.

Programme
management

FPIM Business Case

Formal programme and project management and governance will be strengthened. Clear differentiations will be made between programme
accountabilities and project responsibilities.


Steering committee will have ownership of outcomes and clear delegated authority from sector



Senior Responsible Owner will have clear delegated authority from DHBs Steering Committee to direct teams to achieve outcomes
required



The management of risk, issues, escalations, and communications will be clearly defined



Supporting committees will meet remotely and face to face on regular basis



The required reporting will be formally defined and adhered to
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Area


PHARMAC will be included in the governance structures as a key stakeholder



There will be a governance secretariat to ensure that administration works smoothly and effectively



Programme and project management standards will be defined and adhered to



There will be integrated planning and management across multiple projects



There will be transparent change control

Communications

There will be regular communications to wider DHB community on what is happening and how it affects them.

Preparation for DHBs

DHBs will be provided with early advice:

Change management



Helping DHBs to understand early how the new systems will look



Ensuring standard approaches are in place for DHBs to transition (including Extract, Transform, Load – ETL)



Ensuring that DHB prerequisites are clear (e.g. implementing chart of accounts, DFAs)



Ensuring that DHBs have the necessary infrastructure to support the transition



Ensuring that DHBs have early direction on what they will need to do, especially on data cleansing and mapping



Ensuring that DHBs have an early project plan in place supporting what needs to be done with the time required

The central programme team will include change management and communications support for DHB project teams. This will help ensure
that central team has wider understanding of what the DHBs require. It will also ensure that DHBs have the support they require to fulfil
their own accountabilities so that their needs in the transition are met.
DHBs will be supported through the change process. Each DHB project team will include a change manager.

Ongoing operation
and support

The central support team (Oracle Administration Team) will be separate from the programme team. After each DHB is implemented and
ended post-implementation support, it will be handed over to Oracle Administration Team. Staffing will be managed between the
programme team and the Oracle Administration Team to ensure that sufficient post-implementation support is available.
The Oracle Administration Team will be managed according to clear service level arrangements.

Catalogue
management

Ongoing governance will be in place to manage against the common good of all DHBs and the specific needs of each DHB.
The procurement catalogue will be centrally managed (i.e. separate from the DHBs, albeit with staff located within DHBs) with clear
procedures and service levels on how it is updated. Management of the catalogue will be resourced to ensure that post-go live data changes
can be handled in a timely manner.
PHARMAC and the Ministry will be integrated into the data management and control processes.

Benefits realisation

FPIM Business Case

There will be a formal benefits realisation plan to ensure that ongoing benefits are gained once the programme has completed. Note that
this will include the monitoring and management of all contemplated benefits, not only the procurement benefits. PHARMAC will be
included in the benefits oversight.
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Area
Completion of
outstanding issues

Quality Assurance

FPIM Business Case

The core work required to complete Wave One and prepare the current configuration for rollout to all DHBs will be completed before Wave
Two starts. This will include:


Completing all required documentation



Reviewing current design to ensure fit for purpose for remaining DHBs



Ensuring reporting solutions are in place



Ensuring that the national infrastructure is configured to support the environments needed for the transition of the DHBs

Quality management will be defined in the assurance plan.
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APPENDIX C: Comparison of options 2 and 3
Introduction
A key part of this business case is the choosing of Option 3 Single systems for 10 DHBs over Option 2
Clustered risk mitigation. This appendix provides a more detailed comparison of these options.

Estimated monetary benefits
The following table assess the options against the ability to realise the potential monetary and nonmonetary benefits identified in the case for change. Given that the primary benefit drivers for this
proposal is risk mitigation, there are few monetary benefits but a significant number of nonmonetary benefits.
Table 62 Assessment of options against potential monetary benefits
Monetary Benefits Realised

Option 2 Clustered risk
mitigation

Option 3 Single system for
10 DHBs

$2m pa of operational savings for
healthAlliance

Yes

Yes

Non-monetary Benefits
The following table assesses the options against potential non-monetary benefits.
Table 63 Assessment of the short list options against the potential non-monetary benefits
Non-monetary Benefits Realised

Option 2 Clustered risk
mitigation

Option 3 Single system for
10 DHBs

Mitigation against high likelihood and
impact of SPF system outages

Yes

Yes

Stable and supported finance, procurement,
and supply chain applications

Yes

Yes

Stable, supported and fit for purpose
infrastructure

Yes

Yes

Mitigation against cyber security risks and
confidentiality data breaches

Yes

Yes

Operational gains achieved through
improved system functionality

Yes

Yes

Potential for secondary procurement
savings

Yes

Yes

Technology contingency planned and build
underway if the all of sector business case is
not successful

Yes

Yes

Mitigate against risk that technical

Yes

Yes
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Non-monetary Benefits Realised

Option 2 Clustered risk
mitigation

Option 3 Single system for
10 DHBs

Partial

Yes

capability and IP are lost
Public confidence in Health Services
maintained

Assessment of key risk mitigations for each option
The following table summarises the ability of each option to mitigate current key risks.
Table 64 Risk mitigation assessment for the shortlisted options
Risk

Option 2 Clustered risk
mitigation

Option 3 Single system for
10 DHBs

Failure of Infrastructure

Mitigation

Mitigation

Outage in one or more applications
operating supply chain, procurement and
finance

Mitigation

Mitigation

Loss of technical capability (design,
development, training and support)

Mitigation

Mitigation

Opportunity Costs: operational gains which
have technology dependencies are
prevented

Mitigation

Mitigation

Relative risk assessment of the shortlisted options
A high-level comparison of the relative risks for implementation, and ongoing, for each of the three
shortlisted option is detailed below.
Table 65 Relative implementation and ongoing risk comparison for the short-listed options
Risk

Option 2 Clustered risk
mitigation

Option 3 Single system for
10 DHBs

Relative Implementation Risks

High

Medium

Relative Ongoing Risks

Medium

Low

Conclusions
The monetary benefits of both options are equal. The non-monetary benefits of both options are
equal. Both options provide equivalent mitigation for the current risks. Option 3 Single system for 10
DHBs provides lower ongoing risks and has lower implementation risk.
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APPENDIX D: Development of options
Six key options were developed by stakeholders, including a status quo option – this took place by
firstly identifying the possible option dimensions and then picking combinations of the dimensions
to select options for analysis
A workshop was held with key stakeholders on 18 October 2018 to develop the options to be
considered for this business case. A wide set of option dimensions was first developed. Key
combinations of these dimensions were then used to develop the options. The options were then
further refined after a workshop with DHB Chief Executives on 7 November 2018 and a Steering
Committee meeting on 3 December 2018.
Some of the option dimension settings were discarded and so do not form part of the possible
options. These dimensions settings and the rationale for not considering them further are
summarised as follows:
1. FPSC system – “Single system other than Oracle” – rejected as Oracle already covers 84% of the
sector by population and effort to replace all with another system is infeasible.
2. Location – “Local” – rejected as sector already has level of clustering; no benefit seen in moving
back to completely localised infrastructure and systems.
3. National catalogue – all options considered.
4. Master data consistency – all options considered.
5. Other standards compliance – “Low compliance” – rejected as sector has already achieved
variable compliance.
6. Operating governance – “Independent operation” – rejected as system already operating in
clusters.
7. Operating support – “Independent” – rejected as hybrid models already in place across sector;
no benefit seen in moving back to purely independent operating support.
8. Transition governance – “Independent” – rejected as independent and cooperative models
already in place across sector; no benefit seen in moving back to purely independent transition
model.
9. Incentives to comply – “Unequal financial rewards” – not seen as providing the appropriate
incentives; “Equal financial rewards” – not seen as realistic given the current nature of
government funding.
10. Speed to benefit – all options considered.
11. Benefits management – “DHB by DHB” – rejected as there is already some clustering in place.
Note that the Platform option dimensions are available for all options. These are further considered
as independent options in a subsequent section.
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OPTION
DIMENSIONS
1.

Option 1
Status Quo
Option 2
Individual / clustered
remediation

FPSC system

Many
systems

Option 4
Individual / clustered
remediation / catalogue
Multiple systems /
instances
Max 39% on 1
Oracle instance

Option 3
Single system for
10 DHBs

Option 5
10 DHBs on single
system / catalogue

100% on 1
Oracle
instance

73% on 1 Oracle instance

Option 6
National system

A single
system other
than Oracle

One
system

What kind of FPSC system will
there be?

SYSTEM

Local

2. Location

Central

Some
clustering of
catalogues

STANDARDS

4. Master data
consistency

6. Operating
governance

High

Low

Low
compliance

Independent
operation

Some
clustering of
governance

Further
clustering of
governance

Common
governance
across all

Common

Independent

Hybrid

Central
virtual

Central

Common

Independent

Independent /
Cooperative

Cooperative /
independent

Central
directed /
cooperative

Common

Independent

Common
good focus

Some
financial
rewards

Unequal financial
rewards

Equal
financial
rewards

High

Low

What incentives will DHBs have
to comply with the new operating
model?

Long
undefined

Variable across
sector

5+ years

3 years

High

Low

How long will it take to get
procurement benefits?
DHB by
DHB

11. Benefits
management

Compliance
with common
standards

Independent

How will the transition to the new
state be governed?

10. Speed to benefit

Variable
compliance

High

Independent

9. Incentives to comply

Variable
compliance

Low

How will day to day operations
be supported? DHB by DHB?
Central? Hybrid?

8. Transition
governance

National catalogue
integrated with
system

Common master
data and
standards

Variable
consistency

Low
consistency

How will ongoing operations be
governed?

7. Operating support

Systems interfaced to
national catalogue

Central

What level of data consistency
will there be across DHBs?

5. Other standards
compliance

More
clustering of
catalogues

Distributed

What level of compliance will
there be with other standards?

OPERATION / TRANSTION

Completely
central

Distributed

How will the national catalogue be
managed? Separate from systems
or integrated into single system?

BENFITS REALISATION

Biggest
cluster 73%

Where will the FPSC system(s)
be located?

3. National catalogue

PLATFORM

Biggest
cluster 50%

Some
clustering

Further
clustering

Central
monitoring &
feedback

Central

Local

How will the sector wide benefits
(especially procurement) be
managed to ensure they are
realised?

12. Platform
What platform will the systems
be provided on?

Cloud

Private
Private
hosting

Infrastructure
as a Service

Hybrid cloud

Software as
a Service

Figure 39 Option dimensions and options
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APPENDIX E: Shared national catalogue high level design project
brief
We have developed a draft project brief for the work to undertake the high-level design and
refined costing for the shared national catalogue interfaced to DHBs

Background
This project brief outlines the objectives of the high-level design of the shared national catalogue,
the deliverables, how the governance will operate, resourcing, the approach to the work, key risks
and issues and how they will be managed, the estimated costs for the work, and how it will be
funded.

Objectives
The objectives of the shared national catalogue high level design are:


To develop a high-level design of the shared national catalogue including the catalogue and
provision of data, development of data standards, enhanced data repository, procurement
compliance



To identify how the national shared catalogue will be developed and operate



To refine how the national shared catalogue will support the benefits as contemplated by
PHARMAC for medical devices



To update the costs for the development and operation of the national shared catalogue and the
financial benefits and timing



To confirm the governance and benefits realisation



To update the business case recommendations as required.

Scope
The scope of the shared national catalogue high-level design is summarised in the following table.
Table 66 Scope of high-level design
Area

Included

Excluded

Overall



High level design for the shared
national catalogue including the
catalogue and provision of data,
development of data standards,
enhanced data repository,
procurement compliance





How national shared catalogue will
be developed and managed



How national shared catalogue will
support the medical device benefits
as contemplated by PHARMAC



Updated costs for development
and operation of national shared
catalogue



Updated business case

FPIM Business Case

Other procurement areas outside
medical devices and NZ Health
Partnerships identified national
procurement
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Area

Included

Excluded

recommendations and next steps
High level systems
design

Design of operations

Achieving the benefits

Costs

Updating business
case
recommendations



How national shared catalogue
using largest Oracle cluster on
single system will be established
using existing FPIM



How systems to distribute
catalogue items to DHBs will be
built – to TechnologyOne, JD
Edwards, Oracle DHBs



How DHB transitional data
gathering and reporting
infrastructure will be built



Management of the catalogue
(loading, updating, removing,
notifications, etc)



Management of the data standards
(gaining agreement from DHBs,
managing compliance, managing
changes)



Managing compliance at DHB level



Reporting, including DHB
transactional data mapped to the
catalogue



Support, maintenance, change
control



Overall governance



Central requirements



DHB requirements



Development costs



Central operating costs



Updated recommendations and
costs for next stage



Next steps



Build / operation of national
catalogue hosted on any other
systems



DHB operating costs



Full redeveloped business case

Deliverables
The deliverable for this work will be a single report with supporting appendices, alongside the cost
and benefit model.

Governance
The project will use the project governance established for the FPIM programme.
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Approach
The project will develop the next level of detail required to develop and operate a national shared
catalogue beyond that already developed in the business case. It will therefore need to take account
of:


How the master catalogue will be configured and managed on the shared Oracle system
proposed for use by 10 DHBs. This will include how new items are added, existing items are
updated, and how obsolete items are retired. It will also consider use of standards as part of the
catalogue (e.g.GS1).



How the catalogue details will be distributed to the other DHBs. It will therefore need to take
account of the updating of catalogue items on TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, and Oracle systems.
This will include the technical approaches and how the respective data will be updated.



How compliance against the medical device contracts negotiated by PHARMAC and National
Procurement contracts will be managed at DHB level. This will need to cover how this will occur
in the various systems.



How the reporting will occur, including DHB transactional data to be collected, the mechanisms
for collecting this data, mapping to the national shared catalogue and how the central reporting
repository will operate.



How the catalogue will operate and be managed.



How the governance and benefits realisation will operate.

Because of the need to engage with different DHBs operating different systems, a multi-disciplinary
working group of DHB staff representing the diversity of DHB situations will be convened. This will
cover the expertise required to cover the varying systems and approaches taken in the sector. It will
need to cover the varying needs of the DHBs using TechnologyOne, JD Edwards, or Oracle.
A series of workshops will be held to consider the key aspects of the catalogue and its operation.
These workshops will include the working group and other key stakeholders in the wider sector. The
working group will take the output of each workshop, refine it, and develop the next level of detail
to ensure that it will achieve the benefits in a cost-effective manner.
In parallel with the workshops the costing will be updated, and the final report updated and refined.
The diagram on the following page summarises how this will operate.
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Table 67 Approach to national shared catalogue high level design
Streams

Month 1

Initiate project

 Recruit project team and working
group
 Confirm terms of reference
 Confirm governance, project
framework, roles, and
responsibilities

Overall approach

 Workshop on overall approach to
achieving the benefits through a
shared catalogue
 Outline design, main options, and
key issues to resolve

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

 Ensure overall consistency

Month 5

 Ensure overall consistency

 Ensure overall consistency

 Ensure overall consistency

Shared catalogue

 Workshop on governance, operation
and management of shared
catalogue
 Working group develops next level of
detail on management of shared
catalogue

 Document, distribute for feedback /
refine

 Finalise

Distribution of
catalogue items

 Workshop on distribution of
catalogue data, and consolidation
transactional data

 Working group develops next level of
detail on distribution / consolidation
 Document, distribute for feedback /
refine

 Finalise

Compliance against
national catalogue

 Workshops on managing compliance
against national catalogue – one
each for Oracle, TechnologyOne, JD
Edwards

 Working group develops next level of
detail on how compliance will occur
 Document, distribute for feedback /
refine

 Finalise

Reporting

 Workshop on data gathering and
reporting

 Working group develops detail on
how data gathering, and reporting
will work
 Document, distribute for feedback /
refine

 Finalise

Governance / benefits
realisation

 Define process to agree governance,
operating model, and benefits
realisation

 Hold governance interviews /
workshops

 Develop draft operating model
 Refine governance

 Finalise governance, operating
model, and benefits realisation

 Finalise

Costing

 Develop cost model based on
business case content

 Update / refine costs

 Update / refine cost

 Update / refine cost

 Update / refine cost

Final report

 Develop outline report

 Update

 Update

 Update

 Finalise overall report
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Resourcing
The following table summarises the resourcing that will be required for the project.
Table 68 Project resourcing
Resource

Role / responsibilities

Source

Effort

Comments

Lead

Leadership of overall project
Facilitation of workshops
Integration of design,
development, and operational
aspects
Development / refinement of
final deliverable
Reporting

External

3 days per
week

Costed

Architect

Ensures that overall proposed
solution fits together
Manages overall design of
solution and how it will operate

External

Full time

Costed

Business analyst

Collates, analyses, and integrates
output from working groups

External

Full time

Costed

Working group

Process expertise regarding how
national shared catalogue will
operate centrally and at DHB
level
Technical expertise around how
interfaces and reporting would
operate

DHBs

As
required

Not costed – DHB
contribution

Cost and benefits
analyst

Develop and refine the cost and
benefits model
Develop summary of differences
between business case and
refined model

NZ Health
Partnerships

22 days
spread
across
project

Costed
Preferably use
existing analyst in NZ
Health Partnerships
and manage as part of
BAU

Project support

Scheduling of workshops and
meetings
Travel booking

NZ Health
Partnership

1.5 day per
week

Costed
Manage as part of
BAU roles

Communications
support

Manage communications
regarding the project to the
sector

NZ Health
Partnerships

FPIM Business Case
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Risks
The key risks for the project and their mitigation is summarised in the following table.
Table 69 Key risks and their mitigation
Risk

Level

Mitigation

That DHBs do not commit the required
staff for the period of time required,
resulting in delays to the deliverables
and/or lower quality results

Medium

Gain commitment from DHBs early

That DHBs do not commit to attending
the required workshops in the
timeframes required resulting in delays,
and/or lower quality deliverables,
and/or re-litigation of results

Medium

Ensure team has a centrally funded architect to
ensure strong integration of all input
Early advice of approach to the project and
importance of DHB engagement
Early advice of when workshops attendance is
needed
Use of a stable working group consisting of DHB
staff to ensure DHBs have “back-channels”
regarding the project

That DHBs do not buy into the results of
the project, resulting in the sector not
being able to achieve the benefits from
medical device procurement

Medium

Use of working group with DHB staff
DHB involvement in workshops
Presentation of interim results to existing forums
– CFOs, CIOs, CEs

Key Issues
The following key issues will need to be addressed as part of the work:


How compliance against the PHARMAC medical devices contracts can be managed at point of
procurement. PHARMAC has stated that after-the-fact monitoring is insufficient for it to achieve
the projected savings.



How data standards can be managed and enforced across differing systems and DHBs. The
current NZ Health Partnerships data hub receives inconsistent data from DHBs and spends
significant time in data cleansing.



How the data repository should be designed and configured to make best use of the deep data
that will be available from the 10 DHBs on the single Oracle FPIM instance. How the current NZ
Health Partnerships data hub can be used as a starting point.



How off-catalogue expenditure that impacts PHARMAC contracts will be managed and
monitored.



How change management will occur at DHB procurement level to enable the procurement
savings. How existing procurement processes for medical devices will need to change.



The roles of all key organisations in ensuring that medical device procurement operates
effectively and efficiently while achieving the savings.



How the differing systems will have potential different requirements and implementations to
achieve the desired outcomes.



How operation will occur across the sector so that the common good can be achieved.
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Estimated costs
$600,000 including 15% contingency.

Funding
Funding will be split between all DHBs on the basis of PBF net of IDF as summarised in the following
table.
Table 70 Funding split by DHB
DHB
Auckland
Bay of Plenty
Canterbury
Capital & Coast
Counties Manukau
Hawkes Bay
Hutt
Lakes
MidCentral
Nelson Marlborough
Northland
South Canterbury
Southern
Tairawhiti
Taranaki
Waikato
Wairarapa
Waitemata
West Coast
Whanganui

FPIM Business Case

PBF
14.93%
5.04%
11.41%
6.78%
9.36%
3.38%
3.02%
2.25%
3.75%
3.01%
3.98%
1.16%
6.46%
1.09%
2.35%
9.65%
0.79%
9.31%
0.82%
1.45%
100.00%

High level design funding
89,561
30,240
68,451
40,693
56,174
20,309
18,113
13,490
22,492
18,063
23,907
6,953
38,784
6,522
14,112
57,904
4,742
55,868
4,897
8,724
$600,000
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Attachment: Current state of national catalogue and data hub
The design work will build on the work that has been completed to date on the national catalogue
and the data hub.
National Catalogue


The national catalogue went live on 2 July 2018 with the Wave One DHBs.



The national catalogue contains:
o

Suppliers

o

Items

o

Contracts

o

Sourcing rules

o

Price & Value schedules.



There are currently 44,594 items (products) on the master catalogue.



The national catalogue will continue to grow as more DHBs move to FPIM, and as a result of
PHARMAC and National Procurement activity.



NZ Health Partnerships and the Wave One DHBs are looking at the best way to publish the
catalogue to DHBs, most of whom want it as soon as possible.



The constraints placed on the programme by the Cabinet “pause” have slowed publication.

Data Hub


NZ Health Partnerships operates a procurement data hub.



Data quality remains an issue, but this is improving all the time.



Used by NZ Health Partnerships National Procurement and PHARMAC – the latter are in the
early stages of using the data.



The data hub takes feeds from all 20 DHBs, cleans, consolidates the data, and matches spend
information to items and suppliers.



There is a number of challenges:



o

Variable data from the 20 DHBs

o

Missing data, varying from a full month’s data from some DHBs or just missing fields

o

When data at a DHB changes, e.g. new items added, it is time consuming to find the
supplier and match to new item

o

Data cleansing and matching is a lengthy process with many manual steps (even though
the data hub uses rules to match some items automatically).

Plans:
o

Work with DHBs to improve quality of data supplied

o

Improve % of rule based automatic matching

o

Continue to investigate artificial intelligence and machine learning to improve data
matches.

FPIM Business Case
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